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1.  ABOUT THE REPORTING 3.0 PLATFORM AND ITS THE BLUEPRINTS SERIES

Continuous improvement is better
than delayed perfectionism.

– Mark Twain
 
The Reporting 3.0 Platform was launched in 2012 to test a premise: that corporate disclosure plays 

a key role in influencing the trajectory of the global economy; so, if the economic design is inherent-

ly flawed and unsustainable, reporting (and its interrelated elements) can help resolve this dilemma. 

Furthermore, if reporting regimes are not fit-to-purpose, they too can be reformed so as to play their 

proper function in triggering a green, inclusive, and open global economy.

To explore this premise, Reporting 3.0 (R3) held three major international conferences through 2015, 

gathering a diversity of international experts from four continents and 15 countries.1 In addition, R3 

convened various Transition Labs and Regional Roundtables during that period. In the process, R3 

curated a neutral, pre-competitive, global public good platform for diverse stakeholders to consider 

solutions that build off the foundations of existing standards, frameworks, and practices whereby the 

reporting field raises its level of ambition to play its rightful role in spurring a regenerative, distributive 

economy that promotes thriving for all humanity.

The platform thus performs an “open” research and development (R&D) think tank function where 

‘positive mavericks’ – who work productively (not obstructively) toward positive change; challenge con-

straints, structural limitations, unconscious biases, and shadow agendas; think and act at systems levels; 

and seek transformative (on top of incremental) change – collaborate to co-create a new operating 

system that generates fit-to-purpose disclosure practices.

The third international conference in November 2015 represented a watershed, when the R3 commu-

nity determined that the premise holds sufficient validity to warrant ongoing exploration and advocacy.  

Specifically, two determinations were made at the end of the conference: 

• First, to better serve these interests and expand its global public good value, Reporting 3.0 spun off

from its incubation under BSD Consulting to become the inaugural flagship program of “OnCom-

mons,” a newly-formed independent not-for-profit, registered under German law as gGmbH (ge-

meinnützige GmbH).

• Second, to shift into a more active “solutions-generation” mode, R3 decided to launch a work eco-

system consisting of four interdependent Blueprint Projects in the areas of reporting, accounting, 
data, and new business models. 

1.1.  FOUR BLUEPRINTS – ONE SYSTEMIC APPROACH

This four-pronged Blueprint design stems from the recognition that this quartet of areas are distinct yet 

interconnected and interrelated elements of the overall disclosure regime, thus each element warrants 

in-depth focus in its own right, following a standardized, systemic approach, before synthesizing the 

resulting findings into a single report. Further, this recognition stems from the following outcomes of 

the earlier R3 conference deliberations:
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• Purpose: Sustainability and integral disclosure need a clearly defined “North Star” purpose. 

The Reporting 3.0 community recognizes the absence of a clear end-goal in current sustain-

ability and integrated reporting standards, frameworks and practices. As government lead-

ers at the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio+20) in 2012 pro-

claimed in The Future We Want Outcome Document, the “overarching goal” is the achievement 

of a green and inclusive economy in the context of sustainable development and poverty al-

leviation.2 Yet current reporting generally lacks a direct connection to this purpose of creat-

ing a green, inclusive, and open economy. More frankly stated: no business can be truly sus-

tainable in an unsustainable world; consequently, there will never be integral sustainability 

without a seamless connection to an economic system design whereby market mechanisms “do 

the right thing” through price signals and monetary incentivation, including subsidies and taxation. 

• Sustainability Context Gap: While The Future We Want takes an overall macro perspective, sus-

tainability reporting and integrated reporting focus on the micro-level, organization-specific per-

spective, thus creating a micro-macro gap between the UN goal and company reporting. The Glob-

al Reporting Initiative (GRI) advocates for closing this gap with its Sustainability Context Principle, 

which calls for “discussing the performance of the organization in the context of the limits and 

demands placed on environmental or social resources at the sector, local, regional, or global level.” 

This addresses “the underlying question of … how an organization contributes … to the improve-

ment or deterioration of economic, environmental and social conditions, developments and trends.” 

However, “[r]eporting only on trends in individual performance (or the efficiency of the organization) 

fails to respond to this underlying question.”3 However, “to this day in the reporting world … Sustain-

ability Context is incipient, uneven, and occasional,” said GRI Co-Founder and Inaugural Chief Exec-

utive Allen White (a Reporting 3.0 Validator).4 Today, sustainability and integrated reports describe 

company-specific incremental progress on issue-specific urgencies such as global warming, water 

shortages, biodiversity loss, human rights abuses and corruption; however, it is rare that companies 

account for their own proportionate contribution to these macro problems – and thus neither to 

their solutions. 

• Risk Management & Integral Materiality: Material environmental, social and governance (ESG)

information doesn’t yet automatically link through to fiduciary duties, creating a disconnect from 

risk management due to shortcomings in this materiality determination. In consequence, now un-

derscored by new research by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) 

amongst its member companies, only 29% of the companies who outline material sustainability 

risks in sustainability reporting reflect the same information in their legal filings or disclosures.5 

While 89% of companies indicate that sustainability issues could have a financial impact on their 

business, 70% don’t believe their risk management practices are adequately addressing those risks. 

This gaping gulf represents a stark reality check on the general failure of companies to link their 

sustainability efforts to their broader business disciplines and standard practices (such as Enterprise 

Risk Management). Attendees at Reporting 3.0 convenings consistently stressed the need for con-

vergence of risk management, governance and remuneration with integral material sustainability, 

based on sound contextualization and proper impact assessments. 

• Collaboration & Ambition: Reporting 3.0 convenings revealed broad perception of lagging collabo-

ration and plateauing amibition levels amongst reporting and accounting standard setters, data ana-

lysts and information system architects, and new business model intrapreneurs and entrepreneurs, 

which are falling short on clarifying purpose, implementing sufficient success measurement, and 

achieving scalability at rates needed to be “on target” for ensuring the sustainability of the human 

race. That is what the four Blueprints aim to address collectively in order to align with the disclosure 

needs for a green, inclusive & open economy designed for regenerative and distributive capitalism. 
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• Integral Blueprints: The emergence of a third generation of “integral reporting” (after the first gen-

eration of financial reporting and the second generation of sustainability and integrated reporting) 

requires a fluid exchange of learning in all four areas described by the below Blueprint design. We 

also believe there needs to be a revolving process to update the Blueprints about every 3 years, 

given the speed of developments in all areas related to this set of recommendations.

Figure 1: The Reporting 3.0 Blueprint Ecosystem
@2017 Reporting 3.0

1.2.  PRE-COMPETITIVE, COLLABORATIVE, MULTI-STAKEHOLDER, GLOBAL 

PUBLIC GOOD

Don’t compete! Create! Find out what everyone 
else is doing and then don’t do it!

– Joel Weldon

Reporting 3.0 does not seek to create yet another reporting or accounting standard, data analytics 

product or new business model canvas. We are building on the strong shoulders of the existing reporting, 

accounting and data infrastructure as well as existing ideas around future business modeling. We simply 

believe that the combination of these siloed pockets of expertise isn’t yet working towards the end-goal 

of necessary systems change at sufficient pace. As a consequence, humanity remains on a blind flight. 

These 55 years after Rachel Carson’s book Silent Spring, 45 years after Limits to Growth, 30 years after 

Data support for macro/meso/micro

GREEN, INCLUSIVE & OPEN ECONOMY /

REGENERATIVE CAPITALISM & FINANCE SYSTEM
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of BP 1
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the Brundtland Report and 25 years after the first Rio Conference, it is still impossible to properly assess 

whether a company is sustainable or not. We therefore aim to boost cross-fertilization of these four as-

yet distinct markets through crowd-sourced and well curated collaboration. So far, we see the Reporting 

3.0 Platform as the only pre-competitive and open global public good community with this holistic 

ambition. Through our conferences and discussions, we know that there’s isn’t yet a curriculum that also 

offers this needed breadth between micro, meso, and macro aspects, cross-cutting economic theory, 

social and environmental education as well behavioral science. It is these lacks – of language, of forums to 

meet, and of sheer awareness of the magnitude of the urgency for global change – that holds colleagues 

back from even addressing what Reporting 3.0 aims to achieve. Institutional inertia, even in the seemingly 

forward-looking realms of ESG and corporate “sustainability,” create blockages to progress, triggering 

the emergence of positive maverick stances and actions from those who share the understanding that 

incremental change is necessary but insufficient. Reporting 3.0 aims to make a real difference here. 

Reporting 3.0 offers flexible engagement opportunities via Sponsor Partners, Working Group Partners, 

Validation Partners, Pilot Project & Beta Testing Partners, Advocation Partners, and through various 

public engagement opportunities such as virtual dialogues, events and public comment periods. We aim 

to update the Blueprints every three years and dissiminate them as a package to the constituencies that 

work with us and our target audiences. We hope to stimulate market reaction accordingly, so that the 

Blueprint recommendations will effect positive change of multiple actors while also catalzing necessary 

systems change.

1.3.  AUDIENCES

The Blueprint ecosystem addresses four major areas that represent a baseline of the minimum neces-

sary ambition to achieve a sustainable economy (much less a thriving society). These four areas attract 

the following audiences:

• Reporting: Reporting standards setters, reporters, governments (including statistics offices), NGOs, 

academics, and financial markets players (including investors as well as credit and sustainability 

rating agencies);

• Accounting: Accounting standard setters, accountants, CFOs, controllers; academics in accounting 

and controlling;

• Data: reporting standard setters, companies, CIOs, investors, software and analytics firms, data 

science experts, academics;

• New Business Models: Circular, sharing and collaborative economy entrepreneurs, business model 

designers, investors, NGOs, new business model initiatives, corporate intrapreneurs, funders, ven-

ture capitalists, academics.

We believe that without these four areas in combination, breakthrough thinking and action will not 

emerge. As an outcome, the new ‘common ground’ disclosure has to aim for a seamless information 

flow beteween corporations and their related supply and demand chains / cycles (micro level), indus-

tries, regions and habitats (meso), and nation states and global social and environmental ecosystems 

(macro).
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We expect to address the outcomes of the Reporting 3.0 Blueprint deliberations to these actors in one 

major dissemination rollout after the completion of all four Blueprint Projects; but for now, the main 

Blueprint chapters address the primary parties that need to contribute to breakthroughs in disclosure by 

actively applying our recommendations. These are reporting standard setters; governments, legislators 

and multilateral organizations; corporations; and finally, investors and other stakeholders. 

Of course, we invite all other constituencies (e.g. NGOs, academics, data scientists and statisticians, econ-

omists, consultants) to use the recommendations to inform their own practices. They are also invited to 

contribute to the outcome of the Blueprints and support the dissemination of their outcomes.

 

Figure 2: The implementers, users and beneficiaries of the Reporting 3.0 Blueprints in order to serve the Commons and a ‘life-
enhancing’ green, inclusive and open economy.
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1.4.  LINK TO THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM THINKING

The question is how to make the human race concur in its own survival?
– Bertrand Russell

Failures of economic system thinking, ecological system thinking and education system thinking are 

the main reasons for the failure of sustainability. We coin the term “triple-e-failure” to describe this 

triumvirate of shortfalls. Sustainability, in the way it is applied in corporations, in standard setting, in 

data collection and information systems, in business model creation, is only a redux version of what it 

was originally meant to be. The shift from the original three-pronged focus on people, planet and pros-
perity to people planet and profit, totally lost the prioritization on overall well-being through inter- and 

intragenerational equity. This shift in emphasis has enabled the “fatal” incrementalism that creates the 

“illusion of progress” while failing to truly solve global challenges, subordinated as it is to status quo 

economic system thinking.

However, capitalism, if focused on the right outcomes through the right incentives, can generally sup-

port a green, inclusive & open economy. Regenerative capitalism, a concept promoted most visibly by 

John Fullerton of the Capital Institute (who keynoted the 2015 Reporting 3.0 Conference), provides a 

solution geared toward financial market transformation. Overall, the main ingredients of the necessary 

readjustment for creating a new level playing field globally include:

• An adjustment of cost calculation by internalizing a full spectrum of externalized costs into cost 

accounting; 

• The addition of benefit accounting; 

• The translation into pricing; and 

• An adjusted tax regime that burdens resource use while liberating tax on labor. 

In sum, achieving sustainability requires ambitious scalability by incentivizing leaders and nurturing 

comprehensive followership through this new level playing field. This is one of the blunt truths we need 

to understand. Reporting 3.0 is therefore taking those necessities into account in the design of the 

Blueprints. They are integral parts of the “North Star”6 understanding.

1.5.  LEADERSHIP & RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CORPORATE SECTOR

You cannot escape the responsibility of tomorrow by evading it today!
– Abraham Lincoln

At Reporting 3.0, we see a necessary interplay between the macro, meso and micro levels, organized 

both through the “push” of international policy, regulation and implementation standards, as well as 

the “pull” of fit-to-purpose innovation in new business models and governance systems aligned to the 

thriving, climate-resilient economy and society currently envisioned to emerge by mid-century. The 

existing economic system design has so far not enabled the emergence of true sustainability, but in-

stead actively acts against a green, inclusive & open economy by neglecting the needs to a) serve the 

well-being of every global citizen; b) work within the cycles of nature; and c) align financial systems to 

serve the goals of a regenerative and distributive real economy. But very importantly, all that interplay 

needs leadership, and we think the corporate sector shows promise of supplying such leadership from 

enlightened boards and CEOs (incited by informed institutional investors) who recognize that future 

value creation requires significant transformation at the individual business model (micro), industy 

(meso), and economic system (macro) levels. 
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According to Reporting 3.0 Parter Organizational Capital Partners, “[f]orty years of strategic leadership, 

cognitive capacity, and crystallized intelligence research has identified that less than five percent of the 

world’s adult population has the critical thinking capacity to perform complex work and investment 

decision making at the higher levels of innovation and systems thinking complexity [that] is required 

for conceptualizing and implementing new business and economic models.”7 So the trick is to identify 

leaders with the cognitive capacities to think in inter-generational terms. 

Leaders will understand that they will need to take action to advise of the overall economic system 

conditions, defining the necessary level playing field, in order to scale up sustainable policy making, 

technological changes and financing mechanisms. For their own organizations, the real challenge is how 

to become sustainable beyond reducing negative impact and how to excel through transformation ca-

pabilities that allow the organization to lead. Leadership excellence and organizational transformation 

capabilities are necessary ingredients of being “future ready.” So far, reporting standards don’t have 

any disclosure available for investors and other stakeholders to show where an organization stands on 

its pathway to be future ready. These are additional ingredients and new reporting elements that need 

coverage in an interplay between purpose, success measurement and scalability of any organization. 

1.6.  THE REPORTING 3.0 INTEGRAL DESIGN THINKING

Where is the life we have lost in living?
Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?

Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?
– T.S. Eliot

In sum, Reporting 3.0 aims to make an impact through the four Blueprints that make up the de-

sign ecosystem of fit-to-purpose disclosure for a green, inclusive and open economy. Figure 3 sum-

marizes the basic assumptions, the consequences, outcomes and impacts of our design thinking: 

achieving integral thinking in all sorts of organizations through a new level of transparency current-

ly unknown; integral materiality deliberations that take a systems approach to assess and prioritize, 

integral data systems that allow for a seamless flow of information from the micro to the meso to 

the macro level; and finally integral business model creation that benefits from such new disclosures. 
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Figure 3: the integral design thinking of Reporting 3.0
@2017 Reporting 3.0 Platform
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2.  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Reporting Blueprint of the Reporting 3.0 work ecosystem aims at increasing purpose, success mea-

surement and scalability disclosures in an organization’s reporting. It does so by linking the framing that 

disclosure in a way that it serves the idea of a green, inclusive and open economy, as already declared in 

‘The Future We Want’, the report of the Rio+20 Conference of the United Nations. The Reporting Blue-

print sets the scene for three other Blueprints: the Accounting Blueprint, the Data Blueprint, and the 

New Business Model Blueprint. They form the minimum set of starting points to allow the development 

of such suitable disclosure. If one of these focus areas would be neglected we would not be able to suc-

ceed in this challenge. Chapter 1 is identical for all four Blueprints and lays out reasoning for this chosen 

design, audiences addressed, and what we understand by the Reporting 3.0 ‘integral design thinking’.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3 of the Reporting Blueprint is an in-depth read about the need to build disclosure about pur-

pose, success measurement and scalability in a seamless understanding and information flow between 

the micro-level (organizational), the meso-level (in 2 focus areas, namely for industries and for so-called 

habitats, involving and integrating a circular interplay of upstream and downstream actors), and the 

macro-level (a global perspective in which the economic system design for sustaining, regenerating and 

thriving are described). 

Figure A: The Reporting 3.0 Blueprint Ecosystem
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This is done in three steps:

• The description of both macro and micro attempts to thinking about serving a green, inclusive

and open economy in a prioritized way, showing a total picture, but also a gap description of all these 

pieces of a patchwork that is not yet fit for delivery, and as such explaining and underscoring the 

need for the concise approach Reporting 3.0 has taken with the four Blueprints.

• Secondly, we look at the shortcomings of the current economic thinking, the biggest cobblestone

in achieving sustainability and thriving at scale. We contrast this with the ‘Six Desiderata of a Green, 

Inclusive and Open Economy’, and adapted version of earlier work by the ThriveAbility Foundation.

• Lastly, we discussed and designed a ‘web of principles’ that best describe the essence 

of what to achieve with an economic system design that truly serves the idea of a green, inclusive 

and open economy. We use those principles to build a feedback loop process with the recommen-

dations in chapter 4, 5 and 6, in which we design disclosure topics/issues that fit purpose, success 

measurement and scalability needs of a ready-to-deliver approach.

Figure B: Understanding purpose, success and scalability in a micro, meso and macro world view.

@2017 Reporting 3.0
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Apart from the general conclusion that any sort of disclosure that does not take a generic sustainable or 

thriving design of the economic system into account will not get reporting to reach the necessary global 

scalability (and will remain a failed approach) chapter 3 also clarifies the urgent need of a new under-

standing of materiality, based on the idea of ‘rightsholders’ instead of stakeholders or shareholders (the 

current focus audiences in reporting standards or frameworks), we call this ‘integral materiality’. There 

is a need to strengthen and ‘empower’ rightsholders to remind organizations of their ‘right to know’ 

when it comes to duties and obligations, not allowing ‘laissez-faire’ as a widely used option of systemic 

malfunctioning. We argue for a pulling the sustainability context and materiality principles together un-

der the ‘relevance’ principle leading to the following steps, embedded in a plan-do-check-act approach 

for management:

• Step 1: Identify impacts on capitals vital to stakeholder wellbeing: The first step in context-based

materiality is to identify positive and negative company impacts on capitals (ecological, social and 

economic resources) that are vital to rightsholder wellbeing. Companies have duties and obligations 

to uphold the wellbeing of their direct rightsholders, by managing their impacts on resources these 

rightsholders rely on.

• Step 2: Determine if impacts compromise carrying capacities of capitals: The second step in context-

based materiality is to determine if company impacts compromise the carrying capacity of capitals. 

Figure C: the ‚web of principles’ supporting the design of a green, inclusive and open economy.
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If company impacts are far removed from this risk, then the impact can be deemed immaterial; if 

the impact is reasonably proximate to overshooting the carrying capacity of a capital, then it is by 

definition material.

• Step 3: Ascertain strategic innovation opportunities to enhance capitals: The final step in 

context-based materiality is to ascertain if the impact lends itself to innovation opportunities with 

the potential to enhance or even regenerate capitals to achieve net positive impact. 

The relevance process is inherently connected to the usual plan-do-check-act process of management, 

often called the ‘Deming-Wheel’ in quality management approaches. The below figure shows an ideal 

process of implementing integral materiality through the relevance principle. This figure also connects 

the four parts of the wheel to the ‘educate’, ‘advocate’ and ‘accelerate’ part of the recommendations 

that we point towards in chapters 4, 5 and 6.

Chapter 4, 5 and 6 are built up in equal ways, covering a triangular approach towards new disclosure 

areas, resulting in new topics to be disclosed. As a result each chapter defines the necessary areas, 

gives examples of the questions to be answered and giving recommendations for reporting standard 

setters, corporations, governments and multilateral organizations and investors how they can enforce 

these recommendations. The ‘new impetus’ on integral thinking and integral materiality forms the basis 

to increase trust, innovation and resilience.

Figure D: Integral materiality embedded in a plan-do-check-act approach based on Reporting 3.0’s relevance principle
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The recommendations should allow for a gentle, well-supported and deliberate mindset shift, leading 

to a staged approach. Based on three maturity stages that build upon each other and allow different 

entry-points, depending on where an organization, initiative or network sees itself on the continuum 

described earlier, all constituencies addressed can orient themselves. These three steps are:

• Educate: Steps that can be taken to assess and analyze the current situation vis-a-vis the 

recommendations made here, learning how to add to and discuss current reporting and disclosure 

scope and processes within organizations, with the aim to improve. This is most helpful when an 

organization starts to understand why they should be working on and disclosing information about 

their activities in this field.

• Activate: Steps that can be taken internally and externally by the organization in order 

to strengthen an approach towards the recommendations made here. This is most helpful for orga-

nizations that aim at implementing action steps and disclosure items in this field.

• Accelerate: Steps that can be taken to implement and multiply the impact of the recommendations 

made here. This is most helpful for advanced organizations that aim at scaling up their efforts and 

join forces with others to increase their advocation of steps towards reaching a green, inclusive and 

open economy.

We derived at these three maturity levels due to the fact that an organization’s approach towards sustain-

ability is often blurred through wording that all intends sustainability, but in the meantime, 25 years after 

the first Rio Conference, can be put on a strategy continuum, clarifying that there are many qualities or 

maturities in approaching sustainability, from utter denial to what we call thriving. 

Figure E: The new impetus on ‘integral thinking and integral materiality’ and its related topic areas and expected 
outcomes.
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Before diving into the specific recommendations we give short guidance on the consequences for the 

reporting approach, the rightsholder approach, the governance approach, and the leadership approach. 

It is important – as already mentioned in the p-d-c-a management approach – to surround the re-

porting approach with enabling management functions supporting the ‘new impetus’. That is why this 

Reporting Blueprint refers in all chapters to approaches that support the closure of what we call the 

‘3-Gap-Problem’, signaling that solving to become sustainable and thriving organizations needs more 

than just closing the so-called ‘sustainability context gap’, but also the ‘organizational transformation 

gap’ and the ‘socio-cultural leadership gap’. Figure G shows how everything is connected.

Figure F: The Reporting 3.0 Strategy Continuum, plotting existing understanding of the contribution of various mindsets around 
sustainability in an overarching structure.
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Finally chapter 7 closes with 10 conclusions:

• There is no sustainable business in an unsustainable world. Without changing the economic system

design towards benefiting sustainable solution and burdening unsustainable solutions we will not 

succeed.

• We need to change from a shareholder and stakeholder to a ‘rightsholders’ understanding. 

This corresponds with duties and obligations of each and every organization towards those that 

have a ‘right to know’. Not having information and relevant disclosure proving a (minimally) sustain-

able behavior, a ‘right to exist’ might vanish quicker than expected.

Figure G: Connecting the 3-Gap-Problem with the new impetus on integral thinking & integral materiality and who will be benefitting 
from the new impetus and related disclosure.
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• Integral thinking and integral materiality go further than integrated thinking and various 

materiality definitions and processes we know of today. A changed materiality process needs to take 

on board the idea of an organization serving a ‘bigger whole’, and that leads to better inclusion of 

systemic risk and transformation risk, but also opens up the discussion about root-caused opportu-

nities, away from curing symptoms of today’s ‘Triple-E-Failure’.

• We have little ideas about how to make a green, inclusive and open economy a reality, although our 

world leaders have already decided that this is ‘The Future We Want’ in 2012 at Rio+20. Our Re-

porting 3.0 repository (and other databases) track hundreds of reports, but we miss a consolidated 

effort. For the sake of defining necessary disclosure areas and information flows we arrived at 9 

principles.

• There are three main areas in which contributions in disclosure have to be made: a clear 

connection between an organization’s purpose and the contribution it aims to make towards a green, 

inclusive and open economy; a context-based multi-capital accounting and success measurement to 

stand the litmus test of integral value creation; and finally supporting the scalability of actions spur-

ring the delivery of a green, inclusive and open economy in industries, habitats, and globally.

• We need an iterative process of designing the green, inclusive and open economy. This is why

we started the journey from four different angles, and the Data Blueprint, the Accounting Blueprint 

and the New Business Model Blueprint need to take on board the thinking of the Reporting Blue-

print and have development space to align. The iterative discussions are the glue and make sure all 

constituencies addressed have their own starting point, while we work towards the ‘ultimate ends’.

• We developed the Reporting 3.0 Strategy Continuum to showcase possible strategies

towards regeneration and thriving businesses. None of this is fiction, it all already exists, sometimes 

even already coordinated. We wanted to make sure that our vision of disclosure in a green, inclusive 

and open economy isn’t simply theoretical. However, it will need a tremendous amount of leader-

ship in corporations to openly address current state and future state.

• There are several theories of change accompanying the journey. We believe the main challenge is to 

free leadership from current straightjackets of short-term delivery; here, the concept of rightshold-

ers also means duties and obligations of shareholders to reflect if speculation instead of investments 

is the right strategy. But in the long run the changed economic system design as recommended in 

this Reporting Blueprint will have to evaporate the conflict between short- and long-term thinking. 

The question about the business case of sustainability is unfair and a sign of ignorance of leadership.

• We are of the opinion that our recommendations are a useful contribution to the processes of existing 

reporting standard setters. We have developed R&D we hoped they would have understood, picked 

up and implemented already as a logic further development. We are offering our ideas in order to 

extend an invitation to collaborate. The existing standard setters are the backbone on which we 

built our work and wish them to progress together. A change is needed from collaboration to strong 

convergence. Our concept of integral thinking and integral materiality builds the basis for these 

discussions.

• Many others will have a role to play in the future success of defining disclosure for a green, 

inclusive and open economy. That is why our recommendations include governments and multilat-

erals as well as investors. We will need especially their support to grease the transformation wheel. 

Citizens all over the world want sustainable change, thriving lives and organizations making a useful 

contribution towards this ‘Future They Want’. Transparency and disclosure are an essential part to 

counter-act in a ‘post-factual’ world. That is why Reporting 3.0 exists.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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3.  A GREEN, INCLUSIVE & OPEN ECONOMY

3.1.  MACRO-ECONOMIC URGENCIES VERSUS MICRO-ECONOMIC STEREOTYPES

We live in an economy in where we steal from the future, 
sell it in the present, and call it GDP.

– Paul Hawken

We live in a time that can be best described as a “chaordic zone”8 in which we see the symptoms of the 

failures of the economic system, the environmental system and the educational system (earlier coined 

as “triple-e-failure,” also see box below) culminating into an overall delay in systems redesign, creating 

massive stress on nature and societies all over the world, while the new order that could bring back a 

systemic balance has yet to arrive. The political and judicial system, set up as the representation of a 

‚managed balance’ of these systems and translating that into baseline law & order can’t cope with the 

culminated shortcomings and start to struggle amongst themselves about who controls whom. A spiral 

of corruption, abuse and treason is the already visible reaction of a lack of balancing these silo-managed 

but interconnected systems.

What do we mean by ‚triple-e-failure’?

Economical: Trickle-down economics, once a flagship of neo-liberalism, haven’t worked 

anywhere, and the middle class, the backbone to every nation state, is drying out; the gap 

separating the majority from the richest few, often described as ‚the 1% vs. the 99%’ phe-

nomena, increases. Human and labor rights abuses, tax evasion and corruption are caused 

by and at the same time increase such effects, a downward spiral. Social systems are in 

decay due to unemployment and additional demographic effects. A sediment movement 

that fights ‚the establishment’ rises and leads to conservative and right wing party support 

in many countries on several continents already. 

Ecological: An ecological system malfunctioning mainly caused by human activity leads to 

symptoms like climate change and all its related effects: desertification, drought, unlivable 

habitats, followed by resignating humans and in prolongation migration waves. Already 

today, an estimated 20 million climate refugees9, in principle a borderless society, creates 

additional and new stress on national budgets that can’t even cope with the effects of the 

earlier described economic system malfunctioning within their own borders. The rise of 

barriers is a consequence.

Educational: As our societies are more and more cocooning as a consequence of the above 

mentioned gaps, our education systems hardly produce the level of know-how to make 

scholars systemic and long-term thinkers, not offering them a clear purpose in life other 

than optimizing their individual existence in a malfunctioning economic and ecologic sys-

tem. Societal malfunctioning is a consequence of it. The academic sector acknowledges 

the problem10, best summarized by Prof. Carol Adams in a article in 201611, saying that‚ ‘[...] 

the mechanisms by which universities are funded, journals are ranked and academics are 

assessed combine to discourage academics from engaging with real problems and commu-
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How does this all link to sustainability?

The human race is in a downward spiral and heading towards species extinction if we aren’t able to 

drastically turn the wheel around. Multiple reports prepared for the Rio + 20 Conference in 2012 have 

clearly articulated that12 and the IPPC confirmed that as well in their latest 5-year assessment.13 

Although most technologies that are needed to survive and to redesign our various industrial and agri-

cultural systems have already been invented, we are not implementing necessary processes and tech-

nologies at scale since the current economic system incentives don’t allow for more radical transforma-

tional and tectonic shifts (the economic link). They would need a total change of collective mindset and 

as a consequence the design of a new level playing field to define the new balance, the new order that 

ends the ‚chaordic zone’ (the educational link). 

Sustainability was once created as a new paradigm, giving us the necessary systemic advice on how 

to manage planet Earth in the ‚anthropocene’14, as Nobel-Laureate Paul Crutzen once coined it (the 

ecologic link). The Declarations from several UN Conferences since the release of the 1987 Brundtland 

Commision Report ‚Our Common Future’15 sound like being in the echo chamber of the Brundtland 

Commision, re-emphasizing the same ingredients over and over again. Of course, some progress has 

been made and the Millenium Development Goals and now the Sustainable Development Goals as well 

as the Paris Climate Treaty of 2015 are laudable, but only aim at a ‚zero negative impact’ level as the end 

goal to be achieved. The crux however is that only a limited number of global companies are following16 

and there is little hope that many more corporate players would voluntarily follow due to an innovation 

and business potential. We are convinced that the necessary level of activation will not happen without 

properly addressing the ‚triple-e-failure’, and in particular the economic system failures. This last point 

is a fatal missing item in the SDGs, as we will elaborate on later, and will in our view not be compensat-

ed through a variety of the other 17 SDGs. At least it will make it rather unrealistic that ‘zero negative 

impact’ can be achieved by 2030 and even more unrealistic to reach a regeneraive or thriving pathway 

for a green, inclusive and open economy.

 

How could Reporting 3.0 help?

Reporting 3.0 exists and positions itself to help imagine the new order and sees the Blueprint Projects 

as a backcasting process to anticipate and describe the possible and necessary next steps for disclosure 

elements needed to overcome the mental mindset shift. We are not naive to think that we could create 

a multi-complex new order idea by ourselves. But we can envisage a ‚minimally viable solution’ that 

gives us the potential to design the recommendations of the necessary disclosure. Everything else is 

nicating their work to those who can act upon it. [...] Academics also need to be guided by 

a sense of “the right thing to do or their moral compass”. Solutions are nowhere in sight as 

curriculums would need to be totally redesigned.’

There was discussion during the development of this Blueprint if it is just a triple-e-failure’ 

or even a multiple failure, including e.g. justice, governance and culture. We refrained from 

adding more than the triple-e here as we think that due to the dominance of economic 

thinking these other areas follow suite and the root cause remains the economic system 

failure. 
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dependent from the willingness of other parties to listen, take part, be excited, experiment, build coali-

tions, discuss and create snowball effects. And in the end it needs the political willingness to serve the 

people of this planet and not just individual personal or any local or regional interests. 

The Blueprint Projects over time will show how strong the homeopathic dosis of transparency can be 

to get us there step by step. As Justice Louis D. Brandeis once put it: ‚Publicity is justly commended as 

a remedy for social and industrial diseases. Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants; electric light 

the most efficient policeman.’ 17

None of our recommendations are generally in competition with any existing player, although they 

need to prove their willingness to wanting to be future-fit. As said we aim at boosting the effectivity of 

these players through increased pre-competitive collaboration. The dissemination of the collective set 

of Blueprints and their implementation will therefore be another decisive aspect of scaling up, and we 

will be calling upon all involved and to-be-involved partners to collectively help.

3.2.  DEFINING FACTORS FOR ‚GREEN’, ‚INCLUSIVE’ AND ‚OPEN’ IN AN ECONOMY

The challenge of the coming century 
is to change the value system of society.

- Vaclav Havel

Reporting 3.0 appreciates and builds on the fact that the participating governments of the Rio+20 

Summit in 2012 have already acted and called upon their members to work towards a ‚green & inclusive 

economy’ design in article 56 and gave additional guidance in article 58 of the conference outcome 

document ‚The Future We Want’18. We understand this as a collective call to action and a starting point 

for Reporting 3.0 to link its thinking with such aims. It warrants recognizing the relevant (bold) parts of 

the text here:

The Future We Want

Article 56. We affirm that there are different approaches, visions, models and tools available to 

each country, in accordance with its national circumstances and priorities, to achieve sustainable 

development in its three dimensions, which is our overarching goal. In this regard, we consider 

a green economy in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication as one of 

the important tools available for achieving sustainable development and that it could provide 

options for policymaking but should not be a rigid set of rules. We emphasize that it should 

contribute to eradicating poverty as well as sustained economic growth, enhancing social in-

clusion, improving human welfare and creating opportunities for employment and decent work 

for all, while maintaining the healthy functioning of the Earth’s ecosystems.

Article 58. We affirm that green economy policies in the context of sustainable development and 

poverty eradication should:

(a) Be consistent with international law;

(b) Respect each country’s national sovereignty over their natural resources taking into account 
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Some of the highlighted aspects underscore very specific interests of the negotiators and the different 

UN institutions, but different to the first Rio conference 1992 the corporate sector was part of the 

preparations and decision-making. While the outcome of Rio+20 was still a minimal consensus it was 

at least a clarification that sets boundaries for the contrasting effects of our current economic system 

incentives vis-a-vis what is needed.

its national circumstances, objectives, responsibilities, priorities and policy space with regard to 

the three dimensions of sustainable development;

(c) Be supported by an enabling environment and well-functioning institutions at all levels with 

a leading role for governments and with the participation of all relevant stakeholders, including 

civil society;

(d) Promote sustained and inclusive economic growth, foster innovation and provide opportu-

nities, benefits and empowerment for all and respect of all human rights;

(e) Take into account the needs of developing countries, particularly those in special situations;

(f) Strengthen international cooperation, including the provision of financial resources, capaci-

ty-building and technology transfer to developing countries;

(g) Effectively avoid unwarranted conditionalities on official development assistance (ODA) and 

finance;

(h) Not constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction 

on international trade, avoid unilateral actions to deal with environmental challenges outside 

the jurisdiction of the importing country, and ensure that environmental measures addressing 

transboundary or global environmental problems, as far as possible, are based on an interna-

tional consensus;

(i) Contribute to closing technology gaps between developed and developing countries and re-

duce the technological dependence of developing countries using all appropriate measures;

(j) Enhance the welfare of indigenous peoples and their communities, other local and traditional 

communities and ethnic minorities, recognizing and supporting their identity, culture and inter-

ests, and avoid endangering their cultural heritage, practices and traditional knowledge, preserv-

ing and respecting non-market approaches that contribute to the eradication of poverty;

(k) Enhance the welfare of women, children, youth, persons with disabilities, smallholder and 

subsistence farmers, fisherfolk and those working in small and medium-sized enterprises, and 

improve the livelihoods and empowerment of the poor and vulnerable groups in particular in 

developing countries;

(l) Mobilize the full potential and ensure the equal contribution of both women and men;

(m) Promote productive activities in developing countries that contribute to the eradication of 

poverty;

(n) Address the concern about inequalities and promote social inclusion, including social pro-

tection floors;

(o) Promote sustainable consumption and production patterns;

(p) Continue efforts to strive for inclusive, equitable development approaches to overcome pov-

erty and inequality.
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Given this ‘wishlist’ it makes sense to contrast it with an overview of current economic system malfunc-

tioning on a high level. This also serves to segue into a better or ideal connection to sustainability and 

the ideas of a green, inclusive & open economy:

• The abuse of Adam Smith’s ‘invisible hand of the market’ paradigm: the idea of Smith’s invisible hand of

the markets was based on the basic assumption of an ‘invisible band’, meaning a value system that 

keeps the balance between personal greed and overall accepted behavior19. The fact that a value 

system sets the boundary of the functioning of the ‘invisible hand’ as proclaimed in the earlier works 

of Adam Smith is one of the most forgotten aspects and leads to the misuse of Adam Smith’s market 

understanding.

• Economy as leading discipline: our daily lives are ruled by economic decisions and put

extra stress on ‘what’s valued by value’, whereas a lot of the social fabric of a society doesn’t have a 

price or is priceless. Success as purely defined by monetary value while abusing nature and society 

‘at any cost’ have led to many of the existing overuses of various capitals. We are forgetting daily 

that the economy is not a leading discipline, but lagging. If we continue to build decision-making 

mainly through economic incentives thinking it has to be agreed that these incentives first and fore-

most support and not undermine ecological and social balance categories. 

• Concept of the artificial ‘homo economicus’: There is no single individual on this planet that is 

deciding on fully rational terms and has all information available to make these decisions. The con-

cept of the ‘homo oeconomicus’ is an idealization that isn’t fit for purpose in a VUCA world (volatile, 

uncertain, complex, ambiguous). Still, our major economic concepts are based on those assumptions.

• Macro-economic and micro-economic single indicators of success (GDP and EVA): Economic Value 

Added excludes the circumstance of ‘how’ success happened and if it is compatible with ecological 

and social balance factors, whereas GDP as a single success indicator for nation states is a simplified 

and even dangerous measurement, and was never meant to be a single success indicator (as its in-

ventors already pointed out); it fails as a measure of wellbeing and ignores the by-products of GDP 

creation.

• The neglect of external effects and the unwillingness to monetize and internalize: The discussion 

about the internalization of so-called ‘external effects’ or ‘externalities’ does exist since more than 

40 years, but has just seen some traction in the last couple of years. Corporations totally refused to 

even think about ‘true pricing’ up until emission trading started to be a first practical example of the 

internalization of external effects into corporate cost calculations and budgeting. A whole plethora 

of models and methodologies has been developed already about how to monetize and internalize ex-

ternal effects. But as long as costs and prices don’t tell the truth about the complete impacts they 

caused, we continue to have an incomplete picture about direct and indirect consequences caused by 

organizations.

• Lack of interdisciplinary collaboration (sociology, biology, tax theory): Economic theory is a lagging 

discipline that needs to serve a societal purpose. It should be interested to be part of an overall and 

holistic approach to a ‘conscious mindset & worldview’. In contrast we see too much fencing, lack of 

forums and discussion how education could be redesigned (see discussion about the ‘triple-e-fail-

ure’).

• Ignorance to discuss ‘purpose’ of economic theory in a radically changing world, leading to the 
folly of growth and debt: As most of our social systems need growth to survive generally broke sys-
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tems (e.g. health care and pension systems) and growth itself is engrained in the idea to be based 

on debt, most societies are in a downward spiral. Instead of realizing the latent potential to renew a 

stagnation to redefine the purpose and the positioning of economic theory is painfully visible.

While the above serves as an introduction and gap analysis to underscore the need to think reporting, 

accounting, data and new business models in a micro-meso-macro seamless systems design approach 

and to close the ‘sustainbility context gap’, the rest of this chapter will look at a series of specific topics, 

stretching form summarizing the past steps of the journey towards the idea of a green, inclusive & open 

economy, plus some specific additional areas for further discussion. 

Chapter 3.3 then aims to define a set of principles for disclosure that support a green, inclusive & open 

economy and a regenerative capitalism supporting it. These principles will guide to help developing 

recommendations for disclosure areas that we will discuss in chapter 4, 5 and 6.

3.2.1. PAST AND CURRENT APPROACHES

The discussion about changing economic system design to cure existing malfunctioning isn’t new at all. 

Unfortunately the discussion happens just either on macro-economic or political level or on micro-eco-

nomic level, but hardly ever together. 

Starting points from the macro-economic perspective

We went through hundreds of reports and distilled a couple that we see as the most important past and 

bundled discussions that reached a certain level of attention and where a link between macro and micro 

focus was inherently visible. We’d like to highlight the following three activities that served as visible 

starting points and anchors to the development of ideas around a green, inclusive & open economy 

design. These were:

• The ‚Beyond GDP’ movement, very prominently summarized at a 2007 European Commission 

Conference in Brussel20. Joaquín Almunia, at that time Commissioner for Economic and Monetary 

Affairs, said: ‘In the short term, key sets of indicators and composite indicators can play a valuable 

role both informing and raising public debate on social and environmental challenges. However, in 

the long term, Integrated Accounting proves to be the strongest tool for developing policy relevant 

statistics and for supporting a comprehensive approach to the promotion of well-being and prog-

ress. In the environmental sphere, our best option for accomplishing this goal is through the System 

of Integrated Economic and Environmental Accounts (SEEA)’ 21. Over the years SEEA22 was estab-

lished and in 2009 the European Commission issued a communication ‘GDP and beyond - Measur-

ing progress in a changing world’ 23, describing the need to complement economic indicators such 

as the GDP with social and environmental indicators; an update report was published in 201324. As 

corporations are also delivering stocks of data in the delivery of SEEA and other national statistics 

there is already a particular connection between micro-, meso-, and macro-data that companies 

have to contribute to report on every year. We are mentioning this here in some depth since this 

is particularly important to assess the seamless data architecture that is needed for the design of 

information flows in a green, inclusive & open economy. A good coordination between UN statisti-

cians, regional and national statisticians and corporate statisticians is necessary. The Data Blueprint 

is looking more specifically into this aspect of seamless data flows and architectures.
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Why is this movement important for Reporting 3.0?

‘Beyond GDP’ shows the need to describe national performance not just in monetary terms and as 

GDP (something never envisaged by the founding fathers of GDP), but has to have an aligned and 
integrated set of additional measures. While a vertical alignment is necessary (broadening the set of 

information), a horizontal alignment (micro-meso-macro) is essential as well.

• The ‚Report of the Stiglitz/Sen/Fitoussi Commission’ in France: Report by the Commission on 
the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress’25, later published as book titled ‚Mi-

smeasuring our lives – why GDP doesn’t add up’26, strengthens the case for not just the need to 

enlarging economic numbers around GDP, but to set the bar higher to actually achieving ‚wellbe-
ing’ and sustaining it as an ‚intergenerational equity’ as the highest goal to be achieved. The report 

‚[...] distinguishes between an assessment of current wellbeing and an assessment of sustainability, 
whether this can last over time. Current wellbeing has to do with both economic resources, such as 

income, and with non-economic aspects of peoples’ life (what they do and what they can do, how 

they feel, and the natural environment they live in). Whether these levels of wellbeing can be sustained 
over time depends on whether stocks of capital that matter for our lives (natural, physical, human, social) 
are passed on to future generations’27. The report also recommends areas of wellbeing that should be 

simultanously monitored. These are: material living standards (income, consumption and wealth); 

health; education; personal activities including work; political voice and governance; social connec-

tions and relationships; environment (present and future conditions); insecurity of an economic as 

well as a physical nature. 

Why is this report important for Reporting 3.0?

The focus on ‚wellbeing’ and ‚intergenerational equity’ goes back to the preconditions of sustainabil-

ity and asks for data that can support it. Furthermore the areas of wellbeing described have a great 

overlap to the multi-capital accounting that Reporting 3.0 recommends as ‚litmus test’ of being able 

to call any organization ‚sustainable’. 

• The ‚German Enquête Commission: Growth, Prosperity, Quality of Life’ developed a status quo 

compendium between 2011 and 2013 that looked at the connections of our stereotype growth 

patterns in connection to progress, resource use (and the possibility of decoupling), policy design, 

work, consumerism and life styles, as well as the interdependencies of all of them28. The report was 

only published in German language, but is most likely the most concise and complete compendium 

of the interdependencies of our constant growth paradigm with all its intended and unintended con-
sequences. The report, written to be a recommendation for the German political arena, also shows 

the dilemmas of externalization, demographic effects, quantitative versus qualitative growth, etc.. 

Why is this report important for Reporting 3.0?

This report is articulating the dilemmas and interdependencies of the current growth-oriented econom-
ic paradigm. It asks and analyzes the need for such stereotypes and points us towards subsistence, 

decoupling, resilience and restoration for the design of a green, inclusive & open economy. 

Above and beyond these activities that produced extensive reports, hundreds of more reports have 

been issued on greening the economy, on the connection between growth and sustainability and the 

need to create an inclusive economy design that ensures wellbeing for everyone.
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The Global Green Growth Knowledge Platform29 alone lists about 1.500 reports and papers collected 

between 2005 and 2017 that aim at describing the link between greening and growing the economy. At 

Reporting 3.0 we have collected more than 600 publicly available reports on a whole array of related 

issues for the Reporting and Data Blueprint alone.

Looking back at the 2012 Rio+20 conference and its preparatory phase from 2010 onwards hardly all 

multilateral organization ran their own programs and projects to come up with recommendations about 
greening the economy (with various degrees how far that would go in changing economic system design), 
life beyond growth (revisiting the idea of subsistence) and inclusivity (pushing the need to enlarge the 

discussion leading to wellbeing and therefore balancing not only social issues to be integrated, but mak-

ing wellbeing the ‘ultimate ends’ of all economic activity). 

Starting points from the micro-economic perspective

Since the Rio+20 conference we saw a plethora of initiatives that each carry forward a part of the 

transformation patchwork, while unfortunately not yet having any measurable effect on the sort of dis-

closure that would change economic system design in transformational ways. At Reporting 3.0 we see 

a plateauing, and less of an upward spiral. Silo agendas, fencing of ownership and authorship, fight for 

competitive funding sources, and an unclear willingness to go the extra mile to really be transformative 

leads to stagnation and even confusion, while many bits and pieces are useful as a basis for further de-

velopment of the necessary disclosure. It seems as if many simply do not really believe in the power of 

transparency to be transformational in such a way or don’t see a distinct role for themselves given their 

individual mission statements. There are however many developments that contribute considerably to 

the growing factual body of how a green, inclusive & open economy could be designed. We list the most 

important ones from our perspective, but also identity their weaknesses to be adding to the economic 

system design transformation (at least at this moment):

Figure 4: Examples of some of the reports in the run-up to the Rio + 20 Conference and contributing to the discus-
sion about ‚The Future We Want’
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• Publication of GRI G4 in 2013 and the GRI Standards in late 2016 – the most important and most

widely used guidance resource of sustainability reporting, started in 1997 after the Rio+5 Confer-

ence30. Until today and although already implemented as ‚sustainability context’ principle, sustain-

ability reports produced in accordance with the GRI’s ‚core’ or ‚comprehensive’ option still lack con-

sequent and concise descriptions of sustainability context, leading to materiality assessments that 

overlook systemic and collective/cumulative risk (and potentially opportunity). 20 years after it’s 

inception it is still not possible to assess if any reporting organization is actually sustainable. There 

is no link to advocation for economic system design changes (e.g. the need to internalize external 

costs and benefits, the need for advocation of boards to demand these changes in the interest of a 

new level playing field for their respective industries).

• The IIRC Framework V1, first published in late 2013, introduced the six capitals on the

input and outcome perspective of the description of value-creating business models, mainly ad-

dressed to financial investors31. What is missing is the further contextualization and continued 

assessment of impacts clustered by the various capitals. Exposing the capitals in the Framework 

without demanding thorough implementation and deepening the research towards change of ac-

counting perspectives, interrelations between the capitals and how to nurture them towards a Total 

Contribution context falls short of the potential. On the current basis of disclosure based on the IIRC 

Framework V1 it remains impossible to assess if the reporting organization is sustainable.

• Completion of SASB provisional standards for 79 industries in 10 sectors in mid-201632. While

the standards deliver specific indicators as a baseline for all industries and aim to be the standard dis-

closure (required by the SEC, which is unclear by now), the standards lack contextualization as well 

(also based on a limiting materiality definition). While focusing on reducing financial risk it doesn’t 

cover cumulative risk aspects. They are helpful for organizations that want to increase transparency 

based on a set group of indicators in their respective industry, and can be used in combination with 

the GRI standards (in order to combine stakeholder and shareholder interests), but again the ques-

tion about the sustainability of an organization is far from answered.

• The Science-based Targets Initiative33 – a partnership between CDP, UN Global Compact, WRI and 

WWF, which helps companies to determine how much they must cut emissions to prevent the worst 

impacts of climate change. Targets adopted by companies to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-

sions are considered “science-based” if they are in line with the level of decarbonization required to 

keep global temperature increase below 2 degrees Celsius compared to pre-industrial temperatures, 

as described in the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC AR5)34. While useful to aligning ones operational impacts to science the initiative doesn’t 

address business model and financial implications and in that sense hasn’t tapped into the full po-

tential as an innovation driver. The initiative is so far only covering greenhouse gases, while moving 

to water target setting as the next area to cover.

• The Natural Capital Coalition35 and the Natural Capital Protocol – prolonging from the earlier 

work in the TEEB project, is a framework that prevents that natural capital remains excluded from 

decision-making and, when included, has so far been largely inconsistent, open to interpretation, or 

limited to moral arguments in the past. The Protocol36 responds by offering a standardized frame-

work to identify, measure, and value impacts and dependencies on natural capital. It is mainly de-

signed for business purposes, whereas on global or nation state level SEEA (UN System of En-

vironmental Economic Accounting) implemented by governments, or the World Bank led Wealth 

Accounting and Valuation of Ecosystem Services (WAVES) global partnership is used. The Protocol 

Framework covers four stages, “Why”, “What”, “How”, and “What Next”. Protocol Stages are further 

broken down into nine steps, which contain specific questions to be answered when carrying out 
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a natural  capital assessment. While the Protocol helps to identify the impacts and risks related to 

them, it also misses contextualization through the connection to science-based targets, cumulative 

risk and link to other capitals.

• The Task Force for Climate-Related Financial Disclosure (TCFD)37, instigated by the G20 Government 

Leaders and chaired by Michael Bloomberg, developed guidance on how to define a commonly 

accepted level of disclosure for the Financial Markets. A final report is to be presented to the G20 

leaders in July 2017, the draft recommendations fall short on contextualization, cumulative materi-

ality and transformational capacity to fit to the magnitude of the urgency in reducing GHG.

• The Net Positive Project38, started in late 2015, is a collaboration between Forum of the Future (UK),

BSR (US) and Harvards SHINE (US), bringing together know-how of 16 corporations to synergize 

their approaches to go beyond ‘do no harm’ and clarifying the consequences to develop their busi-

ness models to be ‘net positive’, meaning that on balance the companies do more good than harm. 

This discussion is very useful and clarifying to break through a way to simplified sustainability dis-

cussion in the last two decades. While problems in the identification, measurement and accounting 

of being net positive are discussed, further contextualization is missing, and where the connection 

to the body of work of Reporting 3.0 deems useful.

• The work of Trucost39(recently bought by S&Ps) and the True Price Foundation40 – aiming to address

the integration of externalities into cost accounting. Trucost is a pioneer in doing research mainly in 

the area of natural capital integration, but over the years advanced also into other capital categories 

(now covering social, human, manufactured and natural capital). The True Price Foundation started 

out with similar intentions but has added the price component to incentivize the market reactions 

towards change. A true price is a measure of the sustainability of products and services, as it ac-

counts for all negative environmental and social externalities across its value chain. The true price 

of a product is the retail price plus monetizing all hidden external costs. Externalities of production 

are priced by taking into account costs to comply with human rights conventions and principles of 

a circular economy. Companies can use this information to set specific targets and identify innova-

tions and actions to reduce the true price gap. These early promoters of a more systemic integration 

of cost and price information are to be commended for the body of their work, but there isn’t yet a 

consistent standardization and link towards multi-capital accounting to be able to scale up as con-

vention for everybody’s use and inspire accounting to redesign towards circular-based multi-capital 

accounting. Trucost and True Price have already done first pilots around integrated p/l accounts, so 

we expect further broadening of the concept.

• The work of Ex’tax on sustainable taxation. Ex’tax believes that humanity can flourish by saving natural

resources and tapping into the abundance of human capital instead, by developing the capacities 

and talents of people. In order to get there room for an inclusive circular economy needs to be given. 

As taxes play such an important role in steering the economy, it’s useful to have a close look at tax-

ation in the systemic approach towards a green, inclusive & open economy. Ex’tax strives towards 

a fundamental tax shift from labour to natural resource use and for the implementation of Ex’tax 

in national and international fiscal systems41. Their research over the last couple of years showed 

the positive effects of reduced taxation of labor and increased taxation of resource use42. Mainly 

applied for Europe it raises the potential to be applied globally and becoming part of the major re-

design conditions for a green, inclusive & open economy.

• The work of the Global Footprint Network43 - for more than a decade produces global footprint 

information, published together with the WWF. It mainly tells us about the growing overuse of plan-

etary resources, also very drastically showcased through the yearly Earth Overshoot Day, the day 
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within the year in which humankind consumed all resources planet Earth can produce for us within 

one year. In 2016 Earth Overshoot Day was August 13, a clear statement about the non-sustain-

ability of human activity on the planet. The information is mainly presented globally and regionally, 

and recently added pilot information on cities level, but corporations make little use of this stock of 

knowledge. This is a challenge for the seamless flow of data that could help us in developing thresh-

olds and allocations for contextualization.

• The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) Inquiry44 looks into the design of a

sustainable financial system and is working to advance systematic action to align the financial sys-

tem and Sustainable Development. The Inquiry is an international platform for advancing national 

and international efforts to shift the trillions required for delivering an inclusive, green economy 

through the transformation of the global financial system. Since launching in 2014, the Inquiry has 

worked with more than twenty countries on national processes, published around 90 reports and 

working papers and serves as the Secretariat for the G20’s Green Finance Study Group. Its 2015 

report “The Financial System We Need” revealed for the first time the ‘quiet revolution’ already 

taking place, led particularly by some developing countries, and its potential to renew the purpose 

of the financial system in the context of sustainable development. The Inquiry’s 2016 edition of its 

global report highlights the acceleration of this positive trend with an accent on actions required to 

achieve the needed transformation45. The implementation of the recommendations is slowly emerg-

ing and the necessary disclosure elements proving the alignment wit the idea of a green, inclusive 

and open economy will be crucial.

• The Paris Climate Treaty in 2015 was a breakthrough in the climate negotiations, the last chance

to replace the Kyoto Protocol. For the first time it settled agreement on capping global warming 

at 2 degrees, with a motion to reduce that even further to 1.5 degrees global warming. This is an 

important success of the international climate negotiations. What doesn’t seem to be clear is what 

consequences these decisions have on absolute reductions that have been calculated at minimally 

6,2% on a yearly basis, reaching between 8-10% per year on 1.5 degrees level. Hardly any country or 

corporation is acting on that basis. If we really want to avoid 1.5 degrees or more, and we can’t rely 

on large-scale carbon sequestration, then the global community has to zero out its carbon emissions 

by 2026, nine years from now46, hardly impossible to reach without global breakthroughs.

• The Sustainable Development Goals: based on the outcomes of Rio+20 the decision was taken early

after to develop the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), building on the 2000-2015 Millenium 

Development Goals (MDGs). Whereas the Millenium Development Goals focused on areas that 

would specifically address the gap between developing and emerging economies vis-a-vis devel-

oped economies, the SDGs are global and address all economies on this planet. The 3-year develop-

ment process of the SDGs ended in 2015 with the publication of 17 goals and 169 targets, all to be 

adapted by nation states, fitting their own cultural and regional sustainability strategies (while many 

countries are not yet having those strategies). The aggregation towards one concise global report of 

results (aimed for 2019) is still to be designed and financial and technical implemenation are still un-

der discussion. While a lot more could be said, our main concern is simple: proposing a global ‚do no 

harm’ strategy in 17 siloed goals isn’t enough to incentivize the majority of companies on this planet. 

The SDGs are endangered to fail due to a lack of scalable implementation that creates the necessary 

avalanches in the corporate world to ‚want to’ follow the SDGs. In our view many of the positive 

examples that are now collected and that are attributed to the use of the SDGs aren’t reaching the 

necessary scalability levels. Furthermore we are amazed that there wasn’t a SDG #18 ,Changing the 

economic system design to allow market mechnisms to function sustainably’. It could have been the 

overarching ‚North Star’ of the SDGs all other SDGs could have worked towards. SDG #8 (Good 

jobs & economic growth) and #17 (Partnerships for the Goals) miss to call out the biggest ‚elephant 
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in the glasshouse’. We remain flying in the mist as the corridor of most potential change (economic 

boundaries and incentives) wasn’t touched, and reduced to a finance mechanism. In that sense the 

SDGs are another good step in a continuum towards a green, inclusive and open economy, but lack 

the potential to create thriving business models on micro level at a scalable rate. 

• There are many other initiatives, projects, reports, frameworks and methodologies that play an

important role in the preparation of the redesign of our current and unsustainable economic system.  

Amongst those are e.g. the Investment Integration Project (TIIP), Shift (Human Rights Reporting 

Framework), the yearly WEF Risk Report, the varous initiatives for a Universal Basic Income, Pivot 

Goals, The Future Fit Business Benchmark, The Embedding Project, Article 13, the UN Data Rev-

olution, Preventable Surprises, Theory U, The ThriveAbility Foundation, the Flourishing Business 

Model Canvas, the King IV Code of Corporate Governance, the redesign of the COSO framework 

on risk management, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Bob Willard’s contributions to the ROI of 

Sustainability (in various books) and many many more organizations and authors of books we indeed 

read. Many of them are also key partners for Reporting 3.0 and will also be mentioned and show up 

in this and in the other Reporting 3.0 Blueprints at feasible places. We commend all these activities 

as a broad alliance for change and we are happy to build upon their strong shoulders, converging all 

their inputs into an aligned micro-meso-macro worldview for the green, inclusive & open economy. 

Why are these developments important for Reporting 3.0?

Our research shows that the redesign of a green, inclusive & open economy in parallel with changes in 

the financial sector, are already underway. They are culminating into something that (hopefully) will not 

be instigated through another crash of the world economy, but from many different origins and in many 

different places. What becomes visible are the pieces of the puzzle of a ‚grand economic system redesign’. 
Many of those initiatives and reports in the meanwhile make it to the board rooms of multilateral or-

ganizations, others are even commissioned by the G8 or the G20. And still, hardly any sustainability 

professional feels empowered enough to address these developments within their own company; many 

of the tools these practitioners and experts work with are still made to fit the old unsustainable ‚straight 

jacket’, leading to incremental progress. This is why we think sustainability professionals need a concise 

and determined ‚North Star’, to be empowered and to learn the language of economic system transfor-

mation. They need recommendations that cross-pollinate the discliplines internally and externally. In 

order to do so, they need the help of the reporting standard setters, the accounting standard setters, 

the data architects and software engineers. They need to learn the language of the new businesses 

that are built upon circular, collaborative or sharing business model designs. They need to be able to 

make clear what a transition to a minimally 2 degree startegy means in economic terms. Reporting 3.0 

wants to steer that empowerment and break through the stagnation of the first 25 years of sustainabil-

ity management, disclosure and transparency. Reporting 3.0 wants to re-empower the importance of 

transparency as ‚sunlight as the best desinfectant’. There should not be any reason to still hesitate for 

CSOs to become the most important strategic advisers to their boards. 

3.2.2.  THE UNIT OF MEASUREMENT

In order to define success of a balanced approach towards recognizing the needs of a green, inclusive & 

open economy, a specific discussion about the ‚unit of measurement’ appeared and was discussed at the 

2015 Reporting 3.0 conference, instigated by John Fullerton from the Capital Institute47. This discussion 

specifically addressed the definition of corporate performance as part of a ‚bigger whole’ and if the right 

‚unit of measurement’ of sustainability performance can solely be assumed by corporate legal boundaries 

or nation state borders, a primary organizing principle of our economic system design based on the idea 
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of ownership and its responsibility. While current disclosure and accepted standards focus mainly on cor-

porations and nation state accounts, different models may require attention, e.g. the usefulness to focus 

on specific ‚bioregions’ (they very often run across borders) that have very specific characteristics with re-

gard to planetary services and societal appreciation. All actors that benefit and burden such areas should 

be clear about their impacts (negative and/or positive) on a specific bioregion or habitat. The sum of local 

and regional habitats define our global environmental and social conditions and gives rise to the need to 

arrange data and success measurement as a seamless flow from micro and meso to macro. This specific 

topic therefore gets specific attention when defining success (BP 2 – Accounting) and how to accumulate 

data (BP 3 – Data). This Reporting Blueprint also builds the basis for this argument in later chapters by 

including the concept of ‘habitats’ in the meso level deliberations. However, this specific focus of measure-

ment would not substitute existing units of measurement, but would add an additional dimension.

We observe that proper impact assessments within corporations that are looking at context-based 

materiality definitions of impacts would rather naturally understand the boundary-setting of impacts 

based on a bioregional/habitat approach. The development of e.g. context-based water disclosure that 

assesses a feasible threshold and the allocation of water resources through an available watershed and 

how to sustain it would follow such an approach. It would also just be logical to define such bound-

aries in the stakeholder dialog necessary to define a bioregion. It becomes clear that data availability 

about regional habitats is essential to make such determinations. We therefore appreciate a necessary 

clarification that GRI made in G4 and kept it in the new GRI 2016 standards. It was defined that ‚topic 

boundaries vary based on the topics reported, representing a description of where the impacts occur 

for a material topic, and the organization’s involvement with those impacts’ 48. ‘Organizations might 

be involved with impacts either through their own activities or as a result of their business relation-

ships with other entities. An organization preparing a report in accordance with the GRI Standards is 

expected to report not only on impacts it causes, but also on impacts it contributes to, and impacts 

that are directly linked to its activities, products or services through a business relationship’ 49. This in 

combination with the ‘sustainability context principle’ 50 lays the basis for a bioregional/habitat-based 

approach to impact measurement and a flexible definition of boundaries as a consequence per area of 

impact (local, regional or global).

While corporations are used to compare themselves and be benchmarked within their industry based 

on financial value added and countries are compared by growth of GDP and other national indicators 

we expect a need for a focus on comparing the ability to sustain habitats as another needed element 

for designing a green, inclusive & open economy. This in consequence can’t stop at national boundaries, 

it needs cross-boundary collaboration.

3.2.3.  TOP-DOWN VERSUS BOTTOM-UP

This subchapter addresses the general discussion of the link between the macro-urgencies and mi-

cro-performance. This problem is generally discussed as the ‚micro-macro-link’ and is important from 

both directions:

• Bottom-up: Sustainabilty context is one of the major content principles to define materiality

in corporate sustainability approaches. Existing standards and frameworks are offering various 

definitions of materiality, depending on the focused set of stakeholders to whom the disclosure is 

addressed. GRI has a multi-stakeholder approach, IIRC focuses on capital providers, while SASB is 

using the SEC’s definition of financial materiality. The question occurs in how far these definitions, 

apart from dealing with interests of various stakeholder groups (and mostly financial stakeholders 

as a first priority) adds to the macro-economic ideal of a green, inclusive and open economy. That is 
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connected with the question in how far the organziation is truly sustainable? As long as this second 

question is unanswered it is hard to state in how far its legacy, ambition, strategy, and its products 

& services are compatible with the basic idea of a green, inclusive & open economy. Current materi-

ality definitions miss the micro-macro element and idea of cumulative effects of doing or non-doing 

and can miss the link to what we will introduce as ‚integral thinking’ and ‚integral materiality’. 

• Top-down: most global approaches orchestrated by multilateral organizations like the UN, World Bank, 

OECD and others, focus on macro-approaches to goal-setting, whereas the link to corporate per-

formance lacks connection. In our view the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 17 silo goals, 

connected to 169 targets also fall into this category. There is not yet a ‚seamless data flow’ (mi-

cro-meso-macro) in which corporate performance measurement clearly adds to a defined necessary 

contribution on macro-level, currently a widely discussed topic in the measurement setup, involving 

corporations, industry associations, national statistics offices, governments (in their role to define 

national sustainabilty strategies linked to the SDGs), the UN statistics offices, and various other 

networks that haven taken roles in the discussion. 

The effects of the ‚micro-macro gap’ (from both bottom-up and top-down) are clearly visible. In our 

observation corporations that have a sustainability management in place that is based on current ma-

teriality definitions and that perform a ’curing the symptoms-based’ do no-harm approach are missing 

the necessary step to deconstruct their material issues and take them from a curing the symptom-based 

discussion to a root-cause discussion of what the reasons for current problems on planet Earth are. 

They do not build a sustainablity journey from a proper opportunities based position of influencing 

those root causes properly through everything they do. They only acknowledge a further need to elim-

inate negative impacts falling back to a compliance-driven approach of picking and choosing certain 

SDGs from the perspective of what the company already does in curing symptoms. This misses out 

on innovation and will hardly also take on board all of those companies that are still visibly inactive in 

sustainability management. 

These effects are overall dissatisfying and inherit the danger of a total failure of impact-scaling oppor-

tunities. We don’t see how current programing of UN organizations, including its allies UN GC, WBCSD, 

GRI (and others) are picking up on the necessary changes in disclosure needed to help overcome the 

scalability conundrum in sustainability disclosure. This is where the Reporting Blueprint wants to make 

recommendations to be picked up by the various ecosystem players. 

The design of a seamless data architecture that helps closing the sustainability context gap needs to have 

the end goal, contributing to the necessary conditions of a green, inclusive & open economy, in mind. The 

ideas of multi-capital accounting have been prominently discussed in various events of Reporting 3.0 

and show the biggest potential to allow for a seamless assessment of depending capitals in global value 

circles51. This area is something in which BP 2 – 4 will have invaluable contributions to the whole set of 

recommendations of the Reporting 3.0 Blueprints. BP3 adresses the idea of data hierarchies and seam-

less flows through a revised ‚Daly’s Triangle’ concept, BP2 will pick up on the challenges of multi-capital 

accounting and BP4 will apply this thinking to new business model outfits.
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3.2.4. ALIGNED REGENERATIVE CAPITALISM

At Reporting 3.0 we see it as very important that the idea of a green, inclusive & open economy is gen-

erally supported by the ideas around a regenerative financial systems approach, so that capitalism (in 

our view a neutral word for the use of one or many capitals in given boundaries) can function well, in 

our thinking supporting a green, inclusive & open economy.

Various players – some of them mentioned above – have already focused on making contributions in 

this research area. We want to explicitely mention the Capital Institute’s ideas around regenerative 

capitalism52, the UNEP Inquiries recommendations for financial markets reform, the TCFD’s recommen-

dations for climate-related disclosure for financial markets, the GISR’s principles-based approach to 

sustainable ratings, rankings & indixes53, as well as Said Dawlabani’s second tier-oriented concept of a 

conscious capitalism54. Their contributions help with the framing of the disclosure principles in chapter 

3.3. 

UNEP Inquiry’s 2nd annual report on ‘The Financial System we need – from Momementum to Trans-

formation’55 clearly sets the tone: ‘Finance is not consumed for its own sake but exists to serve other 

purposes. Historically, the core purpose of the financial system has been to serve the real economy 

– providing a range of core services for households, enterprises and public authorities. Now, the transi-

tion to sustainable development is reframing this historic relationship, setting in motion a powerful new 

dynamic between the real economy and the financial system focused on delivering inclusive prosperity, 

poverty elimination and respect for planetary boundaries. This builds on the post-crisis reform process 

so that not only the problems of the past are fixed, but also the system is able to deliver a sustainable 

future.’56 Looking at potential changes the report states: ‘Financial standards need to support and re-

flect a recalibrated alignment of the financial system with sustainable development, especially in regard 

to standards underlying performance measurement. Such an alignment can be effectively addressed, and 

a ‘one size fits all’ approach avoided, through a graduated approach comprising four stages:

• Reviewing unintended sustainable development consequences – positive and negative – of existing 

standards and processes.

• Developing guidance to explore the relevance of sustainable development factors for key

aspects of existing standards and processes (such as materiality, governance, risk and disclosure).

• Incorporating an assessment of the sustainable development implications of new work on financial 

standards and processes.

• Introducing dedicated efforts to promote specific sustainable development priorities in key stan-

dards and processes (such as those already under way for financial inclusion).57

At Reporting 3.0 we see ample overlaps with the views offered in the various Blueprints and the rec-

ommendations we make to standard setters, governments, investors and corporations. These are de-

scribed in chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this Blueprint.

3.2.5.  NEW VALUE-CREATION PARADIGMS 

Sustainability – as mentioned before – slowly awakens from the reduced framing of ‚do no harm’, only 

a part of what it was originally meant to be, examplifying a blatant misuse of the term and original 

concept. It is no wonder that in the generic continuum of potential corporate strategies a ‚sustainable’ 
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strategy is just the middle-level of the overall spectrum of possibilities given the way that sustainability 

has taken in corporate approaches, far from its original conception as ‚people, planet and prosperity’ ap-

proach that takes ‚intra- and intergenerational’ aspects into account. Such a continuum was presented 

by the ThriveAbility Foundation in their book ‚A Leader’s Guide To ThriveAbility’ in 2015 and discussed 

at Reporting 3.0’s 2015 annual conference. It has since then been amended, taking into account the 

working group deliberations in Reporting 3.0 workshops, and has proven to be a very useful overall 

framing of the variety of sustainability strategy approaches that we’ve seen so far.

Looking back at what sustainability was originally meant to be, and combining existing thinking with 

thinking about design, innovation and human consciousness aspects, the Reporting 3.0 strategy contin-

uum has helped to develop the idea that ‚the ability to thrive’ is the best corresponding ‚way of life’ that 

supports the idea of a green, inclusive & open economy. Becoming ‚net-positive’ (resilient) or ‚gross-pos-
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itive’ (regenerative & thriving) are now ambitions for more and more companies to leave behind the idea 

of ‚the ability to sustain’ as a pure survival strategy. It suggests unknown potential for innovation, differ-

ent positioning of companies on the continuum and a much greater clarity of contributing to the ‚bigger 

whole’, achieving well-being for every individual on this planet through everything a company does.

Certain companies design ambitious strategies that go beyond the micro perspective of reducing the 

burden on planet and society by designing business models that go much further. They already en-

visaged that multi-capital success measurement structures would support the transparency needs of 

these new businesses by showing a net positive or even gross positive impact. Most of these business 

models follow ideas around the circular economy, the sharing economy and the collaborative economy. 

They are structered less hierarchical and open up for education, collaboration and advocation in many 

ways. A general alignment of existing businesses with the aim to perform a <2 degree compatible strat-

egy builds the starting point of this exploration, then venturing further to these new paradigms.

Further deepening of the disclosure demands will be worked on in BP4 – New Business Models. These 

demands will shed additional light on the net positive and gross positive success factors and disclosure 

elements. The need for disclosure around ‚organizational transformation capabilities’ and ‚socio-cultur-

al leadership quality’ in addition to closing the ‘sustainability context gap’ will help differentiate sustain-

able from thriving businesses (see box below). BP4 will also shed a light on additional and currently dis-

cussed en-vogue concepts, including e.g. creating shared value approaches, B-Corporations, flourishing 

businesses and teal organizations.

The Three-Gap-Problem

Most sustainability practitioners are aiming at closing what we call the ‚sustainability con-

text gap’, trying to answer the question of why sustainability is important to the organiza-

tion and what the organziation’s role should be in society. Still, it is hard to convince man-

agement of the essential importance to put sustainability in the center of their thinking. 

The ThriveAbility Foundation laid out that the main reason for that is the existence of two 

additional gaps, the ‚organizational transformation gap’ and the ‚socio-cultural leadership 

gap’, as also described in the below picture. 
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Figure 6: The 3-gap problem of transformational change towards a thrivable business (x,y,z describing 
different axis as a new approach to success measurement, also showcasing that current sustainability 
measurement is as of today mainly covered through the z-axis)58.
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The 3-Gap-Problem has been helpful for the design of the disclosure areas that we will elaborate on in 

chapters 4, 5 and 6. Figure 7 shows the connections to these disclosure areas. 

Looking at the pattern of how organizations that we would call ‚sustainability leaders’ are 

approaching transformational change, mainly due to sustainability challenges in the short-, 

mid- and long term, it becomes visible that these organizations are able to be most suc-

cessful because they succeed to address all three gaps at the same time. Companies like 

Interface, Patagonio, Kingfisher, Unilever, Natura, BT, The Crown Estate (and many others 

seen as leaders in their industries) are able to find the right mix of strategy, governance, col-

laboration, advocating and incentivation to develop transformational capacity for sustain-

ability. Hardly any information of these additional activities to succeed is normally available 

in sustainability reports.

Figure 7: Connecting the 3-Gap-Problem with the new impetus on integral thinking & integral materiality and who will be benefitting 
from the new impetus and related disclosure.
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3.2.6.  SHORTCOMINGS OF EXISTING STANDARDS & FRAMEWORKS

Reporting 3.0 would not have been started without certain shortcomings of the existing standard and 

framework setters. They all collaborate, but so far don’t converge, given their different definitions on 

materiality, stakeholders involved and servicing functions. From the outset we believe that the IIRC 

shows the biggest understanding of covering the idea of multiple capitals, strong focus on business 

models, and a basic link to economic system conditions thinking. While the IIRC offers a framework and 

doesn’t work on issues/topics and indicators it differentiates itself from the standard setters like GRI 

and SASB. 

In general the following shortcomings have been identified and were discussed in Reporting 3.0 events, 

leading to the Blueprint ecosystem:

• As applied sustainability reporting sort of goes with the flow and – while mentioned in GRI’s Guidelines 

(now standards) since 2002 – chronically forgets about sustainability context due to a way to lose 

description of defining impacts (consequently embedded in context deliberations and boundary set-

ting per aspect/topic), we remain at an incremental stage of disclosure. We are missing the bench-

marks of getting closer to the ‚real deal’: disclosing when a company can call itself a ‚sustainable 

company’. While environmental ceilings and social floors are known, global footprints are defined 

up to local level, and more data about the condition of the world are available than company-internal 

data, the discussion around context is still close to absent, the link to economic system conditions 

hardly discussed, and even seen as ‚non-material’ due to the idea of not having a major financial 

impact and little potential to be influenced by the single reporting organization. We believe that this 

time is gone and it isn’t enough to now work to adapt GRI disclosures towards the SDGs, too. It is 

a relevant step, but doesn’t go far enough. Luckily, the new standard-setting frame of GRI’s work 

would allow for much quicker change, and we are actively advocating at GRI to use Reporting 3.0 as 

a R&D Think Tank for adaptation of standards.

 

• Redesigning dislosure based on a more capitals-based approach. The basic assumption of building 

accounts around a ‚systemic contribution’ to society will need to answer the question about value 

creation. There isn’t any better litmus test than to disclose how far financial capital has been built 

on the back of any other capital. This doesn’t mean total monetization of all capitals, but starting to 

discuss conventions and directions on how to count and account, working towards qualities such as 

the ‚Total Contribution’ concept of the Crown Estate in the UK (see chapter 5 for more). As such the 

needed collaboration with accountants – not very active in rethinking accounting from throughput to 

circular – isn’t a visible programatic area beyond the general inclusion in the <IR> Framework, but 

will be the Achilles heel of the purpose of sustainability disclosure if it wants to stand the litmus test 

to link to a green, inclusive & open economy.

• The value of liberated and newly integrated data isn’t well understood. Of course, communication, 

XBRL (if ever widely used) and open source data can make a big difference, but it’s the combination 

with data that are not yet in the standard setter’s terrain that can empower stakeholders to new 

qualities of dialog (at this moment often in a degenerating stage due to ever same processes) that 

will potentially revitalize dialog, meaning empowering stakeholders to be well informed to talk to 

corporations at the same eye-level.

• The systemic component of how to create a longer term roadmap involving macro, meso and

micro level, defining a truly serving purpose of reporting, linked with innovations in accounting, data 

management and new business model reporting demands, is little to non existing. There is a need to 
go beyond the reporting standard setting world to overcome the inherent problem of standard setting – a 
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too short scope to be able to deliver on future-ready reporting. Will we be able to deliver on report-

ing ‚for the next 20 years’ without any of these areas fully embedded?

• Furthermore, are we actually asking the right questions? The predominant focus on ‚footprint’ 
isn’t exciting for the majority of companies on this planet, and even for the majority of stakeholders; 

in most cases this is seen as a ‘hygiene factor’, something that should be expected from an organi-

zation anyway. On the other hand, we totally forget forging ‚handprint’ information. Instead of not 

doing harm, doing good isn’t structured in sustainability reporting, so all reporters are asked to fig-

ure that out themselves. The new circular, sharing, collaborative businesses are bluntly absent from 

the disclosure covered by existing standards, but it would be them to learn most from. 

• There are no data and benchmarks that would aim to describe the organizational transformation 
capabilities and socio-cultural leadership capabilities of an organization (see above, discussed as the 

three-gap-problem, as coined by the ThriveAbility Foundation), adding to the litmus test question 

described above. We’re not even touching the sustainability context gap in its totality, and we’re 

missing out on two major components of necessary disclosure. 

• Lastly, we observe a lack of unification of sustainability standards, framework and reporting with 

the organization’s strategic management tools and reports e.g. Balanced Scorecard, Enterprise Risk 

Management, corporate governance focus, reports to regulators and shareholders, etc.. 

3.2.7.  ECONOMIC SYSTEM DESIGN – REDEFINITION OF INCENTIVES

The secret of change is to focus all of your energy not on fighting the old, 
but on building the new.

- Sokrates

A ‚grand design’ for the redefinition of economic system boundaries is hardly anywhere captured in its 

totality. There are existing pieces of the necessary patchwork covered in various fora, but the discus-

sion among sustainability experts is close to non-existing when it comes to linking individual perfor-

mance to economic system conditions. Language barriers, know-how barriers, a failure in addressing 

such topics to the right people within the organization to establish a proper discussion culture, lead to 

non-coverage. There is the notion of this sort of discussion being way to complex to properly start it, 

this also in combination with the hesitance to see a role for a single organization to touch it at all (too 

little influence), making it into something that is ‚god-given’ and can’t be addressed. Overall, there is the 

notion of ‚not burning the fingers’ by addressing the fact that ‚all sustainability efforts are worth nothing 

without change of economic system incentives’, allowing markets to automatically do the right thing.

Deliberations from various Reporting 3.0 discussions about trying to reduce the complexity to an ab-

solute but necessary minimum of ‚intervention points’ boiled down to the following four areas in which 

economic system conditions and incentive structures need to change to allow for a green, inclusive & 

open economy, delivering market conditions that would automatically lead to minimally neutral, but 

more likely positive impacts:

• Adjusting cost accounting to cover the true cost of nature use and abuse, diminishing the 

ability of future generations to live a life with equal opportunities, respecting the idea of setting 

precautionary measures to ensure the intra- and intergenerational equity condition of sustainabili-

ty. This has impacts on natural capital and manufactured capital and needs the monetization of the 

earth’s services, which is by far not a new topic. This won’t automatically lead to increased cost, a 
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complaint often made by corporations, it will mainly be an incentive for true cost avoidance (not in 

the sense of ignoring external costs in the first place) in order to offer sustainable goods at a lower 

price than unsustainable goods. This would potentially help solve the stagnant amount of customers 

to buy the better – because (in the end) cheaper – sustainable goods. The same logic applies for 

social costs consequences that are often following the restrictions of nature overuse (see e.g. the 

current costs for the integration of climate refugees in many parts of the world).

• Introducing benefit accounting for the appreciation of positive impact, part of a total contribution 

system of accounting. This would include the monetization of positive increases in social capital, hu-

man capital, reputation capital and intellectual capital. The same applies for envionmental benefits, 

accounted for through natural capital and manufactured capital.

• Translation of these true costs into true prices and not keeping them hidden in shadow calculations. 

There are many companies that already use such shadow calculations as internal pricing mechanism, 

but do not add them to products yet. As said we expect innovative solutions to avoid the nega-

tive costs as a generic incentive to create net positive or gross positive products, so that they can 

be offered at a cheaper price than products that burden the environment or society. As a market 

mechanism absorbs the pricing signals it gets and prices also represent a value system the market 

mechanism is based upon, a capitalistic market system can indeed help customers ‚to do the right 

thing’ when choosing the cheaper options, meaning the more sustainable one. It can also allow the 

customer to still choose an unsustainable option, but at a price. This of course is only possible when 

industries accept and build these assumptions into a new global or regional level playing field. What 

holds us back so far are aspects of competition, power, and (partially accepted) abuse. We also see 

this part as a crucial necessity to achieve and to unlock the 25 years of expensive testing of how to 

change the behavior of customers. As long as pricing signals are the main driver for buying decisions, 

scalability of sustainable solutions can only be achieved through such market-based pricing levers59.

• A last component would be changes in the incentive structures through taxation. This would mean 

to signal a decrease of taxation on labor and an increase of taxes for non-renewable resource use. 

This can be done in combination with true costing mentioned above (leaving it partially to the regu-

latory power of governments to include every goods and services producing enterprise and let them 

become necessary followers of such taxation). This attempt also includes subsidies and other possi-

bilities of tax cuts that can be granted for sustainable behavior. Of course, it would be beneficial to 

discuss these movements on regional and global scale and insert them in bilateral and multi-lateral 

trade agreements, an area of utmost friction between the different continents and political forces, 

but we can’t refrain from the fact that if business asks for it on the basis of creating fair and equal 

level playing fields, it can be done.

We see a specific advocational role for the already often quoted ‚leaders in sustainability’ and gov-

ernments as the legislatory power to support societal consense through necessary laws, representing 

mainly the ‚bottom line’ of such new level playing fields. When corporate leaders explain the need that 

everybody in their industry must be following their lead, a voluntary solution will most likely not move 

the whole industry. Stepping into such a change agenda doesn’t imply a total switch at a certain point 

in time, a staggered approach following the convention building and new (academic and innovation) 

insight. We acknowledge the fact that this is most likely a ‚generational issue’, but we also recognize 

we only have one generation left to make those necessary changes. It is therefore necessary that end 

goals and timelines need to be negotiated from the outset. A lot can be learnt from the climate change 

negotiation process over the last couple of years, the journey from Kyoto to Paris, and how to negotiate 

these new terms for a green, inclusive & open economy.
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Imagining a green, inclusive & open economy that builds on those costing, benefiting, pricing and tax-

ation information and honors multiple-capital accounting in making visible the total contribution of an 

organization. These ingredients are part of the ‚North Star’ Reporting 3.0 is envisaging over time. Those 

integral parts would also help the financial markets to assess the future fit of their investments. They 

would be innovation incentives for corporations and they would help benchmarking through ratings, 

rankings and indices.

While this road ahead is covered with cobblestones and additional thresholds, we see no other op-

portunity that would be less radical in achieving our common end goal. Overall, the belief is that the 

above is a matter of combining a) finding agreeable conventions (below 100% accuracy to start with), 

and b) agreeing on constant improvement through new iterations, following newest insights. It doesn’t 

make sense to destroy the seeds of such approaches as ‚undoable’ just because of not yet knowing the 

end result from the beginning. We agree to Einstein who said ‚You can’t solve a problem with the same 

means that created them in the beginning’. We need to cross those mental thresholds that hold us back. 

Reporting 3.0 conceives this set of minimum requirements on the way ahead to a green, inclusive & 

open economy as a frame and guide to design and iterate its concepts over time and follow the de-

velopments as they become viral. The transparency and discussed issues that will come up need to 

be addressed and its effects clarified. We see this discussion happening in all three areas that our new 

approach on ‚integral thinking’ and ‚integral materiality’ will contribute to (see chapters 3.4 and chapters 

4, 5 and 6 accordingly). 

3.2.8. THE ‚BUSINESS CASE’ – A FAIR QUESTION IN EXISTING ECOSYSTEM  

DESIGN PARAMETERS?

We often hear from sustainability experts that they are confronted with the ‚business case for sustain-

ability’ question when requesting budgets or funds or, even simpler, their very own reason for being. In 

the light of the existing economic system incentives structures, often the reason that there is a conflict 

between short-term and long-term target setting, sustainability experts are often ending up in a dead 

end street when there aren’t anymore ‘low-hanging-fruit’ to harvest. They automatically cut back am-

bitions to what is ‚realistically doable’. They refrain from long-term target setting, backcasting to what 

is needed now to make the end-goal happen and look for allies for their short-term gains. We call this 

‚muddling through’. They lost context!

Making the micro-macro gap visible, acknowledging the need for economic system design changes 

and requesting advocation from corporate leaders, a situation in which the Chief Sustainability Officer 

should be a senior advisor to a company’s board, will create different dynamics and clearly also address-

es the need to also focus on the ‚socio-cultural leadership gap’ and the ‚organizational transformation 

gap’.

The ‚S-ROI’, the sustainability return on investment, needs calculations that cover effects on multiple 

capitals, beyond the company itself (including supply and demand chains in the light of circularity), 

and needs to make economic system incentives or disincentives visible. The ‚S-ROI’ as part of a ‚total 

contribution’ sets a broad spectrum for value creation beyond sheer building of ‚ROI’ in conventional 

financial thinking. 

Increasing the value of other capitals than purely financial capital (no matter what it takes) will auto-

matically increase revenues and shareholder value – if economic system boundaries are redesigned as 

described above.
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Let’s not neglect that more conventional approaches within our existing economic system design can in 

many instances also deliver an ROI on sustainability activities. The work and the books of Bob Willard 

are a great source for examples and freely available calculations60. We mention them here because 

these resources are freely available, like all other resources in the forthcoming Reporting 3.0 reposito-

ries for the Blueprints.

3.3.  FRAMING A SET OF PRINCIPLES FOR REPORTING IN A GREEN, INCLUSIVE 

& OPEN ECONOMY

‘There are no passengers on spaceship Earth, we are all crew’.
- Buckminster Fuller

This subchapter describes the necessary principles that the Reporting 3.0 community discussed and 

decided upon that directly link to disclosure of information that could potentially and positively serve a 

green, inclusive & open economy and a fitting regenerative capitalims (see chapter 3.2.4.), however they 

are not ‘disclosure principles’ per sé. 

As a starting point our research helped us to set a baseline of what we would expect a green, inclusive 

& open economy to look like. It started with the outcome paper of the Rio+20 Summit (‚The Future We 

Want’, see excerpts in chapter 3.2) that described the ‚wishlist’ of basically green & inclusive economy 

elements, leading to the wellbeing of every human being on this planet while respecting the plane-

tary boundaries. Since sustainability strategies are at this moment mainly focused on ‚doing no harm’ 

we were missing the innovative aspects of net-positive and gross positive business model design that 

includes aspects of resilience, regeneration and thriving. We therefore adopted (and slightly adapted) 

the ‚six desiderata of ThriveAbility’ as developed by the ThriveAbility Foundation61 as another design 

baseline. They connect the 3-Gap-Problem (see above) with a set of capitals and roll out a pretty com-

prehensive set of desired ‚end points’ of the journey towards a green, inclusive & open economy. This is 

in our view the best ‚compass’ to design a principles-based approach.

Sustainability: Natural Capital; Manufactured Capital

1.  A circular and regenerative economy 

2.  Long term resource planning for intergenerational equity

a. Natural and man-made materials and ecosystems are regenerated through circular  

economic processes 

a.  Technologies, Products, Services and Businesses are designed for durability to continue    

     serving future generations

b.  All impacts are managed proportionately to the carrying capacities of the multiple  

capitals 

b.  Innovations are inspired by natural systems by engineers, designers, entrepreneurs and   

others working with the grain of nature
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These six desiderata may seem a very long way from the current state of play. Indeed, they will need 

transformation and breakthroughs at every scale in order to become a reality in the 21st century. But 

they are a fine translation of the idea of a green, inclusive & open economy into roadmap ingredients 

that every organization can refer to in their very own approaches. They also helped to set the ‚minimal 

feasible solution’ of disclosure that we foresee and describe in chapter 3.4 and chapters 4, 5 and 6.

Another body of research took us to the principles already mentioned in various focused publications 

and websites that deal with regeneration, resilience and conscious capitalism. We recommend the fol-

lowing sources:

Organizational: Intellectual Capital; Financial Capital

Socio-Cultural: Human Capital; Social Capital; Reputation Capital

3.  A transparent and level global playing field that delivers True Value

5.  Holistic Education to Develop Complex Systems Thinking & Leadership

4.  Strategic Decision-Making to Scale-Up to ThriveAble Sectors

6.   Governance Systems Aligned to Inclusive Stakeholder Wellbeing

a. Apply accounting principles that measure true costs including externalities, and calcu- 

late true returns with full transparency

a. New open business models for education that integrate physical wellbeing, mental     

depth, emotional maturity and spiritual development

a. Nurture multi-stakeholder collaboration to amplify and scale up positive impacts and in-

crease advocation for a green, inclusive & open economy

a.   Radically inclusive and transparent governance structures that serve the different prior-

 ities and needs of different developmental levels

b. Level the playing field towards renewable and regenerative industries through true tax- 

ation and incentives

b.  Developmental pathways based on co-working and co-creation between disciplines and    

sectors that are aspirational and compelling for future generations

b. Investment decisions based on the solutions of the 3-Gap-Challenge dimensions (new 

measurement needed) 

b.  Innovative structures for and approaches to interworking between governments, NGO’s,   

businesses and academia that focus on stakeholder ThriveAbility.
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• the already mentioned white paper ‚Regenerative Capitalism – How Universal Patterns 

and Principles Will Shape Our New World Economy, by John Fullerton of the Capital Institute;

• the website of the Regenerative Business Summit, on which principles for a regenerative businesses are 

presented by Carol Sandford62;

• the paper on ‚trajectory of environmentally responsible design’ by Bill Reid, in which he presented an 

often reproduced image and description of regeneration63 as a living system approach to sustainable 

design;

• Building blocks for a second-tier conscious capitalism, as published by Said Dawlabani in his book 

‚Memenomics’64.

Covering the whole breadth of approaches and building on the Reporting 3.0 repository literature we 

discussed and destilled a set of principles that deem necessary to support the idea of a green, inclusive 

& open economy and that have meaning for the design of disclosure serving the purpose of describing 

the purpose, success and scalability challenges of any organization that aim to contribute. These prin-

ciples are:

• Relevance – building on the already well-articulated ‚sustainability context gap’ and seen the ex-

perience with the disconnect between sustainability context and the materiality principle in current 

sustainability reporting we recommend to connect those two GRI content principles into one as part 

of our integral thinking towards integral materiality. It would demand to explore fiduciary and ‘right-

sholder’ duties through a clearer context-based and multicapital impact assessment and description, 

adding the perspective of cumulated impacts and scalability towards a new broader focus. This 

context-based materiality process would entail three major steps and ensure true materiality – or 

relevance as we prefer to call it:

Step 1: Identify impacts on capitals vital to stakeholder wellbeing: The first step in context-based 

materiality is to identify positive and negative company impacts on capitals (ecological, social and 

economic resources) that are vital to rightsholder wellbeing. Companies have duties and obligations 

to uphold the wellbeing of their direct rightsholders, by managing their impacts on resources these 

rightsholders rely on.

Step 2: Determine if impacts compromise carrying capacities of capitals: The second step in con-

text-based materiality is to determine if company impacts compromise the carrying capacity of cap-

itals. If company impacts are far removed from this risk, then the impact can be deemed immaterial; 

if the impact is reasonably proximate to overshooting the carrying capacity of a capital, then it is by 

definition material.

Step 3: Ascertain strategic innovation opportunities to enhance capitals: The final step in con-

text-based materiality is to ascertain if the impact lends itself to innovation opportunities with the 

potential to enhance or even regenerate capitals to achieve net positive impact. 

When we combined the sustainability context and materiality principle, and discussed rights and 

obligations in an ideal materiality process (including contextualized and multi-capital-based micro, 

meso and macro impacts), we became convinced that an essential part of the motivation and value 

to rethink the materiality process and to demand availability of data is based on a stakeholder’s ‘right 

to know’ in order to be an ‘empowered rightsholder’. We therefore recommend implementing the 

term ‘rightsholder’ instead of ‘stakeholder’ in order to point out a clear understanding of rights and 
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obligations in the interaction between an organization and its rightsholders. As one of the partici-

pants in the Reporting Blueprint Working Group dialog pointed out:

‘If somebody tells me that data is not available in today’s world of sensors, big data and artificial 

intelligence I am simply seeing an unwillingness to know, and therewith an unwillingness to manage. 

That is why ‘empowered rightsholders’ need to stand front and center of the Reporting 3.0 efforts. 

They do not only have a stake, they have a right to know.’65

The relevance process is inherently connected to the usual plan-do-check-act process of manage-

ment, often called the ‘Deming-Wheel’ in quality management approaches. The below figure shows 

an ideal process of implementing integral materiality through the relevance principle. This figure 

also connects the four parts of the wheel to the ‘educate’, ‘advocate’ and ‘accelerate’ part of the 

recommendations that we point towards in chapters 4, 5 and 6.

• Reciprocity – the recognition that there is an exchange between information upward and downward

the information food and demand chain; it clarifies the need of seamless data flows between micro, 

meso and macro (vertical dimension) as impacts on micro-level aggregate to impacts on meso level 

and influence global conditions on macro-level. This principle demands a much clearer data architec-

ture and design component. At this moment indicators on micro-, meso-, and macro level are mostly 

disconnected and it is difficult, if not even impossible, to build seamless multi-layer data pyramids 

Figure 8: Integral materiality embedded in a plan-do-check-act approach based on Reporting 3.0’s relevance principle.
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to describe multi-capital and context-based sustainability success. This principle also demands col-

laboration between different data collectors and aggregators. It also addresses the interconnected-

ness of different sorts of data from different silos (horizontal dimension). There is a need for more 

research how siloed pieces of information from different sorts of capitals and different issue/topic 

areas are still connected through cause and effect. We see this as part of the work agenda of next 

iteration rounds of the Blueprint work ecosystem.

• Circularity – the necessity to define impacts from a circular economy perspective. The idea is that 

there shouldn’t be ‚a loser’ in a ‚value cycle’, the needed change from value chains (as a relict of 

the throughput economy and the take-make-waste past) is an integral part of defining success in a 

green, inclusive & open economy. Circularity also supports the notion that when a negative impact 

isn’t tackled well it will bounce back, an analogy to the planetary system and its circularity, e.g. 

increased nature abuse leads to weather extremes bouncing back on us over time, unforeseeable 

where, when, and how harsh. It also focuses on renewable and non-renewable material and bio-

logical streams, avoidance and abundance. Lastly, circular businesses and industry design in conse-

quence will also have positive effects on social aspects through collaboration, less stress through 

lack of shortages and emerging innovation opportunities.

• Mutuality – the understanding that every action leads to reaction, and that collaboration is better 

than competition that normally leads to losers in the value cycle and negative, non-systemically 

useful counter-reactions, so both reactions are most likely not serving a societal purpose. This also 

addresses the ideas about sharing and collaborative business models in the interest to reduce foot-

print and increase handprints.

• Connectedness – the need to agree to making a contribution to the bigger ‚whole’, hardly visible in 

today’s corporate approaches. The idea that ‚there is no sustainable business in an unsustainable 

world’ isn’t just a nice phrase, it is the hard fact and reason for the need for the already discussed 

economic system design changes. This principle is helping to understand the need for net positive 

or gross positive business models in an attempt to develop a right to exist and a right to grow as 

‚connected business’. It is also an underlying understanding that contributing to the bigger whole 

is necessity for every business to understand. The SDGs are a first helpful, but only intermediate, 

step to learn against ‚what’ such contributions are made, they also help businesses to understand 

thresholds, allocations of available resources and how the use of them is in line with availabity in a 

one-planet world.

• Redundancy – The notion that while we are pushing innovations for more sustainability, a real test 

case for increased positive impact is the proof that ‚the old’ got redundant, or obsolete, meaning it 

will not continue to stay as stranded assets or in use in other parts of the world. This will help clar-

ify the real sustainability contribution made globally. It addresses the ‚net effect’ of what has been 

done. Redundancy also helps to clarify micro-, meso-, and macro cumulative effects of non-circu-

larity. The fact that we have an ever-growing ecological footprint while thousands of businesses are 

priding themeselves with their sustainability efforts points to the facts that reduncancy isn’t yet 

properly addressed. It comes back as various rebound effects, moving of old assets to other parts of 

the world, effects of stranded assets, and has to be seen in combination with demographic effects, 

technological change agendas, urbanization, world trade agreements, etc.

• Modularity – a lot of what sustainability addresses and what circular business models demand has 

to do with intelligent use of resources so that they aren’t losing value. It also looks at circular busi-

ness model connections, material flows and their effective strengthening of each other. It addresses 

each industry in a different way and challenges systemic thinking.

A GREEN,  INCLUSIVE & OPEN ECONOMY 
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• Adaptability – recognizing that circularity, multi-capital thinking and changes in the economic sys-

tem design won’t be realized from one day to another, but that there’s a journey to walk together. 

This demands a proactive and forward-looking governance, leadership and strategy. It also means, 

at the downside of the journey, that certain practices won’t have a future in a green, inclusive & 

open economy. From our view we also see the development of the Blueprints and the 3-year cycle 

of new iterations of the Blueprints as needed adaptability of how our collective thinking is moving 

forward and is setting agendas, attracts new players into our work ecosystem (vertically and hor-

izontally). Iterative progress while not claiming the unquestionable truth allows for improvement.

• Humbleness – in general we support the notion of being alert and thankful to the creation of goods 

& services of planet Earth, of which we humans are benefactors of. Every product & service humans 

created is enabled by that creation. It remains our house and as we are living in it we need to keep it 

in good order. How often do we hear and read about a company wanting to be the most sustainable 

player in their industry, and how often did we need to readjust our picture, leading to a lack of trust? 

The fact that corporations are one of the least trusted category in society is a sad outcome of that, 

partially also influenced by the straight jacket set through the economic system logic, the ‚survival of 

the fittest’ attitude, the everlasting understanding that only a growing business is a successful busi-

ness. Humbleness is a useful reminder of all the other principles pulled together here. We already 

know that reporting should be balanced, also in language. We see the need to acknowledge that 
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success is limited in a stressed economic, ecologic and educational system (see the triple-e-failure 

discussed earlier). So being successful economically and building that success on the back of other 

capitals isn’t going to work. Doing no harm is just a minimal agenda. 

These principles have been tremendously helpful in the design of the approach towards integral think-

ings & integral materiality that Reporting 3.0 is proposing now. We will revert to these principles in the 

coming chapters.

3.4.  INTEGRAL THINKING & TRUE MATERIALITY

It is time to be steered by the stars, not by the light of each passing ship.
- Omar Bradley

Reporting and disclosure for a green, inclusive & open economy, following the above principles, can 

help salvage shortcomings of current disclosure. The above set of principles shaped contributing to 

three main areas of disclosure that are currently missing. Those were first presented at the 2015 Re-

porting 3.0 Conference, later also elaborated on and published as an e-book by Sustainable Brands66. 

This structure now also forms the logic of the forthcoming coming three chapters:

• Reporting on purpose in a green, inclusive & open economy

• Reporting on success in a green, inclusive & open economy

• Reporting about reaching scalability in a green, inclusive & open economy

A proper grounding of disclosure through principles that mirror the characteristics of a green, inclusive 

& open economy help to find answers of how to overcome structural failures in current disclosure, ruled 

mainly by standards & frameworks that are still based on curing symptoms of root causes in the existing 

economic paradigm, that aren’t effectively tackled. 

The following chapters take this grounding as a given and recommend activities and related reporting 

elements that should be of interest for every reporting organization and its rightsholders in addressing 

the sustainability gap that needs closure. Of course, an organization can either report what they have 

done or explain what they did not do, but for a reason. So, in general a ‚comply or explain’ process is 

more helpful than either cherry picking or silence, causing scrutiny and distrust. By doing so we recom-

mend ‚integral thinking’ and revisit the idea of what we think is ‚integral (true) materiality’, as it tackles 

a systemic ‚whole’ and not pieces of a worldview puzzle, dominated by one or the other stakeholder 

group, industry stereotype, or individual favorites of the leadership group within an organization. In 

other words we believe in the capacity of each and every individual as way beyond ‚doing no harm’, 

‚avoiding risks’ and ‚muddling through’ thinking and acting. 

There is a ‚material’ interest in contributing to the idea of the green, inclusive & open economy through 

strong ambitions in defining a purpose, in seeing success multi-dimensional, context- and capital-based, 

and through scaling up the individual contributions through education, collaboration and advocation for 

the bigger ‚whole’. This opens new opportunities by ‚doing good’, ‚fostering opportunities’ and ‚seeing 

the whole’, hardly captured in current disclosure by reporters. 

A GREEN,  INCLUSIVE & OPEN ECONOMY 
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The diagram also shows expected outcomes of this redesign through the combination of the various 

axis: Trust, at this time at an all time low as per the latest Edelman Trust barometer67; innovation and re-

silience, embedded in a green, inclusive & open economy and supported by financial markets processes 

that support the transition. Admittedly, we are still far away from this ‚better whole’, but most ingredi-

ents don’t have to be invented, they are already here, at various (sometimes early) stages of develop-

ment. They need to be nurtured, having the end goal in mind, developing a seamless flow of information 

between micro, meso and macro levels of our societies and economies, as summarized in Figure 11.

All corporate doing is an essential part of the technological and human development that shapes our 

worldviews. A green, inclusive & open economy design is shaped by the general values, an ‚invisible 

band’ to allow habitats to develop and industries to produce what is needed for habitat development. 

We need clarity about the sort and size of growth needed in a regenerative capitalism that serves this 

economy design and how externalities, incentives and taxation need to be treated and designed. Cor-

porations are part of the design task through agreeing on the ‚level playing fields’ that enable them to 

thrive. If there only is sustainable business in a sustainable world, it is the life thread they depend on 

as much as every individual does. How to make the right contribution to this challenge is responding 

to the ultimate ends (see Daly’s ‘hourglass’ in the Data Blueprint). Purpose, success measurement and 

scalability are three needed focus areas to respond to this challenge. With the right invisible band the 

invisible hand will do what it needs to do – creating advantages and innovation for the most sustainable 

products & services.

Figure 10: The new impetus on integral thinking & integral materiality. 
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Figure 11 summarizes our generic thinking, trying to de-complicate what seems to be overly complex, 

at least that’s what we’re hearing. If organizations are unable to develop their thinking from the micro 

level to the meso and macro level, the connection of purpose, success measurement and scalability to 

making a contribution to the ‘bigger whole’ will not happen. If there is no sustainable business in an un-

sustainable world, incrementalism will not prevail our human race on this planet. Rising to this challenge 

is unescapable for each and every organization on this planet. We need to create the ‘invisible band’ 

to guide the ‘invisible hand’, that is in short what the interaction with this new clustering of disclosure 

tries to achieve.

Figure 11: Understanding purpose, success and scalability in a micro, meso and macro world view.
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4.  REPORTING PURPOSE IN A GREEN, INCLUSIVE & OPEN ECONOMY

4.1.  PURPOSE – THE LINKING PIN BETWEEN INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF AN  

ORGANIZATION’S PERCEPTION

We make a living by what we get, we make a life by what we give.
- Winston Churchill

Purpose, most likely one of the most used words in business in the last couple of years, is a very import-

ant and essential building block in defining the sustainability journey of every organization. It’s not the 

vision or mission of an organization that leads to strategy in the end, it is the deeper belief what role an 
organization wants to fulfil in a society and on this planet in the long run. It also leads to a clear legacy pic-

ture and in the end to a backcasting from the expected ideal in order to define what needs to happen in 

the short- and mid-term, and that again is linked to corporate culture. It also needs context, a worldview 

that describes what the organization wants to achieve through whatever they do in a world they wish 

to not only live in, but also a world they wish to help design. Hardly ever is any of this logically explained 

in a sustainability and/or integrated report. What is it that holds reporters back? 

Scenario technology use is quite common in bigger organizations, but still one often gets back the an-

swer that in today’s hectic world long-term means 12 months maximum. We think this is flawed thinking 

and part of the problem. On the other hand, more and more literature is available around purposeful 

leadership, mindfulness and holocracy, examplifying an interest in a deeper understanding or corporate 

purpose and its connection to the world and involved individuals.

4.2.  CONTRIBUTION TO A BIGGER ‚WHOLE’

As discussed in chapter 3 we are seeing the need to connect a corporation’s thinking about their pur-

pose as an essential step to define the real contribution an organization can make to a genuinly sus-

tainable world through wanting to be a (minimally) sustainable company, or thriving in the end. This 

demands a clear ‚worldview’ and is clearly a mindset shift for most corporate leaders today. 

As Fritjof Capra, author of ‘A Systems’s View Of Life’, and a lifelong expert in systems thinking explains: 

‘Most of our business and political leaders are unable to “connect the dots”, to use a popular phrase, 

they fail to see how the major problems of our time are all interrelated. Their so-called “solutions” tend 

to focus on a single issue, thereby simply shifting the problem to another part of the system. [...] More-

over they refuse to recognize how their piecemeal solutions effect future generations’68.

Disclosure that is based on the principles as developed in 3.3 asks for that necessary grounding, one 

reason why we added ‘humbleness’ as the last, but essential principle; it also asks for a basic under-

standing that disclosure can only be as good as the awareness for overcoming the 3-gap challenge (sus-

tainability context gap, organizational transformation gap, socio-cultural leadership gap, as described 

earlier) actually is. It’s the leadership of an organization that needs to allow for these ‚wide open spaces’ 

to analyze, understand, discuss and adapt to the overarching understanding of developing a world view 

for the company, but also for themselves. It also ultimately opens the possibility to move from symp-

toms to root cause level and have discussions internally and externally that are much more impact-driv-

en since they tackle these root causes instead of curing symptoms, the main focus of current reporting 

approaches. 
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An integral operating system

How to best build an understanding within an organization about the worldview on macro, 

meso and micro level? The authors of the Blueprints, in the same way as some participants 

in the working groups, have taken advantage of the ThriveAbility Foundation’s book ‚A 

Leader’s Guide to ThriveAbility – a multi-capital operating system for a regenerative in-

clusive economy’. In this box we shortly excerpt the idea of an ‚integral operating system’ 

that can help develop a corporate worldview and come to ‚true materiality’. There is of 

course a whole body of literature available in the book, but summerizing the idea of an 

integral operating system and applying it for building the necessary understanding about 

how to better connect to defining ‚purpose’ in this chapter can just be a teaser. At least 

the ThriveAbility understanding clarifies the existence of the sustainability context gap, 

organizational transformation gap and the socio-cultural leadership gap. It defines what is 

needed from leadership to arrange for the right conditions to look at purpose systemically 

and more holistically. It defines areas of exploration in order to go from symptoms to root 
causes, from economic to worldview, from product to contribution and from extrapolated strat-
egy to backcasted strategy.

The first tool helps to define the several levels of awareness that could influence defining 

an organization’s purpose and the spheres of impact that can be influenced through a com-

pany’s activities. It breaks open the discussion about different world of impacts and it helps 

to also better understand the world of multiple capitals, describing a broader set of success 

measures towards what we will discuss in chapter 5.

Figure 12: The basic dimensions of an integral operating system69
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The second tool points to the necessary leadership skills needed to be able to develop a 

worldview and opening up decision space for tackling the 3 gap problem towards trans-

formation of contributing to the green, inclusive & open economy. The stages mentioned 

there are linked to the strategy continuum explained above and picked up again in the next 

subchapter.

This tool is helpful to assess the levels of consciousness of the existing leadership team and 

their willingness to offer transformational capacity. The sum of all individual levels of aware-

ness of the persons involved in leadership often also define the hierarchy, governance, incen-

tivation, risk awareness and remuneration schemes in organizations, of course many of them 

not permitting to overcome the 3 gaps, causing rather static organizational setups. In con-

trast to the first tool, this second tool clarifies the inability of an organization to full grasp the 

magnitude of the challenge, their own role and possible contributions, and can be a starting 

point for transformational change. Figure 11 just summarizes a full methodology to assessing 

these levels.

Figure 13: The development of leadership skills necessary to develop sustainability strategies beyond do-no-harm 
levels70

Having developed a clear world view, a clear management exercise including scenarios, top manage-

ment awareness, current and future positioning of the organization, and resulting in clear strategies, 

programs, projects and budgets, defines a purpose-driven outfit that can define vision and mission 

accordingly. The good thing is that all of what has been discovered in that journey makes great content 

for an integral materiality discussion, leading to an integral approach for disclosure and offers currently 

undisclosed reporting content.
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4.3.  AMBITION – WHERE TO POSITION THE ORGANIZATION IN A STRATEGY 

CONTINUUM

Once we know and are aware, we are responsible for our action
and inaction. We can do something about it or ignore it. Either way, 

we are still responsible.
- Jean Paul Sartre

We had already introduced the Reporting 3.0 strategy continuum in chapter 3.2.5. It sketches the dif-

ferent development steps from compliance up to gross positive strategies (thrival businesses). 

This strategy continuum is a helpful analysis framework and clearly, if we are about to make stronger 

linkages to the green, inclusive & open economy and a related financial market paradigm that can pro-

duce scale for sustainable solutions, some leapfrogging is necessary, also with regard to the scaling up of 

absolute global impacts to be made in a rather short amount of time.

Developing the factual magnitude of the necessary leapfrog can be developed on industry level and on cor-
porate level. Rightsholder dialog seems an essential necessity and can be organized per habitat as well. 

We feel reminded of the original Agenda 21 processes that were started after the 1992 Rio Conference 

on Sustainable Development. Today they could also be structured around the collective of the SDGs 

and – from our perspective – could even be enlarged by discussing ‚Thrivable Habitats’71, a more holistic 

and systemic approach.

4.3.1.  THE LITMUS TEST FOR PURPOSE: FROM ‚DENIAL’ TO ‚THRIVING’

The positioning of an organization’s approach in the continuum serves as a litmus test. Of course, a more 

diverse organization, like many multinationals, will potentially cover several stages in different markets, 

so the question is to differentiate this assessment for various groups or businesses or regions and ana-

lyze the local context of this positioning, but it should be clear for a global brand that there should only 

be one direction and one overall ambition level, and that is linked to the understanding of the purpose 

and connectedness by making a contribution to the bigger ‚whole’. It also instigates the ambition to have 

a better understanding about the success and level of potential scalability of what the organization is 

doing, to be covered in chapter 5 and 6.

4.3.2.  CONSEQUENCES FOR THE REPORTING APPROACH

A purpose-driven and connected organization would be disclosing different sets of information than 

what is typically disclosed in sustainability and integrated reports today, but they would of course build 

on those existing ‘backbones’. These disclosures would elaborate in enhanced ways on contextual-

ization, leadership attitude and description of the ambition level. They would clarify what the guiding 

principles of chapter 3.3 mean for them through clustering new pieces of information into their reports. 
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As a consequence, what are questions that interested stakeholders may want to see covered through 

an organization’s disclosure:

Contextualization:

• What is the organization’s ‘World View’? Do you describe your overall perspective in 

relevant publications and is this information part of your sustainability and/or integrated report?

• Where does your organization derive it’s worldview from? What are tools that you use to assess, 

elaborate and decide upon? 

• Do you have sketched an ideal situation for a green, inclusive and open economy? What 

would it mean for you and what could you contribute to such an ideal state of the economy?

• Where is your organization on the strategy continuum today and where should it be in order

to be minimally sustainable? What transformational capacity is needed to get you there, so what 

is the magnitude of the urgency that drives the change and is leapfrogging necessary in your case?

• Does your organization cure symptoms by following the mainstream standards or are you having 

impact by tackling root causes that clarify if you are part of the problem, the solution or potentially 

both in a green, inclusive and open economy? What process are you using to differentiate symptoms 

from root causes and how are programs, capacity and budgets synchronized to reach root cause 

impact?

Leadership Attitude:

• Do you understand the micro-macro gap and the resulting urgency to assess and develop a new lev-

el playing field through changed economic system design, based on the internalization of externali-

ties, pricing, and taxation/subsidies?

Figure 14: Manifestations of purose and connectedness in the new impetus.
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• Are you assessing the positioning of sustainability in the overall strategy development process? Is 

it a leading factor?

• Are you aware of a potential socio-cultural leadership gap in your organization? How do you know

and what do you undertake to tackle this gap?

• Are you aware about a potential organizational transformation gap in your organization? How do

you know and how do you tackle this gap?

•  What role do hierarchy and functions play for your ‘thriving’ organization, or any other level in the

 strategy continuum you’re at?

• How do you organize corporate governance to create ‘GSE’ pull effects (contrasting from the cur-

rent ‘ESG’ push approach)? What governance code are you following? Are you pushing for ethical 

leadership (as per King IV)?

• In how far does your organization’s leadership address the economic system malfunctioning at all? 

Do you see a generic responsibility for your leadership team to address such issues and where does 

that happen?

Ambition Level:

• How do you address growth issues and how do you differentiate sustainable from unsustainable 

growth? Is growth at all necessary for your organization?

• Do you discuss the externalities of your organization’s activities? Are you compensating for any

such externalities? Are you aiming at avoiding them?

• Are you supporting necessary activities to learn about thresholds and allocations in resource use?

• How much are you personally involved in rightsholder dialog carried out by your organization?

• How far are you challenging and supporting an ‘integral materiality’ approach (see 3-step process 

described in the ‚relevance’ principle in section 3.3)

• What are relevant preconditions for innovation in your organization? Are any of the principles for a

green, inclusive & open economy addressed in giving shape to innovation projects and filtering/

staging processes?

• Are all employees involved in defining your organizations purpose?

4.3.3. CONSEQUENCES FOR RIGHTSHOLDER DIALOG

Current rightsholder dialog about sustainability has been established over the the last 15-20 years, par-

tially as a response to activism against certain organizations, partially embedded into already existing 

routines like employee satisfaction, customer satisfaction, and partially due to the recommendation 

of the sustainability reporting standards. We deliberately also recognize that due to the business, em-

ployees of any sort and size of the organization have dialog with various rightsholders on a daily basis. 

Sustainability isn’t often a direct topic in these discussions, but implicitly and explicitly the general 

policies and procedures that were implemented over time, up to the level of a visible mindset about 

sustainability, could or effectively do play a role. 

However, we also observe that current rightsholder dialog at many organizations is a specific part of 

the reporting process in which certain routines have been repeated year by year to derive at a set of 

material issues (or topics as per GRI Standards). These material issues form the basis of what becomes 

the set of opinions and data gathered. Very often these material issues don’t change a lot over many 

years and we observe a certain drying-out of the willingness of rightsholders to continue a ‚groundhog 

day’ procedure. We also critically observe that the outcome of the materiality process in the end hasn’t 

really included a lot of external rightsholders and getting them on board for the rightsholder dialog 

process hasn’t become easier over the years. As many corporate sustainability departments agree to, it 
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isn’t easy to find the right rightsholders with the basic skills to dialogue with and to cut out unpaid time 

out of their busy schedules. We also observe that regulation that demands a proper rightsholder dialog 

(e.g. the new European Disclosure Directive) will increase the capacity problem of certain stakeholders 

(can e.g. Greenpeace absord the wish of up to 6.000 companies in Europe to do proper dialog?). Lastly, 

we observe that even willing rightsholders need to develop the same sort of mindset shift towards the 

need to truly connect to the idea about economic system boundary change than any corporation. 

The discussion about purpose has the potential to lift rightsholder engagement to a new level. The 

above questions will be essential to set the course of the discussion and lead to a different scope, de-

sign, and more stable approach to engage with corporations, also strengthening evidence-based right-

sholder advocacy. A process that needs an ‚integral’ approach with all rightsholder groups.

The availability of data supporting a new ‚empowerment of rightsholders’ in combination with new cir-

cular, collaborative and sharing business model design will elevate the importance of rightsholder dialog 

to a new quality – if well supported. Aspects of value cycle impact (when upstream and downstream be-

come ‚roundstream’) need seamless data support, open and partially crowdsourced by the rightsholders 

involved. These issues will be picked up in the Data Blueprint and the New Business Model Blueprint.

4.3.4. CONSEQUENCES FOR THE GOVERNANCE APPROACH

Over the years corporate governance approaches emerged and partially aligned with sustainability. 

The King Codes of Corporate Governance (South Africa) have been the leading practice, adopted in 

similar ways in many countries. In November 2016 King IV was published, asking in general for ‚ethical 

leadership’. It builds on earlier versions, with King II first linking governance with sustainability, King III 

asking for an embedded approach, and King IV defining the outcome of such an approach as ‚ethical 

leadership’. 

 

At Reporting 3.0 we observe that governance for sustainability has so far followed an ‚ESG Push’ ap-

proach in which governance always followed the developments instead of leading the developments. 

Governance in a purpose-driven organization could be a potential activator of steering the organization. 

King IV in our view is also going along that same route.

The ThriveAbility Foundation, in its research about the positioning of governance for ‘thriving’ orga-

nizations is contrasting the ESG Push with an aligned ‚GSE-Pull’ process. It would build on accepting 

the sustainability context gap, organizational transformation gap and socio-cultural leadership gap and 

immerse their closure into one governance task to derive at ‚ethical leadership’.
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Ethical Leadership

King IV defines ethical leadership as follows: ‚Ethical leadership is examplified by integrity, 

competence, responsibility, accountability, fairness and transparency. It involves the antic-

ipation and prevention, or otherwise amerlioration, of the negative consequences of the 

organization’s activities, and outputs on the economy, society and the environment and the 

capitals that it uses or affects’.72

Furthermore King IV defines organizations as ‚integral part’ of society:
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Universal Statement of Corporate Purpose

In the discussions about ‚purpose’ and its missing disclosure aspects in sustainability re-

porting GRI-Co-founder and founder of Corporation 2020 and the Global Initiative for Sus-

tainability Ratings (GISR), Allen White, also brought in the idea of a ‚Universal Statement 

of Corporate Purpose’. His statement clearly underscores some of the content Reporting 

3.0 has been developing. We espcially appreciate his sentiment for ‚metrics absent a higher 

purpose are inherently limited’ and ‚if reporting is to achieve its full potential as an agent of 

transformation, we must reach at least a modicum of consensus around why companies ex-

ist in the first place’ 73. The following is an excerpt of Allen’s deliberations from the Report-

ing Blueprint working group process, using a global virtual dialog opportunity convened by 

Convetit. An ethical leadership-based corporate governance approach could be supported 

by a ‘Universal Statement of Corporate Purpose’, as recommended by Allen White.

Isn’t it time for a Universal Statement of Corporate Purpose?

As this rich dialogue draws to a close, let me offer a few thoughts about the broader context that 
I hope will guide R3 as it proceeds to its next stage. That context is corporate purpose.

I, like all the participants in this conversation, have spent years striving to advance the concept 
and practice, quality and quantity of sustainability reporting worldwide. Undergirding all of these 
is a shared, foundational vision of an inclusive, just and ecologically resilient future. I believe the 

bridge between the practice of sustainability reporting and the attainment of this grand 

vision for the future is corporate purpose.

My early commitment to sustainability reporting began with building a disclosure framework for 
Ceres in the early 1990s and evolved into GRI in the late 1990s. In less than two decades, through 
the concerted effort of countless individuals and institutions worldwide, reporting moved from 
extraordinary to exceptional to expected business practice. Now, in a new era of breakthrough 
technologies such as AI and blockchain, reporting is poised to enter a new phase of accessibil-
ity and utility that will fortify its ongoing role as an instrument of accountability, performance 
measurement and holistic thinking. Reporting as an agent of transformation is within reach.

This R3 dialogue demonstrates both the promise and complexity of achieving this outcome. 
Transformational change requires more than metrics, no matter how innovative, holistic and 
accessible. Metrics absent a higher purpose are inherently limited.

Purpose, or reason for being, comes in two forms. First is the individual company for which dec-
larations of purpose abound. Such statements are used to define the character of the entity, 
differentiate from its competition, and rally its employees around a common banner.

The second form, and the one central to this commentary, applies to corporations as whole.

Why raise the question of such a universal definition of corporate purpose in the context of R3? 
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4.3.5.  CONSEQUENCES FOR LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOR

We have noted earlier that leadership awareness leading to the necessary action is the major enabler 

for the necessary purpose discussion, leading to strategies supporting truly sustainable, net positive 

and gross positive (thriving) approaches. The organizational transformation capabilities and the under-

standing of micro-meso-macro aspects (sustainability context gap closure) depend on this. A proper 

assessment of the sum of the levels of consciousness of the members of the leadership is helpful, also in 

combination with consequences on the culture, hierarchy, procedures and processes established within 

the organization that could negatively influence the ‚organizational transformation gap’ and the ‚sus-

tainability context gap’. How can this be measured?

Because reporting, even in its highest and best form, is instrumental in nature. We advocate for 
reporting with the eye toward – to use the language of this dialogue – a North Star. However, if 
reporting is to achieve its full potential as an agent of transformation, we must reach at least a 
modicum of consensus around why companies exist in the first place. An interdependent world, 
bound by planetary limits and a single community of life, needs the enlightened corporations to 
adhere to universal norms, including a statement of purpose. Such a statement would provide a 
North Star for shaping both the future of reporting and next chapter of R3 as respected naviga-
tor in the journey ahead. Isn’t it time a Universal Statement of Corporate Purpose? 

How ‚memes’ are influencial in developing a worldview in leadership teams

Every leader in an organizational represents a collection of backgrounds: upbringing, edu-

cation, occupations, regional culture, religion, partnerships and friendships. They are influ-

encing the way how an individual develops his/her views. Depending on these life condi-
tions various levels of consciousness can be reached. Spiral Dynamics describes those levels 

and differentiate 1st and 2nd Tier levels, they can be measured through a set of tests. The 

second tier levels are better suited to reach a level of awareness for ‚integral thinking’.
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The assessment of the ‚collective consciousness’ of the leaders of an organization then 

define aspects like culture, hierarchy, procedures and processes.

Figure 15: Spiral Dynamics – the development of world views based on ‚memes’; Source: 5 Deep

Figure 16: The growing ability of the human brain to deal with complexity and to radically simplify 
allow greater behavioral freedom and support ‘integral thinking’; Source: 5 Deep 74
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We have included this section here to showcase that the sustainability function does have opportuni-

ties to explore the root causes of the existing views of their leadership towards developing a full impact 

overview based on all four quadrants of the integral operationg system’ as explained in subchapter 4.2. 

It is an interesting joint journey in the light of developing a connected purpose in a green, inclusive and 

open economy design. It also opens the door to understand the need for a different success measure-

ment (chapter 5) and a much changed understanding to advocate for scalable solutions for thriving 

(chapter 6). It also delivers great insight to analyze the consequences to close the 3-Gap-Problem issue.

4.4. RECOMMENDATIONS

Given the principles in chapter 3.3 and the deliberations in 4.1 to 4.3 subchapter 4.4. derives at a set 

of recommendations. These recommendations should allow for a gentle, well-supported and deliberate 

mindset shift, leading to a staged approach. We successfully worked with these three stages when we 

developed our own Reporting 3.0 events. These three stages build upon each other and allow different 

entry-points, depending on where an organization, initiative or network sees itself on the continuum 

described earlier. These three steps are:

• Educate: Steps that can be taken to assess and analyze the current situation vis-a-vis the 

recommendations made here, learning how to add to and discuss current reporting and disclosure 

scope and processes within organizations, with the aim to improve. This is most helpful when an 

organization starts to understand why they should be working on and disclosing information about 

their activities in this field.

• Activate: Steps that can be taken internally and externally by the organization in order 

to strengthen an approach towards the recommendations made here. This is most helpful for orga-

nizations that aim at implementing action steps and disclosure items in this field.

• Accelerate: Steps that can be taken to implement and multiply the impact of the recommendations 

made here. This is most helpful for advanced organizations that aim at scaling up their efforts and 

jon forces with others to increase their advocation of steps towards reaching a green, inclusive and 

open economy.

In each subchapter we are therefore offering a table that summarizes and structures the crowdsourced 

recommendations gathered through the Reporting 3.0 community during the time of the development 

of the Reporting Blueprint. We are also linking these recommendations back to how they support the 

principles for a green, inclusive & open economy as laid out in chapter 3.3. We chose to prioritize in a 

way that the recommendations may support various principles, but we are listing the most important 

one from our perspective.

4.4.1. REPORTING STANDARD SETTERS

Reporting standard setters have been a tremendously important game changer towards transparency 

in the past, building awareness, supporting new management system series, and allowed developing 

strategy to mainly curing negative impacts of corporate activities. It gave new rise to the collective of 

‘stake’holders and helped develop processes for inclusion. On the contrast, different definitions of materi-

ality have made it difficult for corporations to define ‚material issues’ beyond their own views, their share-

holder views and a set of ‘stake’holder views. Due to the lack of sustainability context and a consequent 

‘right to know’ from rightsholders, connected with a better understanding of rights and obligations in lieu 

to the idea of a green, inclusive and open economy, we see an overall shortcoming of the effectiveness of 

disclosure and related strategy, distraction being the consequence. However, we are of the opinion that 
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EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

1 – understand the overall connection between micro, 
meso and macro level as a seamless flow of impact 
from bottom to top

2 – free capacity to look into the reasons why 90% 
of global multinationals (and 99,99% of global SMEs) 
don’t support sustainability reporting

3 – learn to understand the blocking factors that 
sustainability reporting hasn’t yet reached more 
support in corporate decision-making

4 – understand why there is a need for ‚integral 
materiality’ and its usefulness for ‚integral thinking’

5 – investigate about the role of forward-looking 
governance processes (moving from a ESG Push 
towards a GSE Pull)

1 – develop a better understanding of the economic 
system design and how sustainability disclosure can 
be embedded as a servicing function

2 – develop an ‚activation’ process that helps non-
reporters to start reporting

3 – collaborate in a multi-stakeholder process that can 
develop disclosure that describes the organizational 
transformation capability and socio-cultural 
leadership capability of an organization

4 – develop a concise materiality approach that 
enables context through thresholds and allocations 
and takes care of cumulative risk exposure

5 – use the example of King IV to move from 
governance activity from pure safeguarding to 
enabling ethical leadership, a shift from ‚do no harm’ 
towards ‚do good’ in corporate sustainability focus

Reciprocity

Mutuality 

Circularity 

Connectedness 

Mutuality 

Mutuality 

Relevance 

Relevance

Connectedness 

Relevance 

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ACTIVATE

it needs a new push from reporting standard setters to move forward if they want to avoid accusations 

of being too incremental, not innovative, and too allergic to convergence towards the ultimate goal – the 

truly serving purpose of such disclosure – and that is serving as the undergirdy of a green, inclusive & open 

economy. There are crucial aspects that reporting standard setters need to push forward:
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4.4.2. GOVERNMENTS, LEGISLATORS AND MULTILATERIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Governments, legislators and multilateral organizations must support disclosure serving a higher level 

of understanding of the design, implementation and effects of a green, inclusive & open economy. 

While legislation is often a least common denominator, governments and multilaterial organizations 

have additional other means to support needed disclosure. We recognize that sustainability in many 

countries is either organized through a lead Ministry or diversified in different Ministries (e.g. sustain-

able supply chain is often supported by Development Ministries), and often parts of the agenda are also 

organized in Environmental Agencies and Ministries or Social Affairs Ministries. Luckily, we see that we 

are getting more and more in touch with Ministries of Economic Affairs that start to understand the link 

to economic impact and economic system design change. This is a welcome development.

1 – work with governments and multilateral 
organizations to support economic system design 
changes in support of your very own mission being a 
service to that transformation through sustainability 
disclosure

2 – work with national and international statistics 
offices on datasets that support data clusters that 
show success of integral approaches and support of 
integral materiality

3 – enlarge disclosure by elements that take a more 
holistic view on how overcoming the 3 Gap Problem 
enables approaches towards effective Net Positive 
and Gross Positive approaches

4 – demand coordinated and concise integral 
materiality disclosure by corporate reporters and 
work actively to converge to one globally applicable 
definition around ‚relevance’ (here advocated for as 
a combined approach of sustainability context and 
materiality)

5 – demand ethical leadership and its implementation 
in governance, supporting the idea of resilient 
companies linked to a regenerative economic paradigm

Reciprocity 

Reciprocity 

Mutuality 

Relevance 

Adaptability 

ACCELERATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE
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EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

1 – understand the whole continuum of sustainability 
strategies, including net positive and gross positive 
approaches

2 – clarify the link between micro, meso and macro 
in their contributions towards achieving a green, 
inclusive & open economy

3 – understand growth in all its forms and in how far 
it contributes or burdens success of a green, inclusive 
& open economy

4 – investigate in how far existing standards, methods 
and programs are able to rise to the magnitude of the 
transition change needed in achieving a resilient and 
regenerative economy

5 – refocus on taxation and subsidies to support 
a purposeful transition of the global and regional 
economies towards being green, inclusive and open

1 – support programs that examplify and clarify net 
positive and gross positive strategies

2 – help developing industry and habitat strategies as 
well as economic system design changes that are in 
line with the green, inclusive & open economy

3 – support research that discusses subsistance, 
qualitative growth and clarification of growth in 
circular, collaborative and sharing circumstances

4 – support initiatives that break open the stagnation 
of existing reporting standards through pre-
competitive and forward-looking research, in support 
of the further evolution of this field

5 – support initiatives that propose the change from 
taxation of labor to taxation of unsustainable resource 
use

Connectedness

Modularity 

Adaptability 

Adaptability 

Redundancy

Modularity

Adaptability 

Reciprocity

Redundancy

Relevance 

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ACTIVATE
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1 – initiate industry and habitat projects that focus 
on becoming net and gross positive and organize 
exchange of experience in how far different players 
can contribute through their own strategies

2 – further enhance support for economic system 
design changes that enhance chances for circular, 
collaborative and sharing businesses to thrive 

3 – help spread know-how of how new disclosure 
around integral thinking & integral materiality 
overcomes shortcomings in current disclosure

4 – synchronize efforts on regional and global level 
to advance new industry level playing fields and 
habitat developments through sustainable taxation 
opportunities

5 – develop a ‚Global Marshall Plan’ for planetary 
balance and human well-being that goes beyond a 
siloed do-no-harm approach

Adaptability 

Circularity

Relevance 

Modularity 

Modularity 

ACCELERATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

4.4.3.  CORPORATIONS

Corporations will be the most active driver for change in a green, inclusive & open economy. The pen-

dulum from a do-no-harm, single capital success-driven ability to sustain an existing strategy, coming down 

to pure survival, will not be enough. Proactive organizations now look at doing-good, multi-capital suc-
cess-driven, ability to thrive strategies. Advocation for changes in level playing fields, part of the econom-

ic system design changes needed to reach global scale in industries, in habitats, and in front of every 

customer and consumer at the point of sale, benefitting sustainable products & services and burdening 

unsustainable decision-making, logically follow. 
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EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

1 – educate yourself about the unsustainable 
consequences of the current economic design. Learn 
how this can be cured and learn to speak necessary 
language 

2 – understand the connection between micro, meso 
and macro and how all three parts of the economy 
are interrelated (there is no sustainable business in an 
unsustainable world)

3 – learn why the sustainability approach is only 
addressing one of three major gaps that your 
organization has to understand in order to be able to 
have transformational and fitting potential towards 
being successful in a green, inclusive & open economy

4 – understand the whole continuum of sustainability 
strategies and that current operational sustainability 
and its tools put you on a path of being minimally in a 
position to reduce negative impact. Place the SDGs in 
this continuum

5 – help your leadership to learn why sustainability and 
its experts are the most valuable strategic advisers to 
them by building awareness about the magnitude of 
the challenges confronting them and how they can 
become part of the solution

6 – learn how governance can become a trigger for 
proactive change due to the shift from ESG Push to 
GSE Pull

1 – organize meetings with internal and external 
strategic partners and discuss the consequences 
of the existing economic design, its application in 
your industry and how it obstructs becoming more 
sustainable or even thriving

2 – develop scenarios for a sustainable transition of 
your organization, your industry and how that would 
support a global support towards a green, inclusive & 
open economy

3 – sketch the closure of the sustainability context gap, 
organizational transformation gap and socio-cultural 
leadership gap as one coherent change management 
approach

Connectedness

Relevance

Mutuality

Mutuality

Adaptability

Mutuality

Connectedness 

Connectedness

Mutuality

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ACTIVATE
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STAGE RECOMMENDATION

4 – use the strategy continuum as a generic roadmap 
for your organization, define necessary leapfrogs if 
needed to be in line with the magnitude of the urgency 
of the various material areas of action

5 – use available tools (‚ThriveAbility’ approach, 
‚U-Curve’ approach by Otto Scharmer, ‚Presencing’ 
approach by Peter Senge, others) to assess the 
capability and readiness of the organization’s 
leadership collective to clarify purpose in the 
forthcoming transformation towards a green, inclusive 
& open economy

6 – adapt your organization’s governance approach to 
support ‚ethical leadership’, avoiding followership or 
incrementalism

Humbleness

Mutuality

Adaptability 

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ACTIVATE

1 – educate others in your industry about your own 
journey through reporting about contextualization, 
change in leadership attitude, clarification of ambition 
level based on the strategy continuum

2 – support habitat and industry projects that try to 
level up the collective efforts in making a contribution 
to the green, inclusive & open economy

3 – support the internalization of external effects in 
level playing field discussions of your own industry, 
discuss growth framing and be open to testing 
taxation that lowers the burden on labor and increases 
taxation of resource use.

Connectedness 

Reciprocity

Redundancy 

ACCELERATE

4.4.4.  INVESTORS

Investors are a major transmission wheel in supporting proactive sustainability approaches and innova-

tion. Ratings, rankings & indexes (benchmarks) so far intend to support finding best-in-class approaches 

in various industries. More than 650 of such products do exist (as per GISR Hub, a global database for 

sustainability ratings, rankings and indices75) so far. Companies are flooded with questionnaires that 

all have their own methodology to assess and find out. There are exclusion criteria, thresholds for not 

investing, engaging for clarifications and actual engagement. Furthermore each specific investment 

decision is supported by more individual screenings in which sustainability may or may not be included. 

However, non of these products tell if and when an organization will be minimally ‘sustainable’, while 
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many of these products are called ‘sustainability ratings, rankings or indexes’. In a sense the problem of 

these agencies is a prolongation of the problem that exists through the non-delivery of standard setters 

to help answer this question. We are not even halfway there on our journey and this is why Reporting 

3.0 aims at helping to reach the next level of development.

EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

1 – understand the strategy continuum for generic 
choices of an investment portfolio and exclusion on 
preferred corridors of investment

2 – understand the 3 gap problem and how it could 
hinder success of your investment

3 – take part in discussions at Reporting 3.0 that try to 
engage financial market representatives to be part of 
the logic next steps in developing truly sustainability 
ratings, rankings and indexes

1 – support the pleas for integral thinking and 
integral materiality, including disclosure around 
contextualization, leadership attitude and ambition 
level clarification

2 – support projects that aim at increasing clarity 
about corporate purpose in the interest of investment 
decisions that support the implementation of a green, 
inclusive and open economy

3 – semand rating, ranking & index product providers 
to include contextualization around purpose, integral 
thinking and true materiality into their questionnaires

1 – drive the development of new index products 
that offer a benchmark of all three gaps towards 
sustainability and thriving business models

2 – take part in projects that aim to discuss green, 
inclusive & open economy design aspects and that 
serve as a linking pin to corporate purpose statements

3 – only investment into projects that can clarify 
that their purpose is in line with the principles and 
directions of a green, inclusive & open economy

Adaptability

Connectedness 

Reciprocity 

Relevance 

Mutuality 

Adaptability 

Relevance 

Mutuality

Connectedness 

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ADVOCATE

ACCELERATE
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5.  REPORTING SUCCESS IN A GREEN, INCLUSIVE & OPEN ECONOMY

5.1.  PURPOSE & CONTRIBUTION – THE CREATION OF VALUE REVISITED

The GNP measures everything except that which makes life worthwhile.
- Nic Marks

The discussion about value creation in and by organizations is one of the most popular items in corporate 

literature. In the light of the discussed aspects about corporate purpose this discussion should be en-

hanced and get additional load above and beyond just products and services. Value creation and there-

with success in a green, inclusive & open economy needs to be context-based and multicapitalistic. 

Hardly existing – as sustainability experts know – is the focus on value destruction. While internally this 

is typically the discussion about non-product output, the addition of external effects like environmental 

degradation through a company’s activities is the big unknown on the external side. The former does get 

attention by being part of the indirect costs that need to be gained back through product or services sales, 

the latter - called externalities - still don’t yet reach the corporate p/l (except in shadow calculations about 

an internal emission pricing or when the organization has an environmental p/l), something that became 

known and popular in the last couple of years due to the inclusion of emission trade pricing of CO
2
.

There is a massive amount of degradation data existing, but even when monetized, they are so far most-

ly unaccounted and therefore unpaid ‚socialized losses’ and burden the potential of next generations 

to thrive. The most illuminating figure is the so-called ‚Earth Overshoot Day’ (August 8th in 2016), the 

day when humankind has eaten up all resources that planet Earth is able to produce in this particular 

year76. The Global Footprint Network’s data are noted by the corporate sector, but mainly without 

consequences and direct application in corporate acting as contextual information for target-setting, 

mainly due to non-compatability with corporate data.

The currently approach in sustainability reporting by the majority of organizations has brought forward 

the need to reduce negative impact, often carried out with the notion of reducing corporate risk, some-

times as a need due to some sort of understanding of fiduciary duty. In stage one or two of the strategy 

continuum these are the only reasons to be active in sustainability at all. 

Some of today’s sustainability proponents that also go further than applying mainly a ‚do no harm’ ap-

proach went through devastating experiences in the first place, e.g. Nestlé and Nike, but are now some 

of the most advanced companies in nurturing sustainability as a business imperative, but also corporate 

advantage. 

Still today many companies are going through those devastating experience, for example Volkswagen 

and many more companies in the automotive sector, the oil & gas sector, the retail sector, apparel & 

textile, etc., these cases are more or less constantly in the news. The external effects of their wrong-

doing are still not part of the corporate p/l, and only if reputational damage, fines and costs to cure the 

damage manifest themselves in the corporate p/l, natural and societal value destruction somehow gets 

a price. This has mainly to do with the way how we define and account for profit and loss. 

In our perspective value-creation is much broader than making profits whatsoever, and value destruc-

tion is much more than losing money. We need a total change in mindset about how to account for success.

Luckily there are more and more examples of organizations that enhance profit and loss accounting 

through environmental and social aspects, to what is aimed at to become an integrated p/l. We com-
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mend every organization going down that route, however think it clearly needs a structure based on 

multiple capitals and furthermore needs to be routed in a contextual assessment of thresholds and 

allocations77.

5.2.  THE PAST FOCUS: FINANCIAL CAPITAL IN A THROUGHPUT ECONOMY

Capitalism is the astounding belief that the most wickedest of man
will do the most wickedest of things for the greater good of everyone.

- John Maynard Keynes

Our current economic system defines success in a very narrow and limited way, at the same time na-

tional GDP accounts are evenly limited. As described earlier in chapter 3.8 about the ‚business case’ for 

sustainability and earlier subchapters of chapter 3, this is insufficient. Current accounting is based on 

financial capital creation, deriving from the idea of a take-make-waste throughput economy. The time 

has come to enlarge accounting and data paradigms to represent the growing number of enterpris-

es dealing with circular, collaborative and sharing business models. Furthermore it also needs to help 

transitioning existing business models into a 2 degrees, better a 1.5 degree, global warming world that 

needs to prevent upward spirals in global warming that takes away future generation’s opportunities 

to thrive. 

This discussion will eventually elevate in other spheres as well. The definition of work in a more digital 

and roboterized world needs a readjustment, in the same way as basic dignity of individuals in this world 

needs to be secured. Discussions about a universal basic income on macro-level, blockchain and FinTech 

solutions on meso level and organizational conduct through different ways of organizing, leading and 

managing of organizations are already in full swing.

We foresee a shift in corporate accounting, habitat accounting and overall national and supranational 

accounting to represent the age of the green, inclusive & open economy, organized through regenera-

tive capitalism. This is where Reporting 3.0 thinks it serves a useful purpose.

5.3.  THE NEW FOCUS: MULTI-CAPITAL APPROACH IN A GREEN, INCLUSIVE & 

OPEN ECONOMY

Happiness is the meaning and the purpose of life,
the whole aim and end of human existence.

- Aristotle

Discussions in recent years show progress on defining ‚micro-macro’ links between companies’ impacts 

and the health of the broader systems they operate within. There were extensive elaborations about 

context-based reporting78 and science-based target setting79. Together with the publication of Kate Ra-

worth’s Doughnut80 that defines environmental ceilings and social floors, an added vision and revealed 

depth as to the ‚devil in the details’ of measuring them in relation to the corporate context got started. 

Splitting them up into local, regional or global ‚allowances’, raising the profile around thresholds and 

allocations followed.

We would also like to mention and appreciate the work of the Future-Fit Business Benchmark81 in de-

signing an approach and Key Fitness Indicators for a whole array of sustainability areas usually col-

lected in current materiality processes. They are linking them to in total 21 Future-Fit-Goals, based on 
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fitness criteria that mainly avoid negative impacts. This is very profound work and supports the idea of 

thresholds (fitness criteria) based on a general concept of contextualization in which a basic ‚business 

hygiene’ is secured. We see the Future-Fit Business Benchmark as an enabler of stage 3 (sustaining) 

and beginnings of stage 4 (regenerating) of the strategy continuum, ensuring basically a ‚zero negative 

impact’ approach and an incentivization to go beyond. To distinguish it from other approaches we rec-

ommend in this section of the Blueprint one can state that the Future Fit Business Benchmark isn’t fully 

multicapital-based, nor is it fully context-based (due to the fact that no allocations are included), and 

its approach to materiality is predetermined instead of firm-specific, so it is really science-based, but 

not fully context-based in the way we define it82. We are expecting further development to also include 

positive impact in further iterations. We are mutually enforcing our work and appreciate our in-depth 

discussions with the founders and andvocators of the Future-Fit Business Benchmark.

Specific appreciation has to be given to the work of Mark McElroy from the Center for Sustainable 

Organizations in Vermont and Founding Partner of Thomas & McElroy LLC. He has led groundbreaking 

work around context-based management and applied this thinking to develop the Multi-Capital Score-
card85 approach. This is in our view the most advanced approach to context-based multi-capital perfor-

mance measurement. Recently McElroy stretched the thinking of the Multi-Capital Scorecard approach 

(basically a context-based approach on micro level taking into account thresholds on local, regional or 

global level as well as allocations, based on defined sustainability norms), towards the recommendation 

of an Aggregate Capital Sufficiency (ACS) as a new alternative to GDP86. Says McElroy: ‘[ACS is] a logical 

extension of the dawning of multicapitalism87, a new economic doctrine or form of capitalism that inter-

prets performance in terms of impacts on all vital capitals (natural, human, social, etc) and not just one 

of them (economic). Thus, unlike GDP, which is fundamentally monocapitalistic in its orientation, ACS 

by contrast is multicapitalistic – a creature of multicapitalism. And just as this doctrine can be applied at 

the level of individual organizations, so can it be applied at the level of whole economies’ 88.

Also, as mentioned in chapter 3 at length, the link to the economic system thinking around the useful-

ness of GDP as the leading success factor has long been called into question through the discussion 

around Beyond GDP, the Global Footprint Network’s alarming figures about the exploitation of plan-

et Earth (totally on crash course with the basic idea of intergenerational equity), and the enhanced 

(yet mostly unconnected) indicator systems around National Sustainable Development Strategies of 

regions89 (like the EU). We see combinations of indices – e.g. country Ecological Footprints combined 

with the Human Development Index – revealing the corridor in which countries should end up being 

sustainable. The problem as described above is that the ‚micro-macro’ link is not expressed at the corpo-

rate level, so companies take note of these data, but don’t know how to apply them in their specific case, 

groups and countries they produce or sell their products & services. The bigger and the more diversified 

a company is (crossing national borders), the more difficult it becomes.

The SDGs are an interim step to help fill that ‚micro-macro’ gap by dividing the global challenges into 

siloed aspects of problem articulation. There is merit to see the SDGs as a valuable attempt to in-

duce companies to consider their contribution to a threshold through science-based goal-setting and 

context-based reporting. The problem is that, while the SDG areas are interconnected, the proposed 

performance indicators aren’t. We already see companies start to think about picking and choosing 

some of the SDGs closest to them and define contributions they could make, without taking the step 

of developing a worldview that articulates responsibility for helping achieve the SDGs (see connection 

to chapter 4 around purpose). We must not believe that the SDGs will get us to any economic system 

transformation through voluntary contributions by the world’s millions and millions of companies. But 

without this transformation, there won’t be regeneration or thriving, let alone sustainability. This is 

also one of the main reasons to having added scalability as a third major lacking area of disclosure (see 

chapter 6).
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Figure 17: The Future-Fit Business Benchmark set of global challenges and Future-Fit Business Goals83
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We are in an experimentation phase, but now is the time to not only set conventions for delivery indica-

tors for the SDGs by 2030, but something that we can use for at least the next hundred years, and that 

will need changes in accounting systems. Jane Gleeson-White already proclaimed the ‚third account-

ing revolution’ in her bestselling book Six Capitals, or can Accountants save the Planet?, cutting through 

double entry bookkeeping that was invented in the 15th century for the throughput economy, towards 

multi-capital bookkeeping90. We now need an accounting system that prepares us for the green, inclu-

sive & open economy.

5.3.1.  THE LITMUS TEST FOR SUCCESS: TOTAL CONTRIBUTION

The litmus test question of success that needs to be answered, both for each and every single SDG, and 

also as the basis to define what we will define below as ‘true future value’ simply is: does an organization 

have a license to grow by showing that it hasn’t built financial capital on the back or abuse of any other 

capital – or, quite the opposite, that it has built business models that regenerate all capitals? If yes, this 

would be sustainable, and possibly gross positive (thriveable) over time.

In order to get there, though, we will need to renew our accounting system from double-entry to 

multi-capital-based. Why? 

• Simply because accounting is how economies and executives, boards and supervisory boards tick

and answer questions: is my company successful? Where can I be more efficient? Do I deliver on 

my purpose? On my targets? On my benchmarks? Did my incentives work? What information does 

controlling need from accounting? What can I externally assure? Interesting how shy our community 

is to create this missing reporting link – also for the SDGs. We sorely need accountants to raise their 

voices on the need for multi-capital accounting! That belief needs to come from inside the account-

ing profession, but we’re not seeing it so far.

• A multi-capital accounting system aims to cover all sets of potential performance calculations: on

SDGs, for context-based reporting, for science-based targeting, for value cycle efficiency. An out-

come capital of the supplier can be an input capital for the next phase of such a cycle, so it can serve 

as ‘docking station’ in a seamless review of value cycles – if all partners agree on the necessary con-

vention on how to account and disclose in what the recently published UNEP Raising the Bar report 

calls “Collaborative Reporting”91.

• The structure of multi-capital accounting gives space to the necessary formulation of conventions 

(that’s what an accounting system mainly is, it’s not a 100% accurate discipline) and structuring of 

the discussions we need to have: what can be monetized? Is it necessary to monetize everything? 

How to link to local/regional/global thresholds? E.g., water has a different, more local or regional 

threshold basis than carbon emissions. How to implement threshold- based and capital-absorbing 

indicators into corporate dashboards, into national statistics, into a ‘global pulse’ of how we are 

doing altogether?

• Finally, the painful and often repeated mistake is that we think we can create indicators 

without proper data architecture in mind, where aggregation and disaggregation are possible and 

where slicing and dicing of information for multiple aspects is possible. A multi-capital based sys-

tematic approach can support that, like activity-based costing does in controlling for a long time.

Combining the ideas about success measurement and from the earlier purpose chapter on defining an 

organization’s contribution, we need a new regime called ‚total contribution’. Taking into account all sets 
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Aggregating context-based multicapital success towards a ‚True Future Value’

The need to redefine current and future success becomes clear when looking at the magnitude of 

the urgency for transformational business model design and the cognitive capacity of leadership 

today. We have clearly articulated the need to advanced measurement of the 3-Gap-Problem in 

chapter 4. Together with the success measurement recommendations of this chapter we are in 

preparatory steps to redesign our measurement and perception of success towards what could 

become ‚True Future Value’. The below excerpt from the ‚Network for Sustainable Financial Mar-

kets’ response to the TCFD public comment period examplifies the need for change: 

‚Forty years of strategic leadership, cognitive capacity, and crystallized intelligence research has 

identified that less than five percent of the world’s adult population has the critical thinking ca-

pacity to perform complex work and investment decision making at the higher levels of innova-

tion and systems thinking complexity. This higher level of systems thinking is what is required 

for conceptualizing and implementing new business and economic models. Companies are un-

likely to succeed at building sustainable long-term business strategies, economic profit growth, 

and positive ROIC without leaders who possess the higher levels of cognitive thinking, systems 

thinking, and crystallized intelligence capabilities that must be applied to more complex levels of 

innovation and value creation for customers, shareholders and society.’ 92

Figure 18: Future Growth Value Potential as % of Enterprise Value (source: Organizational Capital Partners Research, 
see: TCFD response of Sustainable Financial Markets Network)

of capitals in use (and abuse), a good enough level of quantification and monetization (conventions) and 

a good understanding of imported and exported footprint and handprints, also based on conventions 

how the capitals interrelate (which we see as a step 2 in this challenging new approach to accounting).
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Figure 19: The generic design of True Future Value based on six capitals93

Current old-fashioned ROI numbers are not sufficient to assess the future growth of any given or-

ganization. Given our advocation for context-based, multicapital success measurement we favor 

a generic new concept worked out by the ThriveAbility Foundation, called ‚True Future Value’. 

This would help aggregate the multicapital-based concept to aggregated figures. The concept 

is still in early stage and needs further work and testing, but is raises the opportunity to assess 

corporate true future value in the future, based on many of the concepts described in this and 

the other Blueprints.
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Measurement:

• To what degree does the company risk inventory shows its impacts from the different levels of its 

value cycles (instead of value chain, reflecting the need for a circular economy)?

• Is the internalization of external effects seen as part of an ‘Integral Value-Screening’, an option to 

better understand the value-creation process?

• Does the organization support the three-step integral materiality approach as described earlier in 

the principle of ‘relevance’, supporting a context-based approach and the application of thresholds 

and allocations? 

• Does one differentiate between various capitals and are these integrated in the success measure

ment? Does the company therefore know its value-creation potentials and weaknesses better? 

Does the company address the consequences from these outcomes? 

• Does the company identify one or more SDGs to align measurement methodology that looks at 

context-based or science-based thresholds, and does it aim to develop multi-capital assessments 

about their contributions to these SDGs?

• Does the company also collect data about the organizational transformation capacity and leader

ship capacity, taking into account the 3-dimensionality of achieving ThriveAbility, responding to the 

3-Gap-pProblem?

Target setting:

• Are there defined target corridors for the sustainable use of different capitals? In how far do they 

differentiate sustainable from unsustainable impacts

5.3.2.  CONSEQUENCES FOR REPORTING APPROACH

As a consequence, what are questions that interested rightsholders may want to see covered through 

an organization’s disclosure on how they define and what they report on success:

Figure 20: Manifestations of changed success disclosure in the new impetus.
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• Are ‘science-based-goals’ assessed and context used for connecting to ‘social floors’ und ‘environ-

mental ceilings’ when targets are defined?

• Does the organization develop its thresholds and available allocations based on sustainability norms, 

helping to allocate proportionate duties to their organization? Are these determined with right-

sholders, based on capital stocks and flows and based on agreed upon responsible populations for 

mantaining capitals?

• How are long-term targets defined and then used to backcast mid- and short-term targets? Are

scenarios used to define long-term targets?

• How are data of organizational transformation and leadership capacity used in defining targets for 

these categories essential for transformation towards a positive contributor to a green, inclusive & 

open economy? 

• How are potential scenarios linked to target-setting and how are they controlled over time?

Incentives:

• How does the company incentivize sustainable, net positive or gross positive performance? How 

does it punish unsustainable performance? Is this based on the measurements as mentioned above?

• How does the company trigger and incentivize better leadership and transformational capabilities?

5.3.3.  CONSEQUENCES FOR RIGHTSHOLDER DIALOGUE

The above questions, combined with the earlier questions from the purpose chapter, allow for a much 

better and much more informed dialog with rightsholders. The clarification about the intended position-

ing of the company in the continuum and following through by using the concept of total contribution 

will add much insight about current and intended performance. This approach generically also allows to 

connect with the concepts of circularity, sharing and collaborating and clarifies where specific depreci-

aition and appreciation of capitals is happening. Regarding the SDG’s, national strategies and the con-

tribution to a green, inclusive & open economy the capitals model is the overarching ‚glue’ to combine 

information sets and get them addressed in rightsholder dialogs. A transparent multicapital approach 

based on contextual thresholds and allocations supports our view of ‚empowered rightsholdership’ and 

can be organized per organization, per industry, per habitat and can be aggregated to global levels. 

5.3.4.  CONSEQUENCES FOR THE GOVERNANCE APPROACH

Corporate Governance in the light of the green, inclusive & open economy will need to be linked with 

the overall national and global governance approaches. The idea of ‚ethical leadership’ implies the no-

tion that ‚unethical management’ will need to be detected and scrutinized (not yet using the word pun-

ished). The legal implications of unethical management are to be defined in the light of the principles 

of a green, inclusive & open economy. A corporation’s governance structure, also represented through 

non-executive directors, will need to be armed with the necessary information. The use of total contri-
bution will be essential for the dashboard of key performance indicators.

5.3.5.  CONSEQUENCES FOR LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOR

Puma’s former CEO Jochen Zeitz got on record a couple of years ago by saying ‚what’s not in my p/l 

doesn’t exist for me’. Puma became a pioneer, while not being the first, in developing an environmental 

p/l, published in 2011 (and based on the year 2010)94. Various organizations followed, e.g. The Crown 
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After the first e-p/ls got published and the Natural Capital Coalition and others are standardizing meth-

odologies and measurement through the Natural Capital Protocol, work on the Social Capital Protocol 

is already underway under the lead of the WBCSD95. These are all pieces of the puzzle to come to a 

clearer picture of a more standardized total contribution.

Clear leadership has been shown already by the team at The Crown Estate in the UK where the total 

contribution concept is building on 6 different capitals was pioneered. Being involved in Reporting 

3.0 since 2015 and offering the methodology of ‚Total Contribution’ as a public good, Reporting 3.0 is 

promoting the concept due to its many advantages of creating the seamless flow between corporate 

accounts, national accounts and potentially global accounts96. It’s time for experimentation with the 

concept and allowing for a process that converges experience into conventions, inviting all parties to 

support the development of this public good. The next step for Crown Estate is to enlarge its method-

ology through context-based thresholds and allocations. Future work of Reporting 3.0 aims at contrib-

uting to the discussion at the Crown Estate and help develop the next logic steps.

It needs bold leadership to start and arrive at such broad and new understanding of an organization’s 

value creation. It is however the most complete roadmap in place that is compatible with

• defining sustainability context and integral materiality, based on a multicapital impact 

assessment, context-based thresholds & allocations through empowered rightsholder dialog;

• the potential internalization of external effects in cost and benefit accounting, 

using the generic concept of depreciation and appreciation of capitals;

• a potential aggregation for value cycles in industries and habitat footprint and handprint assessments;

definition of a suitable corporate purpose, allowing to clarify the organization’s contribution to the 

various levels of Daly’s Hourglass (see Data Blueprint).

Estate, Novo Nordisk, Akzo Nobel, Yarra Valley Water, Alliander, NS, LafargeHolcim and several oth-

ers. Various other companies wouldn’t go that far to call their approaches an integrated p/l (e.g. due 

to questions around monetizing and aggregating of various capital contributions into one overarching 

figure). This area again breaks open the discussion of soft and hard sustainability, and proponents of 

a hard sustainability either oppose or have serious doubts about monetization and aggregation in an 

integrated p/l. It is important to mark that it isn’t so much the need for 100% accuracy when first at-

tempting an integrated p/l, but a fit for purpose scope, so that there is a basis for necessary assessments 

and discussions. In Puma’s example the insight they gained about where and why the biggest footprints 

happened was essential in order to increase handprint while eliminating footprint. 
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5.4.  RECOMMENDATIONS

5.4.1.  REPORTING STANDARD SETTERS

The development of success measurement as discussed in 5.3 should help reporting standard setters 

to develop their instruments further. The shortcomings of existing disclosure requirements have been 

discussed in depth in earlier chapters, and aligning with Reporting 3.0’s work would be of benefit as 

R&D input for their frameworks and standards.

Figure 22: Summary of capitals, depreciation and appreciation of capitals as part of the Total Contribution Concept of The Crown 
Estate.97
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EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

Relevance

Relevance 

Relevance 

Relevance 

Mutuality 

Connectedness

Mutuality

Relevance

Reciprocity 

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ADVOCATE

Relevance 

ACCELERATE

1 – understand ideas about an organization’s reporting 
through contextualization, achieving clarity about 
thresholds and allocations for the use of different 
capitals

2 – enhance the perspective of an organization’s 
impacts based on its effects on various capitals

3 – understand a closer correlation between 
sustainability context and materiality through impact 
assessments that include meso and macro aspects of 
integral materiality

4 – understand the idea that information and data 
are only useful when they trigger positive action, so 
investigate reasons of incremental or non-acting by 
reporters 

5 – understand target-setting to be in line with mid-to-
long-term sustainability norms, supporting the idea of 
a green, inclusive & open economy

1 – instigate pilot projects that assess an organizations 
context through its use of capitals

2 – instigate pilot projects that link the use of different 
capitals to thesholds and potential allocations based 
on sustainability norms

3 – draft triple-bottom-line topics based on generic 
use and abuse of capitals and define disclosure 
elements based on thresholds and allocations

4 – increase disclosure on the link between impacts, 
risk, governance and remuneration

5 – demand more clarity from reporters how success 
described through context-based multicapital-based 
indicators supports the success of an organization’s 
set purpose

1 – converge understanding of materiality based on 
micro, meso and macro transformational change needs 
and align around one definition of integral materiality 
(or relevance as described in chapter 3.3.)

Connectedness 
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ACCELERATE

1 – support initiatives that trial the new approach to 
multi-level success measurement 

2 – bring in capacity from legal and statistics 
experience that can help design disclosure building 
blocks for micro, meso and macro

3 – mirror muticapital, context-based success 
measurement with regard to advantages to global 
success measurement for the SDGs

1 – lead top-down initiatives to support a green, 
inclusive & open economy design, including aspects 
of externalisation, growth definitions, market system 
incentives and sustainable taxation

Adaptability 

Reciprocity 

Reciprocity 

ADVOCATE

Relevance 

ACCELERATE 2 – converge to one process of multi-capital and 
context-based principles, accounting methods and 
an iterational process of learning and improving over 
time.

3 – support data architecture approaches that allow a 
seamless indicator development from micro to meso 
to macro. This could support the success measurement 
process of the SDGs as well.

5.4.2.  GOVERNMENTS, LEGISLATORS AND MULTILATERIAL ORGANIZATIONS

The journey we are recommending to take will need players of all levels to come to the table. Looking 

at the success measurement part of this journey we mainly expect from governments, legislators and 

multilateral organizations (macro and meso level players) to be involved and support this necessary 

journey. Our recommendations go along that line of thinking.

EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

1 – immerse into the details of the new approach to 

success measurement and explore the advantages 

from micro to meso to macro

2 – learn about preventive aspects that don’t allow 

for a concise and elaborate collaboration (including 

mental stereotypes to overcome)

Reciprocity

Mutuality

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

Adaptability 
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5.4.3.  CORPORATIONS

Corporations will be the initiator and trigger for most of the change we will see towards a context-based, 

multicapital success measurement. Already today, most of the aspects discussed here have been tested 

and integrated in organizations somewhere on the planet. It is time for broader testing and application. 

This is what Reporting 3.0 is triggering. The role of corporations in our view is to trial, iterate and define 

a feasible concept that has to be delivered as a turn-key-solution. In turn, it has to agree to different iter-

ations of conventions with the standard setters over time, reflecting corporate learning with these new 

instruments. This will serve other rightsholders, esp. governments and investors as important players in 

developing a green, inclusive & open economy.

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

2 – coordinate the creation of market conditions for 
a green, inclusive & open economy with industry and 
habitat success determinations

3 – design financial markets conditions that support 
the idea of regenerative capitalism and overall 
accounting rules that support its information needs

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

Circularity 

Adaptability 
 
 

ACCELERATE

EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

1 – rethink the necessity for a proper impact assess-

ment based on the logic of different capitals, which 

habitats were effected, which thresholds affected, 

what allocations available (and potentially overused)

2 – rethink the consequences of changing a through-

put (take-make-waste) economy regarding single and 

cummulative responsibility when moved towards a 

circular economy. Use scenario technology for varia-

tions. Link back your world view generation with your 

leadership

3 – rethink your overall approach to materiality and 

test out the three-step materiality process as laid 

out in the relevance principle in chapter 3.3. Which 

thresholds and allocations (see recommendation 1) 

are useful in setting aspect-specific boundaries for the 

reporting of your organization’s performance?

Connectedness

Circularity 

Relevance 

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE
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4 – build your scenarios and boundaries based on im-

pacts on the capitals affected or design your value 

creation paradigm accordingly

5 – as an additional step align this process with the 

SDGs by using the (science-based) thresholds and al-

locations, connected to the root cause exercise (from 

the purpose recommendations, see above)

6 – rethink the idea about disclosure regarding gov-

ernance, risk inclusion and additional readiness 

around organizational transformation capability and 

socio-cultural leadership capability (we recommend 

using the ThriveAbility approach or Theory U or Pres-

encing)

7 – rethink your target-setting approach given the 

outcomes of your impact assessment(s). How can you 

explain backcasting from long- to mid- to short-term? 

How do they link to your scenarios?

8 – assess current incentive structures, in how far does 

sustainability, net positive or gross positive thinking 

needs to be supported and unsustainable impacts be 

changed through internalized costing

Adaptability 

Adaptability 

Mutuality 

Reciprocity 

Mutuality 

Relevance 

ADVOCATE 1 – carry out a proper impact assessment based on 

the logic of different capitals, which habitats were 

effected, which thresholds affected, what allocations 

available (and potentially overused)

2 – use scenario technology to assess the conse-

quences of changing a throughput (take-make-waste) 

economy regarding single and cummulative responsi-

bility when moved towards a circular economy. Link it 

back your world view generation with your leadership

3 – carry out an overall approach to materiality using 

the three-step materiality process as laid out in the 

relevance principle in chapter 3.3. Which thresholds 

and allocations (see recommendation 1) are useful in 

setting aspect-specific boundaries for the reporting of 

your organization’s performance?

4 – verify your scenarios and boundaries based on 

impacts on the capitals affected or design your value 

creation paradigm accordingly

Reciprocity 

Relevance 

Circularity 
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STAGE RECOMMENDATION

Relevance 

Mutuality 

Reciprocity 

Adaptability 

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ADVOCATE 5 – carry out an SDG alignment by using the (sci-

ence-based) thresholds and allocations, connected to 

the root cause exercise (from the purpose recommen-

dations, see above)

6 – connect disclosure regarding governance, risk in-

clusion and additional readiness around organization-

al transformation capability and socio-cultural leader-

ship capability (we recommend using the ThriveAbility 

approach or Theory U or Presencing)

7 – redesign your target-setting approach given the 

outcomes of your impact assessment(s). Explain back-

casting from long- to mid- to short-term and how they 

link to your scenarios

8 – revise current incentive structures, supporting 

sustainability, net positive or gross positive thinking 

and change unsustainable impacts through including 

internalized costing

1 – Exchange impact assessment results with industry 

peers and check the possibility to come up with an 

industry-coordinated approach or a seperate habitat 

specification (where possible)

2 – invite CEOs to discuss an industry-wide world 

view based on scenarios carried out and seek overlap 

with an industry-wide leadership group

3 – define an industry-wide approach to integral ma-

teriality

4 – initiate an industry approach for total contribu-

tion and organize exchange of experience for further 

iterations

5 – design an industry-wide approach to contributing 

to all SDGs through root cause impacts based on ef-

fects on various capitals.

Connectedness 

Connectedness 

Relevance 

Adaptability 

Connectedness 

ACCELERATE
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EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

1 – immerse into the understanding of value creation 

as a contribution to the ultimate end of purpose – so-

cietal well-being and how your investment can make 

a difference

2 – understand the value of multi-capital and con-

text-based success measurement to describe the im-

pacts and how thresholds and allocations help in de-

fining success

3 – rethink how rating, ranking and index provid-

ers can focus on comparable information based on 

thresholds and allocation that help to benchmark per-

formance for your investment choices

4 – understand the impact of rebound effects and 

cummulative effects of investments that make obso-

lete old throughput economy based business models

Connectedness

Relevance

Relevance

Redundancy

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

5.4.4.  INVESTORS

20 years after the start of the sustainability reporting journey investors are still rather unconnected to 

the relevance of sustainability information for generic investment decisions. The SRI market is growing, 

but still nowhere near being seen as an essential ingredient, it is mainly an add on or specific for only 

a small group of investors. This is partly due to a missing understanding of the link to meso and macro 

aspects. As Paul Barnett points out ‘all focus on specific issues around the content of reports, rather 

than the dynamics of the system as a whole and its structural weaknesses’ 98.

In 2011 Tomorrow’s Company already assessed a too fragmented nature of the corporate reporting 

system and how it might be changed to meet modern demands from both the markets and society99. 

Their focus ‘has been on the overall architecture, culture and behaviours of those engaged in the cor-

porate reporting system –  how they might play a role in changing the system to meet the demands of 

the modern market ecosystem and the changing needs of society. Many have drawn the conclusion that 

the causes of the crisis cannot be explained without coming to terms with the importance of behaviours 

and culture – we believe that this also applies to corporate reporting, and that this has to begin by un-

derstanding the corporate reporting system’.

We therefore agree that success measurement that is based on a more systemic understanding of pur-

pose will also add positively to the following problem area tackled in chapter 6 – scalablity. Hence our 

focus here is on recommendations that enhance a better system understanding through the success 

measurement we think will help investors to make the necessary breakthroughs.
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STAGE RECOMMENDATION

1 – define investment policy based on corridors of 

the strategy continuum that go beyond ‚do no harm’ 

strategies

2 – only invest in organizations that can prove that 

their strategy is compatible with a 1.5 degree global 

warming increase, hence only use ratings, rankings & 

indexes that derive to these conclusions and divest 

from other organizations not reaching those minimal 

targets

3 – support industry-specific and habitat-specific ap-

proaches for success measurement

4 – design investment portfolios based on net positive 

and gross positive strategies on individual, industry 

and habitat level

1 – design investment corridors that focus on support 

of a green, inclusive & open principles and communi-

cate this ambition

2 – collaborate and take part in pre-competitive 

initiatives that can support the development of 

such information and that can boost strategic 

breakthroughs in these areas

3 – focus your own incentive/remuneration structures 

away from short-term gains to success as described in 

this Blueprint

Adaptability 

Relevance 

Reciprocity

Adaptability 

Adaptability 

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ADVOCATE

ACCELERATE

Mutuality 

Humbleness 
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6.  REPORTING ABOUT REACHING SCALABILITY IN A GREEN, INCLUSIVE & 

OPEN ECONOMY

6.1.  PURPOSE, CONTRIBUTION AND SUCCESS – FROM INDIVIDUAL TO JOINT 

EFFORTS

While progress runs on exponential curves, our individual lives proceed in a linear fashion. [...] In 
linear time, the future is a loss. But because human minds and societies can improve things over 

time, and compound that improvement in virtuous circles, the future in this dimension is a gain100.

- Kevin Kelly

The chapters about purpose and success measurement have described enablers for the biggest problem 

in sustainbility, regenration and thriving at all – scalability. In our current economic design we have care-

fully orchestrated incrementalism through the focus on policies, management systems, performance 

and reporting standards as well as assurance processes (the latter per sé don’t like forward-looking 

information). National sustainability strategies, supply chain strategies and corporate strategies haven’t 

prevented our global footprint to reach 1.6 planet Earths this year, and still growing. 

The magnitude of the challenge

In our discussions about economic system design changes we are often astonished about 

the little awareness about the magnitude of the urgency for transformational change. Just 

one example to showcase what we mean: while there is progress on the political side on 

GHG emission reduction through the 2015 Paris Climate Treaty, the consequences of the 

decided approach are hardly taken serious anywhere in the industries. If we did, we would 

have to acknowldege that the magnitude of a minimally 2 degree target, demanding 6.5% 

(6.2 % in 2014) less CO2 per year, is immense (let alone 1.5 degree maximum increase). The 

PWC Low Carbon Economy Index 2016101 is a dire description of that. At current change 

rates of 1,3% in the years 2000-2015 and only 2,8% globally in 2015, we are miles away 

from the level of change needed until 2050 or 2100. 

How realistic can we be to reach these targets without changing the economic system 

design? If leaders in each industry aren’t successful to make their policies, ambitions and 

strategies the ‚new level playing field’ of the entire industry they operate in and in the 

habitats they are invested in, we have failed due to the lack of scalable potential. Therefore 

Reporting 3.0 thinks that it needs scalability as the third component of disclosure, now 

barely existing anywhere in corporate disclosure.

John Elkington, the inventor of the term ‘Triple Bottom Line’103, currently works with the 

UN Global Compact in Project Breakthrough, aiming at incentivizing the about 9.000 in-

volved companies and other organizations to think proactively about the magnitude of the 

urgency. He has pulled together a ‘Breakthrough Compass’ to help with the understanding 

of what is needed. 
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Says Elkington in the Harvard Business Review: ‘Our conclusion: instead of pursuing in-

cremental goals, we need to start chasing goals that will have 10x or 100x the impact 

on anywhere between a million and a billion people. The horizontal axis (“impact”) tracks 

the spectrum of outcomes created by business, from negative to positive. The billion-peo-

ple-impacted scale may seem far-fetched, but two brothers define the outer limits here. 

Google’s Larry Page invests in solutions that potentially benefit a billion people, while his 

brother Carl (at the Anthropocene Institute) focuses on problems that could disadvantage 

Figure 23: the summary of the PWC Low Carbon Economy Index102

Figure 24: The Breakthrough Compass, developed for Project Breakthrough.104
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– even kill – a billion of us. The vertical axis (“scale”) moves from incremental change to in-

creasingly exponential outcomes. To address the realities of climate change and other ways 

in which we are increasingly overrunning planetary boundaries, we must now shift our 

mindsets, technologies, and business models from left to right, and from bottom to top105.’

While those economies that are more developed are taking satisfaction with the constant message 

that sustainability got mainstream, it doesn’t get more right by repeating it. Factually, and that is the 

hard truth that helped starting Reporting 3.0, humankind is still far away from turning around, and that 

mainly has to do with sticking with the existing economic system design. So, while purpose and success 

measurement enable us with necessary tools to refocus, scalability will be dependent on how education, 

collaboration and advocation at all levels will actually lead to those economic system design changes, a 

tectonic shift is still needed. 

Technology in our view is less of the bottleneck, it is mainly the will of the leaders to go out and actively 

advocate for scalable change. Technology alone will also not solve our problems, however it is fair to 

say that all that’s potentially needed from a technological perspective has already been invented. As 

said earlier international politics, legislation, negotiations and collaboration are needed to notch up to 

enable a green, inclusive & open economy. This is a challenge that Reporting 3.0 recognizes and wants 

to make a contribution to by making recommendations in the field of reporting and disclosure.

6.2.  EDUCATION INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF THE ORGANIZATION

The years teach much what the days never knew.
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Education, a currently often scattered, fenced and compartmentalized profession in the way it is pub-

licly organized, hasn’t helped much to nurture a global and engaging movement on sustainability. Eco-

nomics, seen as a leading, while actually a lagging discipline, has been the rule of the global game for the 

last decades. Education in which sustainability has to be an essential and cross-cutting ingredient in our 

view needs to be put upside down. Reporting 3.0 wants to make a useful contribution, so getting clearer 

on the needs and potential how internal and external education can contribute is valuable. Earlier in this 

Blueprint we have also recognized education being one part of the ‚3-E-Failure’ and need to understand 

the consequences of that for our global society, now in dire straights, to keep democracies alive.

The purpose and success measurement chapter have given necessary educational topics inside the 

organization and we are giving a couple of more prompters in 6.4.2. Outside of the organization the 

needs to collaborate and advocate in the micro-meso-macro design ecosystem will induce additional 

training with those exact partners necessary that will be helpful in changing the economic system de-

sign through educational input, a wide variety of potential stakeholder groups need to be addressed, 

campaigned, excited and convinced.

It is therefore also in Reporting 3.0’s interest to build a strong academic backbone into our future 

portfolio of collaborations.  We have been fortunate that various leaders from universities from vari-

ous continents have signaled interest in the Blueprints. We will continue to enlarge our outreach with 

academic institutions.
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6.3.  COLLABORATION FOR THE COMMON GOOD

The parts can never be well until the whole is well.
- Plato

If purpose and success measurement instigate a broader thinking of how to create value, then collabo-

ration needs to instigate necessary innovation. A lot is mentioned in sustainability or integrated reports 

about collaboration and innovation, but how much of that is truly focused on making a sustainable 

contribution? At Reporting 3.0 we don’t simply only focus on new products or services, technologies 

and markets; we are focusing on those innovative and collaborative approaches that enable a new level 

playing field in industries, a habitat focus (connecting nation states where necessary) through advoca-

tion for economic system design change, mainly thinking about:

• Who needs to work together to instigate ‘true costing, true benefiting, true pricing and true taxa-

tion’ in a way that a better understanding of servicing conditions of a green, inclusive & open econo-

my system conditions need to evolve that differentiates from what we have at this moment, encour-

aging short-term over the long-term, throughput over circular, financial over multi-capital, thresh-

olds and allocations over blind flight?

• How do we instigate advances of disclosure that will help understand the positive impact of cir-

cular, sharing and collaborative business models, currently totally absent from standardized disclo-

sure elements? And how do we collaborate to increase fitness for the magnitude of the challenges in 

front of us, a work ecosystem in which denial has no place and all existing/current business models 

need to stand the test of compatibility to a 2 degrees or even a 1,5 degrees global warming world, 

a world that is free of cocooning, muddling through and mitigation should be replaced by regener-

ating and thriving businesses.

In order to be able to do so we will in the future also dive deeper into collaboration patterns that can be 

utilized to instigate economic system design change. Think of intergovernmental patterns, cross-indus-

try collaboration, cross-constituency collaboration, and the use of IT as an enabler. This research can 

also take a look at cultural patterns and can link with the argumentation in 6.2.

6.4.  ADVOCATION FOR ECONOMIC SYSTEM BOUNDARY CHANGES – CLOSING 

THE LOOP WITH THE MACRO-ECONOMIC SYSTEM CONDITIONS 

As mentioned earlier we doubt that the SDGs will develop the necessary scale and momentum that 

we’re hoping for (earlier we called for ‚the forgotten SDG #18’). The above chapters have clarified that 

the enabling power, the necessary mindset shifts, the necessary discussion about purpose and success 

measurement haven’t yet taken place to enable scalability at a necessary magnitude. Frankly speaking‚ 

without changes in economic system design, nothing will lead to scale at a level where it has truly global impact. 

Therefore closing the loop of how to aim for, how to account for and what to achieve without the neces-

sary system conditions is the most critical success factor, and reporting and disclosure frames can make a 

considerable contribution. However it can’t be done without changes in accounting rules (BP2), a better 

use of data originating from various levels and sources (BP3) from inside and outside of organizations, 

used differently and more open than until now, and including those that are already representing a green, 

inclusive & open economy (BP4), while counting on existing businesses to rise to the challenge.
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6.4.1.  THE LITMUS TEST FOR SCALABILITY: DEFINING NEW LEVEL PLAYING 

FIELDS

The litmus test question for scalability sounds too high of a mountain to climb, and still it is essential to 

reach this peak. It is the demand to use the purpose and success measurement focus to break through 

the limitations of competition, fencing, and sometimes ignorance and arrogance. We need a proper 

discussion about industry-specific new level playing fields on meso level that breathe the principles 

and design changes of the green, inclusive & open economy on macro level and uses the transparancy 

through what we discussed on chapter 4 and 5 on micro level.

It will take time, a lot of advocation, frustrations and little steps to achieve (we’ve been there before 

with climate change agreements, but this is many times more demanding). Still, it is great to see that 

many have already started to act. Trucost, the True Price Foundation, Ex’tax, Wikirate, Preventable 

Surprises, and so many more (that are already part of the Reporting 3.0 community), are great and inter-

esting examples of initiatives that already contribute, and there are so many more out there that started 

the journey. Also, national statisticians, IT and data experts, and many of the entrepreneurs in the new 

business model area know that the current economic system design is at odds, they fight against them 

and want them to be changed. Accountants seem to still need to clarify they role in this journey. At 

Reporting 3.0 we want to engage and help describe this journey through fitting disclosure.

6.4.2. CONSEQUENCES FOR REPORTING APPROACH

As a consequence, what are questions that interested rightsholders may want to see covered through 

an organization’s disclosure:

Figure 25: Manifestations of scalability in the new impetus
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Education (internal and external):

• How far are the ‘World View’, the ambition level and the related strategy communicated within

the organization, and how do education/training programs consider and support this worldview? 

• Are all employees addressed and is this completely integrated in education and training on all levels 

of the organization?

• Are there joint educational programs developed for the whole value cycle (in consequence: internal-

ly and externally) and does this support joint target-setting and implementation campaigns to 

achieve sustainability/ThriveAbility in these value cycles?

Collaboration:

• In how far is the company engaged beyond its association’s and interest lobbying? Which networks, 

cross-industry initiatives to create new sustainable business models is the company part of? Do 

those need to be created still by a group of companies?

• Does the organization envisage and work with rightsholders on the design of thriveable habitats? 

• Do employees have time for societal engagement and are they positively stimulated to 

help find long-term solutions in order to avoid short-term conflict? Is there slack time to ‘think’ 

alone, in groups, on all three parts of this new transition agenda (purpose, success, scalability)? 

• Is the company aware and busy with true sustainable innovation beyond existing rebound effects, 

e.g. in creating circular, sharing or collaborative business models? Is the need to design business 

models <2 degrees implemented in the organization’s collaboration strategy?

• In which thematic research networks is the company active? Does it take part in award schemes on

most sustainable solutions, alone or together with other partners?

Advocation:

• Is the company perceived as an active player in presenting their ‘World View’ and their potential 

scenarios around sustainability and/or ThriveAbility?

• Is the leadership actively engaged in the promotion of a green, inclusive & open economy and the 

necessary design changes, e.g. internalization of external costs, changes towards a more sustainable 

tax system, creating of level playing fields in international relations, e.g. trade agreements, interna-

tional accounting rules, etc.

6.4.3.  CONSEQUENCES FOR RIGHTSHOLDER DIALOGUE

Education, collaboration and advocation are those three areas that include all sets of rightsholders. We 

have earlier mentioned in how far rightsholder dialog, carried out in the old style, is drying out. Looking 

at the questions we posed in all three chapters we hope for a completely different quality of rightshold-

er dialog, instigated to drive change and advocate together, which will be a new quality. Starting with 

our recommendations, new tools and infrastructures are necessary to level up this quality. It’s simply 

inevitable if dialog reaches the scale necessary to collaboratively work together. At Reporting 3.0 we 

have seen glimpses of these solutions already, many of these outfits now involved in the development 

of the Blueprints (e.g. Convetit, eRevalue, Sustainalog). Actually we see the Reporting 3.0 community 

and its challenge to be recognized as a trasformation agent for renewed disclosure needing to apply the 

same principles and recommendations to be successful as a group.
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6.4.4.  CONSEQUENCES FOR THE GOVERNANCE APPROACH

Linking global governance with corporate governance, and the nuances of habitat and city governance 

to help design thrival spaces (see earlier comments about bioregions) and collectively working to design 

the new order (leaving the chaordic zone as decribed in chapter 3), need a strong GSE pull. Supported 

by purpose and new success measurement corporations can feel empowered to move forward on the 

challenge to synchronize governance levels as needed to close all gaps that differentiate sustainable 

from unsustainable organizations. With King IV being the starting point, asking for ethical leadership, a 

new floor has been established. This is what we need to now utulize and build on. It will also push the 

discussion between governance, risk management and remuneration to a new level, supported by true 

materiality and integral thinking in the way proposed here.

6.4.5.  CONSEQUENCES FOR LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOR

When we were looking for examples of enlightened corporate leaders to showcase the sort of advoca-

tion we believe is necessary we were able to draw from many examples. We chose for three CEOs for 

this Blueprint:

Novo Nordisk’s CEO Lars Sorensen recently got on record by saying ‚our philosophy is that corporate 

social responsibility is nothing but maximizing the value of your company over a long period of time, 

because in the long term, social and environmental issues become financial issues. There is really no 

hocus-pocus about this. (...) If we cure diabetes & destroy a big part of our business, we can be proud’. 106

Another example is PepsiCo’s CEO Indira Nooyi. For the second time she is now issuing a ‘Performance 

with Purpose Blueprint’— she released the first when she became CEO in 2006 — but this time she was 

even more blunt about how her plan extends beyond Pepsi's offices and supply chain. In her opening 

letter, she threw down the gauntlet for other CEOs, challenging them to fill a void left by depleted gov-

ernments and distrusted agencies. ‘This approach is the only way to run a successful global corporation 

in the 21st century,’ she wrote.  ‘We are seeing levels of political and economic volatility that we have 

not confronted for many years. Technological change is disrupting entire industries. Governments are 

facing budget shortfalls. And trust in institutions is near all-time lows, as consumers increasingly expect 

companies to make money in a way that does not burden society.’ 107

A last example is Paul Polman, CEO of Unilever. A couple of years ago Polman had a sharp message 

for short-term shareholders. ‘Unilever has been around for 100-plus years. We want to be around for 

several hundred more years. So if you buy into this long-term value-creation model, which is equitable, 

which is shared, which is sustainable, then come and invest with us. If you don’t buy into this, I respect 

you as a human being but don’t put your money in our company.’ 108

CEO’s of that caliber aren’t easy to find, crystal clear on the organization’s purpose, about the impact 

their existence has on millions/billions of people, but also very aware of the negative impacts that still 

correlate with the activities. These are to be minimized, while being net positive, ideally on the journey 

to gross positive. 

The next step that such enlightened leaders will need to take is stronger and collective advocation for 

economic system design change. Leadership in that sense doesn’t mean to simply make organizations 

better, but to enable economic system conditions in which the companies and the communities depen-

dent on them can both thrive. Again, there’s no sustainable business in an unsustainable world!

REPORTING ABOUT REACHING SCALABILITY IN A GREEN, INCLUSIVE, & OPEN ECONOMY 
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6.5.  RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.5.1.  REPORTING STANDARD SETTERS

Good examples are great. Collective action is better when it comes to the scalability challenge we are 

all faced with. It will be the task of the reporting standard setters to further instigate awareness and 

feasible reporting requirements. We call upon them to finally address the North Star Challenge and 

intersect in the needed seamless disclosure flow from micro- to meso- to macro for the sake over the 

‚bigger whole’ we need to cherish.

EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

1 – discuss what disclosure elements should be fea-

sible to see how organizations have taken scalability 

challenges on board of their strategic plan. 

2 – imagine how to to ask reporters they have done 

around education, collaboration and advocation inter-

nally 

3 – imagine how to to ask reporters what they have 

done around education, collaboration and advocation 

internally and externally 

1 – work on disclosure elements that check the level 

of engagement internally and externally of the organi-

zation to support the necessary level of creating new 

level playing fields aligned to the idea of a green, inclu-

sive & open economy

2 – explicitely look at leadership action that supports 

the advocation of new level playing field creation

3 – explicitely look at habitat development advocation 

aiming at connecting micro and macro through meso

1 – converge with other standard setters around the 

need to demand an industry-level ideal level playing 

field that is fit for purpose to align with a green, inclu-

sive & open economy

Adaptability

Connectedness 

Mutuality 

Reciprocity 

Connectedness 

Connectedness

Connectedness 

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ADVOCATE

ACCELERATE
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6.5.2.  GOVERNMENTS, LEGISLATORS AND MULTILATERIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Governments, legislative bodies and other multilateral organizations have an important role to play to 

stimulate, help design, regulate and later safe guard the ‚invisible band’ that a green, inclusive & open 

economy is built upon. This invisible band is the value system, based on principles, that holds together a 

set of economy design elements in which markets mechanisms can ‘do good’ for sustainability. The very 

own scalability challenge of these actors is to set the right system conditions to support the other main 

actors to advocate for new industry level playing fields and support thriveable habitats.

EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

1 – investigate the level of ‚scaling up’ that is neces-

sary to come to an adjusted set of economic design 

elements feasible to represent the basic ideas of a 

green, inclusive & open economy

2 – assess ‚coalition-building’ in areas important to 

create new global and regional level playing fields 

through trade agreements and other multilateral ex-

change mechanisms that would support such transi-

tions (G7, G20, other existing platforms)

3 – investigate demanding disclosure requirements 

that make transparent how organizations educate, 

collaborate and advocate for different system 

1 – support economic system design changes in areas 

like internalization of external effects, true pricing, 

true taxation, sustainable growth (beyond GDP) 

Adaptability

Adaptability 

Connectedness

Connectedness 

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ADVOCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

2 – work with governments to advance regulation in 

reporting that is in line with the magnitude of the chal-

lenges

Connectedness 

ACCELERATE
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6.5.3.  CORPORATIONS

The strong examples of leaders from Novo Nordisk, PepsiCo and Unilever showed a leadership attitude 

that has scalability in mind. It is necessary that organization’s address this much more prominent in 

their reporting and should also be clear how demanding the challenges are. There is nothing here that 

needs to be hidden, the clearer the langauage the better, we think. This will only increase the need for 

collective action in the interest to advocate for the necessary level playing fields. 

Adaptability 
 

Adaptability 
 

Adaptability 
 

ACCELERATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

2 – demand industry-specific new level playing field 

design that include and/or anticipate such design 

changes

3 – demand disclosure in which the contribution to a 

green, inclusive & open economy is described through 

their activities in the areas of education, collaboration 

and advocation

1 – organize a system of advocational conferences 

in which micro, meso and macro level representative 

regularly discuss the progress towards contributions 

& design progress towards the green, inclusive & open 

economy on a regular basis 

2 – invest into the players that help create the under-

girdy of such events

3 – invest into the technical systems and investment 

solutions needed to support the transformation

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ADVOCATE

Mutuality 

Mutuality 

EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

1 – check the communication component of the scal-

ability challenge and what reporting can do to insti-

gate collective action in an industry and globally

Mutuality

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE
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EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

2 – understand in what ways employees can be en-

gaged and excited about contributing to the scalability 

challenge

3 – discuss with peers how the collective challenge to 

design a new level playing field in your industry can be 

given shape and how to best communicate that

4 – imagine how rightsholder engagement can be re-

designed to increase impact on industry and habitat 

development discussions2 – work with governments 

to advance regulation in reporting that is in line with 

the magnitude of the challenges

5 – understand true sustainable innovation beyond 

rebound effects that eliminate progress through un-

intended side effects

6 – assess which research networks are needed to 

boost collective efforts

1 – collaborate with others on the new industry level 

playing field that is in line with the magnitude of the 

challenges of the green, inclusive & open economy

2 – collaborate with others on a generic habitat Thrive-

Ability design that is in line with the magnitude of the 

challenges of the green, inclusive & open economy

3 – ask governments to help implement new reporting 

requirements through active support

1 – agree upon industry-wide ‚Wold View Statements’ 

based on the necessary scenarios and discussions 

within industry associations and lobbying groups

2 – train others by example of how to contribute to 

the scalability issues in your industry

3 – demand public statements by your leadership 

group about their role on the scalability challenge

Mutuality

Mutuality 

Mutuality 

Adaptability 

Connectedness 

Mutuality 

Humbleness 

Adaptability

Connectedness

Redundancy 

Connectedness 

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ADVOCATE

ACCELERATE
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6.5.4.  INVESTORS

A major success criteria for scalability is how our recommendations will be picked up by investors. 

Strong advocation by investors will push rating, ranking & index product providers to investigate more 

deeply into the answers of organizations to rise to the challenge of the magnitude of our problems to 

solve. Thriving of industries and habitats needs to be proven to allow the investment sector to thrive as 

well. How the organizations they invest in make contributions can be found out through carrying out 

the recommendations we already mentioned in chapter 4 and 5, based on the idea of a green, inclusive 

& open economy as described in chapter 3 of this Blueprint. 

EDUCATE

STAGE RECOMMENDATION

1 – elaborate on what is your own world view and ex-

pectation of your investment horizon

2 – discuss how to best join forces with other invest-

ment houses on common interests in industries and 

habitats

3 – elaborate on how to be vocal in supporting eco-

nomic system design changes 

1 – demand leadership advocation from CEOs and 

boards to work on industry and habitat level playing 

fields that are in line with the principles of a green, 

inclusive & open economy

2 – demand rating, ranking & index providers to in-

clude transparency about education, collaboration 

and advocation activities of organizations 

3 – advocate yourself in the investor sector how to 

best create new level playing fields

1 – develop an advocation strategy that corresponds 

with your generic investment decisions (no invest-

ment, engage, invest) – what would you expect from 

organizations you are interested in

Humbleness

Adaptability 

Adaptability 

Mutuality 

Mutuality 

Mutuality

Humbleness

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ADVOCATE

ACCELERATE
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STAGE RECOMMENDATION

2 – support governments in their education, collabo-

ration and advocation efforts to demand new indus-

try level playing fields for a green, inclusive & open 

economy

3 – invest into those corridors with most potential to 

reach scalable solutions, compatible with envisaged 

new level playing fields for industries or thriveable 

habitat design

Connectedness 

Adaptability 

SUPPORTING  
PRINCIPLE

ACCELERATE

7.  CONCLUSIONS

7.1.  OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

It always seems impossible until it’s done.

- Nelson Mandela

The development of the Reporting Blueprint went through a 12 months process including an open 

working group with two meeting, two virtual online dialog sessions and presentations and discussions 

in about one dozen conferences with over 2.000 participants addressed. We produced two exposure 

drafts as the basis for the iterative discussion process. We had many aha-moments about the magni-

tude of the urgency for transformation in front of us, surprise moments about how much ‘laissez-faire’ 

is still around in governments, corporations, and even in the global public. Of course we knew about 

the changes we wanted to trigger in the reporting standard setters, accounting standard setters, data 

and new business model ‘edges’ of our work ecosystem, and felt more and more reassured along the 

way that we indeed chose the right angles to start with. But many discussions – some in private con-

versations - also revealed a striking feeling of helplessness about the possibility to really change the 

economic system design towards more of an automatism to do ‘the right thing’ for sustainability and 

thriving. So many attempts have already failed, and others just tacking way too long. These notions have 

strengthened our aim that a response is needed. Reporting can be a trigger of that transformation if it is 

embedded into the overall change logic. That is what the Reporting 3.0 work ecosystem can contribute 

to. During the course of our deliberatons we have come across certain moments in which decisions had 

to be made; these serve well as our overall conclusions, an essence of the collective thinking process:

• There is no sustainable business in an unsustainable world. Without changing the economic system 

design towards benefitting sustainable solution and burdening unsustainable solutions we will not 

succeed.

• We need to change from shareholders and stakeholders to ‘rightsholders’. This corresponds
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with duties and obligations of each and every organization towards those that have a ‘right to know’. 

Not having information and relevant disclosure proving a (minimally) sustainable behavior, a ‘right to 

exist’ might vanish quicker than expected.

• Integral thinking and integral materiality go further than integrated thinking and various 

materiality definitions and processes we know of today. A changed materiality process needs to take 

on board the idea of an organization serving a ‘bigger whole’, and that leads to better inclusion of 

systemic risk, transformation risk, but also opens up the discussion about root-caused opportuni-

ties, away from curing symptoms of today’s ‘Triple-E-Failure’.

• We have little ideas about how to make a green, inclusive and open economy a reality, although our 

world leaders have already decided that this is ‘The Future We Want’ in 2012 at Rio+20. Our Re-

porting 3.0 repository (and other databases) track hundreds of reports, but we miss a consolidated 

effort. For the sake of defining necessary disclosure areas and information flows we arrived at 9 

principles.

• There are three main areas in which contributions in disclosure have to be made: a clear 

connection between an organziation’s purpose and the contribution it aims to make towards a green, 

inclusive and open economy; a context-based multi-capital accounting and success measurement to 

stand the litmus test of integral value creation; and finally supporting the scalability of actions spur-

ring the delivery of a green, inclusive and open economy in industries, habitats, and globally.

• We need an iterative process of designing the green, inclusive and open economy. This is why 

we started the journey from four different angles, and the Data Blueprint, the Accounting Blueprint 

and the New Business Model Blueprint need to take on board the thinking of the Reporting Blue-

print and have development space to align. The iterative discussions are the glue and make sure all 

constituencies addressed have their own starting point, while we work towards the ‘ultimate ends’.

• We developed the Reporting 3.0 Strategy Continuum to showcase possible strategies 

towards regeneration and thriving businesses. None of this is fiction, it all already exists, sometimes 

even already coordinated. We wanted to make sure that our vision of disclosure in a green, inclusive 

and open economy isn’t simply theoretical. However, it will need a tremendous amount of leader-

ship in corporations to openly address current state and future state.

• There are several theories of change accompanying the journey. We believe the main challenge is to 

free leadership from current straightjackets of short-term delivery; here, the concept of rightshold-

ers also means duties and obligations of shareholders to reflect if speculation instead of investments 

is the right strategy. But in the long run the changed economic system design as recommended in 

this Reporting Blueprint will have to evaporate the clonflict between short- and long-term thinking. 

The question about the business case of sustainability is unfair and a sign of ignorance of leadership.

• We are of the opinion that our recommendations are a useful contribution to the processes of existing 

reporting standard setters. We have developed R&D we hoped they would have understood, picked 

up and implemented already as a logic further development. We are offering our ideas in order to 

extend an invitation to collaborate. The existing standard setters are the backbone on which we 

built our work and wish them to progress together. A change is needed from collaboration to strong 

convergence. Our concept of integral thinking and integral materiality builds the basis for these 

discussions.

CONCLUSIONS
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• Many others will have a role to play in the future success of defining disclosure for a green, inclusive 

and open economy. That is why our recommendations include governments and multilaterals as 

well as investors. We will need especially their support to grease the transformation wheel. Citi-

zens all over the world want sustainable change, thriving lives and organizations making a useful 

contribution towards this ‘Future They Want’. Transparancy and disclosure are an essential part to 

counter-act in a ‘post-factual’ world. That is why Reporting 3.0 exists.

7.2. NEXT STEPS

The Reporting Blueprint is one of the four Blueprints in the work ecosystem of Reporting 3.0. Together 

with the Data Blueprint they are the first two Blueprints available by end of May 2017. The Accounting 

Blueprint is expected to be released in December 2017, the New Business Model Blueprint is expected 

for release in March 2018. After the release of all 4 Blueprints Reporting 3.0 will produce a summary 

synthesis report and will lay out the process for the next round of Blueprint elaboration. We expect the 

field covered by our work ecosystem to be of vibrant change due to many factors: political climate, data 

explosion, increasing clarity about the design of a green, inclusive and open economy, increased level of 

convergence and collaboration, and a growing Reporting 3.0 community wanting to actively participate.

In the summer of 2017 Reporting 3.0 will bind feedback processes on the existing Blueprints together 

into one major program, the Reporting 3.0 Beta Testing Program. The start of a second round of Blue-

prints, taking into account to potentially add additional Blueprints, is expected to start in 2019.

REPORTING 3.0 BLUEPRINT BETA TESTING PROGRAM

START SECOND BLUEPRINT ITERATIONS: 2019

REPORTING BLUEPRINT

DATA BLUEPRINT

ACCOUNTING BLUEPRINT

NEW BUSINESS MODELS 
BLUEPRINT

SUMMARY BLUEPRINT REPORT

· Recruit participants
· Start Beta Testing
  - Basic approach
  - Active approach (with

· 1st meeting
   

Advocation Partners)

· Blueprint Exposure Draft 2.0
· Blueprint FInal Report

· Blueprint Exposure Draft 2.0
· Blueprint Final Report

· DRAFT /  
  FINAL REPORT

· Recruit additional participants
· Continue Beta Testing
· 3rd meeting

· Recruit additional participants
· Continue Beta Testing
· 2nd meeting

· Blueprint Exposure Draft 1.0

SUMMER 2017 SPRING 2018 SUMMER 2018WINTER 2017 / 2018

@2017 Reporting 3.0 Platform

Figure 26: The Reporting 3.0 Beta Testing Program 2017/2018
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Parallel to the further development of the Blueprints Reporting 3.0 is also clustering interest in working 

with us in various additional ways:

• We see a lot of interest from academic institutions to further collaborate with us, based on their 

 individual research or as an additional area of future research. We are offering an open opportunity 

to join the ‘Reporting 3.0 Academic Alliance’ and seek various opportunities for joining existing 

projects of Reporting 3.0 or designing specific areas of mutual interest for students and researchers.

• We are offering interested parties to become a part of the ‘Reporting 3.0 Advocation Partnership’. 

Advocation partners can join Reporting 3.0 events free of charge, can join projects, and will have an 

80/20 revenue share in supporting the active approach of the Beta Testing Program with their cli-

ents, while we are offering an 20/80 revenue share in support of fundraising the necessary resourc-

es Reporting 3.0 needs to further prosper institutionally and programatically. Advocation partners 

commit to organize a regional event for Reporting 3.0 during each Blueprint Development Cycle and 

potentially offer meeting space for working groups where feasible and needed.

• Additional R&D trajectories, alliances and collaborations with various sectors are envisaged, e.g. 

governments, the investor community, multilateral organizations and civil society.

8.  ONLINE REPOSITORY 

During the development process of the Blueprints Reporting 3.0 has been developing a repository 

structure including all publicly available resources that supported the development of the blueprints. 

In total more than 1.000 documents were scanned, assessed and clustered. This process will continue 

during the full Blueprint development cycle. Reporting 3.0 aims at making these resources available by 

putting the repositories online in the near future.

ONLINE REPOSITORY 
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9.  ANNEXES

9.1.  REPORTING 3.0 REPORTING BLUEPRINT FEATURES COMPARISON

The Reporting 3.0 team worked together with Bob Willard to pull together a comprehensive compar-

ison table of the main Reporting 3.0 features and recommendations and how they contrast and/or 

overlap with the existing standards and frameworks/guidance landscape. 
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9.2.  AUTHOR

Ralph Thurm – is a co-initiator, facilitator and moderator of Reporting 3.0. His ideas about the short-

comings of corporate reporting helped to steer the community since the beginning of Reporting 3.0 

in 2012. He has designed and facilitated earlier Reporting 3.0 International Conferences, Transition 

Labs and Regional Roundtables. Announced end of May 2017 Ralph accepted to become the Manag-

ing Director of ‘Oncommons’, a Berlin-based NGO that will carry forward Reporting 3.0 as its flagship 

program. Ralph is also the owner of A|HEAD|ahead, a Dutch-based advisory firm. As part of this role 

Ralph actively supports GISR and was co-founder of the ThriveAbility Foundation. Before that Ralph 

had various sustainability functions at Siemens, GRI and Deloitte.

9.3.  WORKING GROUP MEMBERS

The Working Group members of the Reporting Blueprint:

Daniel Aronson   Valutus

Sonay Aykan   iCompli

Leeora Black   Australian Centre for CSR

Claudine Blamey   The Crown Estate (SB member)

Phil Clawson   CSR Lab

Mathew Gardner   Sustainserv

Jonathon Hanks   Incite

Ann Hoogenboom  Cabot Creamery

Mairead Keigher   Shift (SB member)

Brendan LeBlanc   Ernst & Young (SB member)

Richard Marsh   British Telecom

Michiyasu Nakajima  University of Kansai

Liad Ortar   CSRI Israel

Nick Robins   UNEP Inquiry

Joss Tantram   Terrafiniti

Dominic Trantram  Terrafiniti

Ralph Thurm   A|HEAD| ahead (and Reporting 3.0 Lead)

Allen White   Tellus Institute

Bill Baue    Convetit (and Reporting 3.0 Lead)

Jiro Olcott   Guard Global

Henk Hadders   Noorden Duurzam

James Robey   Cap Gemini

Paul Hurks   NBA

Martina Prox   FSLCI

Glenn Frommer   ESG Matters

Annemiek Huibrechtse  Deloitte

Martin Lok   Ministry of Economic Affairs, NL

Carolien Lamontagne  GRESB

Nancy Kamp-Roelands  EY

ANNEXES
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Felipe  Arango

Scott  Barlow

David  Baxter

Renilde  Becqué

Claudine  Blamey

Roland  Bulten

Louis  Coppola

Jed  Davis

Sheer  El Showk

Niels  Faber

Susanna  Fieber

Glenn  Frommer

Julie  Gorte

Noam  Gressel

Beat  Grüninger

Henk  Hadders

Julia  Hameister

Leah  Haygood

Christian Heller

Reiner  Hengstmann

Josephine Herzig

Gerd  Hofielen

Ann  Hoogenboom

Paul  Hurks

Rob  Jacobs

Vishal  Kapadia

Bernd  Kasemir

Mairead  Keigher

Hala  Khalaf

Bruce  Klafter

Brett  Knowles

Marek  Kosycarz

Monika  Kumar

Zoe  Le Grand

Brendan  LeBlanc

Sanford  Lewis

Li  Li

Désirée  Lucchese

Laren  Maas

Ethan  McCutchen

Mark W.  McElroy

Hans  Meves

Christian Meyn

Richard  Mills

Michiyasu Nakajima

René  Orij

Dan  Osusky

Mirella  Panek-Owsiańska

Penny  Prasad

Martina  Prox

Jakob  Raffn

Kurt  Ramin

Eric  Reynolds

Julia  Robbins

Ellen  Santamaria

Christina Schampel

Cory  Searcy

Flo  Segura

Neil  Shorter

Maria  Sillanpaa

Claire  Sommer

Martin  Staeheli

Dominic  Tantram

Kees  Tesselhof

Peter  Teuscher

Hanna  Thorsteinsdottir

Cornis  Van Der Lugt

Simon  van Renssen

Ambreen Waheed

Linda  Wedderburn

Karen  Wendt

Allen  White

Martin Z. Wilderer

Bob  Willard

Robin Lincoln Wood

Jennifer  Woofter

Thomas  Wunder

Natan  Zaidenweber

9.4.  ONLINE VIRTUAL DIALOG PARTICIPANTS
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9.5.  STEERING BOARD

Members of the Reporting 3.0 Steering Board in alphabetical order:

Bill Baue    Convetit, Sustainability Context Group

Claudine Blamey   The Crown Estate

Sarah Grey   International Integrated Reporting Council

Mairead Keigher   Shift

Brendan LeBlanc   Ernst & Young

Stephen Russell   World Resources Institute

Peter Teuscher   BSD Consulting

Ralph Thurm   A|HEAD| ahead

Cornis Van der Lugt  Stellenbosch University

9.6  ABOUT ONCOMMONS

Oncommons is a Berlin-based not-for-profit, legally registered as a gGmhH (gemeinnützige Gesellschaft 

mit beschränkter Haftung), aiming at making contributions to the development of transparency, disclo-

sure and collaboration through global public goods. Reporting 3.0 is the flagship program of Oncom-

mons. Oncommons carries out research, development, testing and training activities aimed at three 

major dissimination levels: educate (for starters in the various focus areas), advocate (for implementers 

of relevant approaches in organizations) and accelerate (for those convinced of external scaling of nec-

essary solutions deemed at increasing the micro-meso-macro links designing a green, inclusive and 

open economy).
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10.  ENDNOTES

1 See http://www.reporting3.org for conference reports of 2014 and 2015. The 2013 conference was 

held in German language only.

2 United Nations General Assembly, The Future We Want, 27 July 2012. http://www.un.org/ga/search/

view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/66/288&Lang=E

3 Global Reporting Initiative, Sustainability Context Principle, https://g4.globalreporting.org/how-

you-should-report/reporting-principles/principles-for-defining-report-content/sustainability-context/

Pages/default.aspx

4 Bill Baue and Allen White, “#SustyGoals 2: A Dialogue with Allen White Of GISR, The Godfather 

Of Sustainability Context,” Next-Generation Sustainability Targets: Toward Big, Context-Based 

Goals, Sustainable Brands, 2014. http://e.sustainablebrands.com/resources-ebook-next-generation-

sustainability-targets.html

5 WBCSD, Sustainability and Enterprise Risk Management – The First Step Towards Integration. http://

www.wbcsd.org/Projects/Non-financial-Measurement-and-Valuation/Resources/Sustainability-and-

enterprise-risk-management-The-first-step-towards-integration

6 We acknowledge that the term ‘North Star’ is more come in the Northern hemishere, whereas the 

‘Southern Cross’ might be better fitting in the Southern hemisphere.

7 Network for Sustainable Financial Markets (NSFM), Submission to Members of the Task Force on 

Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) in response to Public Consultation on Task Force 

Recommendations, 12 February 2017 http://www.sustainablefinancialmarkets.net/wp-content/

uploads/2009/02/SFM-Submission-TCFD-Final-02122017-v3-with-supplemented-signatories.pdf

8 The term ‘chaordic zone’ was first mentioned to us through Christopher and Sheila Cook of 5Deep Ltd. 

in workshops at the ThriveAbility Foundation in 2012.

9 Climate refugees can be considered people who have had to flee their homes due to environmental 

factors that can be partially attributed to climate change, such as drought, extreme weather conditions 

and natural disasters. The International Displacement Monitoring Centre estimates around 20 million 

people a year are forced to do so. See http://www.thehagueinstituteforglobaljustice.org/latest-insights/

latest-insights/commentary/climate-refugees-how-guterres-can-protect-the-unprotected/

10 See http://www.intellectualtakeout.org/blog/why-professors-are-writing-crap-nobody-reads

11 See http://tsss.ca/2016/04/leadership-and-governance-are-vital-in-the-transformation-towards-

sustainability/

12 See https://www.clubofrome.org/report/2052/

13 See https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/syr/SYR_AR5_FINAL_full_wcover.pdf

14 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropocene

15 See http://www.un-documents.net/our-common-future.pdf
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16 From an estimated 80.000 multinational companies on this planet around 8.000 are visibly active and 

engaged. In turn it means that 90% of global multinationals are at least invisible, adding to the scalability 

problem of sustainability. That doesn’t even include the millions and millions of SMEs, representing 99% 

of companies in hardly every country of the planet.

17 Quote by Louis Brandeis, see http://www.brandeis.edu/legacyfund/bio.html

18 http://www.un.org/disabilities/documents/rio20_outcome_document_complete.pdf

19 See: Smith, Adam (1977) [1776].  An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. 

University of Chicago Press. ISBN 0-226-76374-9 and Smith, Adam (1982) [1759]. D.D. Raphael and A.L. 

Macfie, ed. The Theory of Moral Sentiments. Liberty Fund. ISBN 0-86597-012-2.

20 See http://ec.europa.eu/environment/beyond_gdp/2007_conference_en.html

21 See http://ec.europa.eu/environment/beyond_gdp/proceedings/bgdp_proceedings_full.pdf, page 

30.

22 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_of_Integrated_Environmental_and_Economic_Accounting 

for a great summary of the developments of SEEA and what it entails.

23 See http://www.growthintransition.eu/wp-content/uploads/beyond_gdp.pdf

24 See http://ec.europa.eu/environment/enveco/pdf/SWD_2013_303.pdf

25 See a summary at http://www.stat.si/doc/drzstat/Stiglitz%20report.pdf

26 See https://www.amazon.com/Mismeasuring-Our-Lives-Why-Doesnt-ebook/dp/B005NIFFJA/

ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1487431383&sr=8-1&keywords=Mismeasuring+our+lives+–

+why+GDP+doesn’t+add+up

27 See aspect #17, page 5 of the document.

28 See http://dip21.bundestag.de/dip21/btd/17/133/1713300.pdf

29 Established in 2012 by the Global Green Growth Institute, OECD, UNEP and the World Bank, see 

http://www.greengrowthknowledge.org/resources/browse?search_api_views_fulltext=&page=147

30 See www.globalreporting.org

31 See www.theiirc.org

32 See https://www.sasb.org

33 See http://sciencebasedtargets.org

34 See http://sciencebasedtargets.org/about-us/

35 See https://naturalcapitalcoalition.org
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36 See http://naturalcapitalcoalition.org/protocol/

37 See https://www.fsb-tcfd.org

38 See https://www.netpositiveproject.org

39 See https://www.trucost.com

40 See http://trueprice.org

41 See http://www.ex-tax.com

42 See http://www.neweranewplan.com

43 See http://www.footprintnetwork.org

44 See http://unepinquiry.org

45 See http://unepinquiry.org/about-us/

46 See http://www.vox.com/2016/10/4/13118594/2-degrees-no-more-fossil-fuels for a thorough 

balance of the current state-of-play regarding a 1.5 degrees global warming target.

47 See John Fullerton’s rich keynote address at the 2015 Reporting 3.0 International Conference at 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B23kOF8vj7YdYWFXZzFWZ3l1Zzg/view

48 See GRI Standard 101 (2016), page 29.

49 See GRI Standard 101 (2016), page 18.

50 See GRI Standard 101 (2016), page 9: ‘Information on performance is expected to be placed in 

context. The underlying question of sustainability reporting is how an organization contributes, or aims 

to contribute in the future, to the improvement or deterioration of economic, environmental, and social 

conditions at the local, regional, or global level. For example, this can mean that in addition to reporting 

on trends in eco-efficiency, the organization can also present its absolute pollution loading in relation 

to the capacity of the regional ecosystem to absorb the pollutant. Therefore, the aim is to present the 

organization’s performance in relation to broader concepts of sustainability. This involves examining 

its performance in the context of the limits and demands placed on economic, environmental or social 

resources, at the sectoral, local, regional, or global level’ [...].

51 We avoid the use of the term ‚value chain’ as a past representation of an unsustainable throughput 

economy, while prompting at the need for circular, sharing and collaborative value adding effects of 

supply and demand side.

52 See Capital Institute: Regenerative Capitalism – How Universal Principles and Patterns will 

Shape Our New Economy (John Fullerton), April 2015; http://capitalinstitute.org/wp-content/

uploads/2015/04/2015-Regenerative-Capitalism-4-20-15-final.pdf

53 See www.ratesustainability.org
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54 See http://www.memenomics.com

55 See Unep Inquiry 2nd annual report at http://unepinquiry.org/publication/the-financial-system-we-

need-from-momentum-to-transformation

56 same, page 61.

57 same, page 64.

58 See: ThriveAbility Foundation: A Leader’s Guide To ThriveAbility, pages 31-34.

59 We have been scanning retailers approaches to influence consumer behavior and recognize that – 

while many billions of USD have been spent – we are still at a level of 10-20% of consumers thay say 

that they are willing to buy sustainably, but research about the actual acting of consumers at the point 

of sale only shows a small percentage of customers eventually decides accordingly. This poses a major 

scalability issue.

60 See http://sustainabilityadvantage.com

61 See ThriveAbility Foundation: ‘A Leader’s Guide To ThriveAbility’, page 39/40.

62 See http://www.theregenerativebusinesssummit.com/regeneration/

63 See: http://www.integrativedesign.net/images/Trajectory_EnvironmentallyResponsibleDesign.pdf

64 See https://www.amazon.com/MEMEnomics-Next-Generation-Said-Elias-Dawlabani/

dp/1590799968

65 See Summary of the 2nd virtual dialog of the Reporting & Data Blueprint Project of Reporting 3.0

66 See Ralph Thurm, Integral Thinking & True Materiality: A new impetus embracing purpose, success 

and scalability for thriving organizations, Sustainable Brands, March 2016. https://s3.amazonaws.

com/SustainableBrands/files/content/sb-ebook-integral-thinking.pdf

67 See https://de.scribd.com/document/336621519/2017-Edelman-Trust-Barometer-Executive-

Summary#

68 Taken from the Reporting 3.0 Speaker Quotes in preparation of the 4th International Reporting 3.0 

Conference

69 See ‘A Leader’s Guide To ThriveAbility’, page 197ff.

70 See ‘A Leader’s Guide To ThriveAbility’, page 67.

71 An example of this is the current ‘Thriveable Surrey’ project in the UK, where a multistakeholder 

approach is organized to sketch the activities necessary to develop Surrey into a gross-positive 

(thriveable) region.

72 See IoD South Africa - King IV Report, 2016, page 20 and page 24.
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73 See Convetit Virtual Dialog on Exposure Draft 1.0 of the Reporting and Data Blueprint, available at 

https://convetit.com/r3-reporting-data-blueprint-exposure-drafts-review-668.html

74 Both images were taken out of generic presentations from the ThriveAbility Foundation. They were 

developed by 5Deep Ltd. to explain the basics of Spital Dynamics. Spiral Dynamics represents a 40 year 

body of research and subsequently tests have been developed to assess the collective mindsets and life 

conditions of leadership teams.

75 See www.ratesustainability.org

76 See http://www.overshootday.org

77 We certainly commend organizations that published first integrated p/l accounts, including Yara 

Water Valley (Australia), LafargeHolcim, Alliander, AkzoNobel, NS (Dutch Railway Company), The 

Crown Estate, and certainly many others.

78 See http://www.sustainablebrands.com/news_and_views/leadership/bill_baue/unep_ companies_

time_raise_bar_sustainability_reporting

79 See http://sciencebasedtargets.org

80 See http://www.kateraworth.com/doughnut/

81 See http://futurefitbusiness.org

82 On the differentiation between science-based and context-based goal-setting, we refer to the 

following article of Mark McElroy: http://www.sustainablebrands.com/news_and_views/new_metrics/

mark_mcelroy/science-_vs_context-based_metrics_–_what’s_difference

83 See http://futurefitbusiness.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Future-Fit-Business-Benchmark-

Map-Summary-R1.02.pdf

84 See McElroy, Mark and van Engelen, Jo M.L.  – Corporate Sustainabilty Management – the art and 

science of managing non-financial performance, Earthscan, 2012

85 See McElroy, Mark and Thomas, Martin P. – The MultiCapital Scorecard – rethinking oeganizational 

performance,Chelsea Green, 2016

86 See http://www.sustainablebrands.com/news_and_views/new_metrics/mark_mcelroy/introducing_

gross_capital_sufficiency_gcs_–_new_alternative_

87 See http://www.sustainablebrands.com/news_and_views/new_metrics/mark_mcelroy/king_iv_

multicapitalism_goes_mainstream

88 same

89 See https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/topics/nationalsustainabledevelopmentstrategies

90 See https://www.amazon.com/Six-Capitals-Accountants-Save-Planet/dp/0393246671/ref=sr_1_2?i

e=UTF8&qid=1489315526&sr=8-2&keywords=jane+gleeson-white
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91 See http://www.sustainablebrands.com/news_and_views/leadership/bill_baue/unep_companies_

time_raise_bar_sustainability_reporting

92 See http://www.sustainablefinancialmarkets.net/wp-content/uploads/2009/02/SFM-Submission-

TCFD-Final-02122017-v3-with-supplemented-signatories.pdf, page 5.

93 This image summarizes the ThriveAbility Foundation’s ideas about how to design a new generation 

of success measurement based on contextual multi-capital accounting. It was taken out of their 

generic 2016 presentation.

94 See http://about.puma.com/damfiles/default/sustainability/environment/e-p-l/EPL080212final-3cd

fc1bdca0821c6ec1cf4b89935bb5f.pdf

95 See http://www.wbcsd.org/Clusters/Social-Impact/Social-Capital-Protocol

96 See https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/1023085/crown-estate-aw-1412-mb.pdf

97 This image was adjusted by the ThriveAbility Foundation and authorized for public use by The 

Crown Estate.

98 See https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/piecemeal-approach-fixing-capitalism-bound-fail-paul-

barnett?trk=mp-reader-card

99 See http://tomorrowscompany.com/publication/tomorrows-corporate-reporting-a-critical-system-

at-risk/

100 See http://kk.org/thetechnium/where-the-linea/

101 See http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/psrc/publications/assets/the-paris-agreement.pdf

102 See same, page 1.

103 See https://www.amazon.com/Cannibals-Forks-Triple-Century-Business/dp/1841120847

104 See https://hbr.org/2017/05/saving-the-planet-from-ecological-disaster-is-a-12-trillion-opportunity

105 See same

106 See https://hbr.org/2015/11/novo-nordisk-ceo-on-what-propelled-him-to-the-top

107 See https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/indra-nooyi-just-issued-major-challenge-worlds-ceos-daniel-

roth?trk=eml-b2_content_ecosystem_digest-recommended_articles-263-null&midToken=AQGAqMQ

ETLOD7g&fromEmail=fromEmail&ut=05QANscP3DMDs1

108 See https://www.ft.com/content/e6696b4a-8505-11e6-8897-2359a58ac7a5
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Allen White – Tellus Institute, Co-Founder GRI   

“Sustainability without contextualization within 
thresholds is inherently flawed. As GRI’s Co-Foun-
der and first Chief Executive, I introduced the 
Sustainability Context Principle in the early 2000’s. 
Our goal was to communicate that GRI reporting 
would be more than simply ESG disclosures. Instead, 
it would explicitly link micro (company) performance 
with macro (systems-wide) outcomes. This vision is 
more relevant – indeed, more urgent – than ever. 
Unfortunately, application of the Sustainability 
Context principle remains incipient and uneven. 
Looking ahead, we do not have the luxury of delaying 
implementation in light of the mounting ecological, 
social and economic crises. The time for procrastina-
tion has passed; the moment for aggressively shifting 
to context-based reporting is now. The Reporting 3.0 
Platform is poised to play a vital role in accelerating 
this movement. I urge all companies, standards 
bodies, investors and other actors to actively 
embrace Reporting 3.0 as a critical instrument for 
securing a thriving future.”

Jonathon Porritt – Forum for the Future

“This is a critical time for corporate sustainability. 
There’s a huge amount of good practice out there. 
But if all that’s achieving, from a systems point of 
view, is putting some green lipstick on a pig that 
keeps getting fatter and fatter, then we’re all wasting 
our time. Corporate reporting is one of the most 
important ways of being able to distinguish between 
substance and froth, and I hugely welcome the 
efforts of Reporting 3.0 to help in that critical 
endeavor.”

Claudine Blamey – The Crown Estate 

“We at The Crown Estate appreciate how the Report-
ing 3.0 Blueprints both laud our Total Contribution 
methodology and provide constructive suggestions 
for improvement, that we look forward to exploring 
together with R3.”

Richard Marsh - BT

“Reporting 3.0 is helping us to think differently about 
our approach to materiality, in a more context-based 
way. I like the work the team are doing to extend this 
thinking through the reporting and data blueprints 
and how this helps to draw a stronger link between 
sustainability and financial imperatives, as well as 
influencing strategy and innovation.”

Neil Stevenson - IIRC

“The IIRC introduced the concept of multi-capitals 
for articulating broader drivers of value in the 
Intenational Integrated Reporting Framework. We 
welcome the work of Reporting 3.0 to help compa-
nies embrace wider reporting practices and embed 
this way of thinking.”

Kate Raworth – Oxford University

“Doughnut Economics aims to meet the needs of all 
within the means of the planet - and so asks what 
kinds of companies can contribute to that mission. 
Reporting 3.0 strikes me as being one of the few 
initiatives in the corporate and investment space 
that calls for respect of the Doughnut’s planetary 
boundaries and social foundations at the company, 
industry, and portfolio levels. It’s high time that this 
approach is embraced across the board.”

Mark McElroy – Center for Sustainable 

Organizations

“The broad consensus amongst sustainability 
thought leaders on the need to take a context-based, 
multicapital approach to corporate measurement, 
management and reporting is not matched by the 
patchwork actions of standard-setters, practi-
tioners, raters, investors, NGOs, and others. Luckily, 
Reporting 3.0 is filling this gap, forcefully calling for 
Context and Multicapitalism, among many other 
things.”


